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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIONl
The purpose of this investigation is to examine the use of the
passive voice in the Synoptic Gospels. Every verb in the Synoptic
Gospels that occurs in the passive voice is examined without exception
to determine if it is used to cover or veil the divine name of God or
God's divine activity. This idea was suggested by the Index of Subjects of the Bl.asa-Debrunner-Funk Grammar.

Under the subject of the

Passive (voice) is listed the use of the passive "to avoid the divine
name. 112 It was also noted that Joachim Jeremias in two of his works
quite often refers to the passive voice as used to avoid the divine
name.3 Martin Albertz makes .the statement with regard to the passives
1The following grammars may be consulted for the general use of the
passive voice; (a) F. Blass and A. Debrunner., ! Greek Granmar of~
New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature; A Translation and
Revision of th~inth-Te'iithllerman Edition Incorporating Supplementary
Notes of A. Debrunner by Robert W. Funk (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press., 1961)., PP• 164-165 (paragraphs 311-315); (b) Raphael
Kuhner, Ausfuhrliche Grammatik der Griechischen Sprache (Hannover und
Leipzig: Hahnsche Buchhandlung.,1E98)., I/2, 121ft'.; ( c) F.dw:ill Mayser,
Grammatik Der Griechischen Pafo:'i Aus Der Ptolemaerzeit (Berlin und
Leipzig: Walter De Gruyter & o., ffiBJ,I/2, 155ff.; (d) James Hope
Moulton, Prolegomena in ! Gralll!lar ~ !!2 Testament Greek (Third edition
w.i.th corrections and additions; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark., 1957), I,
~ssim; (e) Nigel Turner, Sy;ntax in James Hope Moulton., A Grammar~
few Testament Greek (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1963), III, 53ff.
(paragraphs 4, 5); (f) A. T. Robertson, !_ Grammar~ the Greek~
Testament in the Light of Historical Research (Fourth~tion; Nashville.,
Tenn.: Broadmari""Press, 1934), ~assim; (g) Eduard Schw,yzer, Griechische
Gramnatik (Munchen: c. H. Beck sche Verlagsbuchhandlung., 1950)., II, 2j6-

241.

2Blass-Debrunner-Funk ..2£•
1

.E!• 1 P• 271.

)Joachim Jeremias., :!l!,! Eucharistic Words

2! Jesus.,

tr. from the

2

used in Luke 24:34 and 1 Corinthians 1S :4, "hinter diesen Passiven
steht der lebendige Gott. 11 4 Wilhelm StJihlin comments in his study of
the passive imperative in the New Testament, "dasz dieser Imperativ
Passiv sogar eine zentrale Bedeutung und eine erhebliche Tragweite fflr
das Gesamtverstltndnis des Neuen TestaJOOnts hat. ,.5 Gustaf DalJDan makes
mention of the fact that, 11Sanetimes the passive voice of the verb is
preferred, on the ground that, if the active v,ere used, it w:>uld be
necessary to name God as the Subject."6 'lhese statements and observations make one wonder about the use of the passive voice.

'.Ihis wonder-

ment increases when it is found that there is rea~ no history on the
subject in Biblical studies. Except for occasional passing remarks,
and these by way of observation, there is no systematic account on the
use of the passive voice in the New Testament. As far as it is possible
to knou, no one has ever written on the subject.
'lhis investigation, because of the expanse of the material, is
limited to the Synoptic Gospels.

The Synoptic materials in turn are

broken down into three areas of study, the Miracles, the Parables, and
the remaining Narrative and Discourse.

The JEthod followed was to see

how Scripture itself used the passive voice.

To do this all verbs in

second German edition by Arnold Ehrhardt (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,

1955>, passim; Joachim Jeremias, The Parables .2£ Jesus, tr.

Hooke (London: SCM Press Ltd., 19'5BT, passim.

by

s.

H.

4Martin Albertz, Die Botschaft Des Neuen Testamnts {ZollikonZurich: Evangelischer Verlag Ag., 19m, II/1, 99.
'Wilhelm Stllhlin, Symbolon (Stuttgart: Verlagswerk, 1958), P• 80.
·6Gustaf DalJDan, The Words ~ Jesus, tr. from the German by D.
Kay (Edinburgh: T. & T.Clark, 1902), P• 224.

».

3

the Synoptics were studied in their usage in the New Testament and in
the Septuagint.

This was done to see if the verb in any way singled

itself out as characterizing divine action, if it was used in the New
Testament and especiall:y in the Septuagint in the active voice to state
some direct action or work of God.

Commentaries were consulted and any

other literature that covered the said passage.
tive.

The results were posi-

They showed a large degree of Septuagint precedent for many pas-

sives used.
'lhe text adopted for this investigation was Nestle's Novum Testamentum Graece.
cross-reference:

Chapters III-V depart from the customary format in
cross-references are to chapter and section after the

manner of grammars.

CHAPl'ER II

FORM AND FUNCTIONl
Before examining "A Granmatical Study of the Passive Voice in the
Synoptic Gospels" it should be noted that there are certain verb forms
which are passive in formation but middle in sense.

It is necessary to

understand this in order to deal 'With the problem it will later raise.
It becomes apparent in studying this matter that there is an evolution

going on in the Greek language at the time of the Greek New Testament
·whereby the passive is supplanting the middle.

A. T. Robertson points

out,
The old Greek as in Homer did not distinguish sharply between
the forms • • • In the modern Greek the middle has no distinctive form save 1Jr0Jl and this is used as passive imperative
second singular. Elsewhere in the aorist and future the passive
forms maintain the field in modern Greek and appropriate the meaning of the middle. We see this tendency at work in the N.T. and
the ¥-,oc.v~ generally • • • in the aorist and future was an increasing number of passive forms without the distinctive passive
idea.2
Nigel Turner expresses this natter in this way;
lfilr retains merely an active and a passive-deponent voice. 1.he
trend of the language in our period may have moved only very
slight'.cy' away from the class. norm but it was in this direction:
mere class. writers preferred the middle voice to express a
somewhat loose connection between the subject and the action of
the verb, in Hell. Greek the active voice is preferred. lhe

1Th~ term "Form and Function" is not unique to this investigation.
It has been suggested by Ernest De Witt Burton's introduction to Syntax
of the Moods and Tenses in New Testament Greek (1.hird edition; Edinburg:
Clark, 1955), pp-;-lff.

r. &T.

2A. T. Robertson, A Granmar of the Greek New Testament in the ii~J
of Historical Research TFourth edi'tionJ Nashvi!!e a Broadman Press';' 9.3 ,
pp. 333-334.

5
forms of the middle and passive voices are tending to merge. The
fut. and aor. tenses of the middle are declining; they alone any·way remained distinct from the passive in .form even du.ring the
class. Reriod. Now deponent verbs prefer passive forms, and
~,rzl<,(){r,, in the NT is used (about 195 ti.ms) in place of k~fvo;ro,
while
(we were, not we were made) displaces £.P,
Moreove ,
e e there was former~ a .tut. act. with a .fut. mid.
form., ver,.r ~ften it con.forms now with the active (e.g. ~><.otkw for

-,o;;u;.;.

~~2.vlf&"z.v'

o<K.o617"ofC:«i ) •
Blass-Debrunner-Funk also say;
The system of voices in general remained the same in the
Hellenistic period (including the NT) as in the classical period of the language. Modifications have arisen mai~ because
of the tendency to merge the middle and the passive into a
single voice. In MGr only an active and a passive-deponent
are left.
As a result of this transition in the Greek language there will be
some passive forms that at times may not be true passives in sense.
Thus, it is seen that in the evolution of the Greek language the New
Testa100nt is at that critical juncture where a passive form may be a
true passive or may be passive in form oricy' but not in function.
Robertson says, "In fact, men we consider other tongues, it is not
strange that the passive maae inroads on the middle, but rather that
there Tias any distinction preserved at all. n5 Moulton expresses siml.lar
sentiments. 6

.3Nigel Turner, Syntax, in James Hope Moulton, A Granunar of New
Testament Greek (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1963), III, 53-54.- 4F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar o.f the New Testament
and Other EaG]y' Christian Id.terature J A Translation and 'Revision of the
Ninth-Tenth erman Edition Incorporating Supplementa17 Notes of A.
'Debrunner by Robert Funk (Chicago: 1.be Uniwrsity of Chicago Press, 1961),
p. 161 (paragraph 307).
'Robertson, 2£•

ill•,

P• 333.

6James Hope Moulton, Prolegomena ~ !. Granmar 2! !!!! Testament Greek
(Third edition with corrections and additions; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,

6
This distinction betv,een Form and Function will have to be made
mainly in the Aorist Passive and the Future Passive.

Robertson gives

a list of the chief forms of both of these vb.ere the form is passive
but the meaning is ntl.ddle.

7 It is as follows; (1) Aorist Passives

without the passive idea are

«TCErylF)q, A<Ei<fllOq11~

(I.JVUl{EKflP7r(

,

,
.II I/)
,
OA //)
,
'B ,0 /(\ > 0 ,(1 / I)
«rc~9ur,r, 'f1#<«ltr:Jv, 71tvq qv, t.Oequ?Jl, 'lf'f1lll/v~ q®va4v,
and ~ ' i,;txfttJ k' , l/kuµf,-Pqv , iB~lkJ•b lv/)upqf)Ev; ,
1

fCUf,R,f{h,11,

fpJQ/Jf;Pt;r, '4f~{h~;

certain passive meaning are

&v«isP,Bqwvrg,, «Ua!<(-Ufh/11".Q/J.~,

fJ«up«qflq"oJJo«, t<Atfll/{),j((optic,
fbXYl]lopot< ,

f'/Jr;O{([o.pa<.

.

passivesforms as

~µ/d,ffk;r,
)

/

/)

(2) Future Passives Vlithout

O(QCWT«~crEto.t,

Elflfl«»-,fora,, µEUp,/q 9rfcQJ/'N'

This list may be extended to include such

,
/n
,
/
,/J
IJfll
,Ol/l
,
If\
ET[o/'f.UlllJtl' El1f'4'}'9v, F.pa'9'/Vrft' Wf<Cllf/ 'I., fdT4Qqv,

'60«K,f(Dq11,

~K9V4Dq11~ kJ!tqv and t[uUJo/1'/v,

ff'O:J' qt·
1957), I, 162-163.
7Robertson, .2E• ill•, P• 334.

and

CHAPTER III

1.
a.

In One Evangelist

Two Blind Men Healed, Matthew 9:27-31
Two passives occur in this miracle.

"Let it be according to your faith."

Christ tells the blind men,

It is significant that this pas-

vL.Vqlh/rw )

sive form (
occurs few times in the Septuagint in comparison
Q
with the wide use of the middle for
C • Usu.a~
per-

o"'fvr

K1,vq &rfrw

tains to God's direct activity as in creation or in appeals for him to
act. 2
A. H. M'Neile in commenting on the Evangelist• s use of

(verse

JO)

«u,;xfktcc1.v

says that it is!l Hebraic .expression for the recovery of

sight."3 He then lists- as examples Isaiah

35:5,

4 Kingdoms 6:17 but gives no comment about them.
pertains to this passage in a special way.

42:7 (Acts 26:17), and
However, Isaiah

35:5

It speaks of God redeeming

1

c1assification of the miracles is taken from Henry Synder Gehman,
or Our Lord," ~ Westminster Dictionary£.!.~ Bible, ed. by
John D. Davis, revised and rewritten by Henry Synder Gehman (Philadelpiia: The Westminster Press, 1944), p. 400.
2
cr. Genesis 1:3,6· 9:27; Exodus 9:9; 10:21; 1 Chronicles 21:17;
Psalms 30(31):18; 34(35~:6; 68(69):22 1 25; 79(80):17; 108(109):76,Bo;
129(130):2; Jeremiah 18:22. All LXX references will be cited as
given in Edwin Hatch and Henry A. Redpath, !. Concordance to~ Septuagint .!!E the other Greek Versions of the ~ Testament"l°Including
the Apocxmal Booic's)' (Graz-Austria: llcademische DruclcVerlagsanstalt, 19 4), Volumes I and II.
11 :M:i.racles

u.

3Alan Hugh M'Neile, The Gospel According
Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 19'51f; P• 127•

!2 §!•

Matthew (London:

r

8

his people.

Part of that redemption1 says Isaiah 1 will be that "the

eyes of the blind will be opened 1 and the ears of the deaf unstopped;
then shall the lame man leap like a hart, and the tongue of the dWllb
sing for joy. 11 It is well to note that the Septuagint of Isaiah 35:5
translates the Hebrew Niphal

DJ Q~~{I by «VpwSiro1',o<( .4

the agent behind these passives.

God is

The Septuagint brings out this fact

very clear~.5 This is Yahweh's redemption of his people. As
Delitzsch says,
The bodi~ defects mentioned here there is no reason for regarding as figurative representations of spiritual defects.
The healing of bodily defects, however, is mere~ the outer
aide of what is actually effected by the coming of Jehovah. 6
Thus, this passive is as it were the "veil" of God's activity in
man• s redemption.

The "Son of David11 to whom the blind men make their

appeal is in reality Yahweh in the flesh.
b. A Dumb Demoniac Cured, Matthew 9:32-34
Three passives are used in this miracle.
vity is also expressed by the passive voice

In verse 32 satanic acti-

S«,uov,,c{,t,mv•
J

The agent ·

is obvious~ implied.

4'lhe Septuagint used is Alfred Rahlfs, ed., Septuaginta Id~
Vetus Testamentum Graece Iuxta LXX Interpretes (Editio Quinta; Stuttgart:
Privilegierte Wurttembergische l["i)eianstalt, 1952), Vols. I and II combined.

5cr. Genesis 21:19; 30:22; Exodus 4:12 1 15; Numbers 16:32; 22:18;
Deuteronotey" 28:12 (Micah 3:10); 2 Chronicles 7:15; Psalm 103(104):28;
1L4(145);16; Isaiah 41:18; 50:5; Jeremiah 22(50):25; Ezekiel 3:27;
29:21; 37:121 13; Daniel 7:10.
6Franz Delitzsch, Biblical Commenta17 2.!! !!!!! Proplecies £!. Isaiah,
tr. from the German b;y the Rev. James Martin (Grand Rapides Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Compan;y, 1954), II, 78.

9

Tne verb form

1f,r1vq

(verse 33) is a second aorist passive and in

pondering it the question may arise as to how one ought to regard it.
Is it an impersonal passive77 '!he~ it would amount to, "Never once was
it seen thus in Israel (by Israelites)." Or is it equivalent to "happen,"
and so translated, ''Nothing like this ever happened~'? Can the causative idea of the -qJVW suffiX be disregarded as is apparentlzy' done in
the Arndt-Gingrich Lexicon8 or should it be maintained as is done by
Thayer's Lexicon?9 Checking through a New Testament Concordance one
observes that the causal idea is indeed there without being forced but
does not come out clear~ in English translation.

I£ allowed here,

the evangelist thus marks the confession of the people that never yet
had such a thing been made to appear (by God) in Israel.

Translated

active~, "God never made such a mi.racle to appear in Israel up to that
.

time. 11

.

'lhia would not be pressing the meaning too much since the pas-

sive of jP«'~W occurs large~ in the Septuagint of divine appearances
made to men. 10 Once again a "veiled" God is seen in Jesus the Messiah.

(er.

further V.l.u where this word w.i.11 be given fuller treatment.)

'EKfliq9fvroc

(verse 33) will be treated in the more suitable con-

text of Matthew 6:5-13 (Cf. III.2.b. following).

7Joseph Henry !hayer, ! Greek-English Lexicon of the ~ Testamnt
being Grimm's 'Wilke's Clavis Novi Testamenti (Corrected edition; Chicago:
American Book Company, 1889 J, sub. .!22. rtvw.
6William F. Arndt and F. Wilbur Gingrich, A Greek-English Lexicon
of the New Testament and Other EarJ;Y Christian Iiterature (Cambridge:
Ai "'l'fie University Press'; :[952), !!!2• ~· f>Vt{YYI•
9
/
Thayer, ~· ~ . , ~ · .!!?2.• f'""'lll•

lOcr.
11:8.

Genesis 35:7; Numbers 23:4; · 2 Maccabees 3i26,33; S:2; 10:29;

•
10

c.

Tribute Money in the Mouth of a Fish, Matthew 17:24-27
In this miracle there are no passives w.i.th which to deal with the

exception of 7T~L>Eu9t,~ (verse 27).

It is one of the common passive

forms used in the middle sense as stated in the chapter on Form and
Function.
d.

A Deaf and Dumb Man Healed, Mark 7:31-37
In this miracle the verse that attracts attention is verse 34.

Here Jesus gives the command to the deaf and dumb man that results in
his restoration.
used.

Little is said by the commentators about the passives

Swete points out that {'J','1?9'l)<f. is

D.[J{),P¥,

for Aram.

. .

.

the ethpeel of

''DD~~\"',

by assimilation

O{l~ •"ll. ~t with

.

this the

matter is dismissed. Vincent Taylor in similar fashion discusses the
grammatical factors but says nothing ~s to their import.12 . Julius
Schniewind is tota~ silent on the issue. 13
What, then, may be said? First it should be noted that
is a transliteration of

nn52n
the passive imperative or the
- ..
. . .-v
.

Aramaic Peal conjugation.
the Hebrew

i.7'y>tXE),{

It obvious root is

DD$. Recognizing this,
-T

one

DD!a
-:

corresponding to

is transported back to Isaiah

35:.5,6. In the ·Messianic age of Redemption God shall open the ~ars of
lliien:cy Barclay Swete, The Gosrol ~ccording J2 ~. Mark (Grand
Rapids: Wm. B. ~erdmans Publishing ompany, i95 ), P• 1 ~
12Vincent Taylor, The Gospel Accordi9&

Macmillan

&

Co. Ltd.,

1959), P• 355.

!2 ~. ~

(London:

13Julius Schniewind, Das Evangelium Nach Markus in Das Neue Testa-

~ Deutsch (Gottingen: Vandenhoech & Ruprecht, 1966),

We 74-75.
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the deafl.4 and make the dumb to sing. This miracle, then, is a fulfillment of Isaiah's prophecy. Vlh.at God would do in nth.at aayn Christ has
done in the region, of the Decapolis.
voice is God.

The agent implied in this passive

God fulfills his prophetic word by hie almighty power.

The evangelist reflects this by immediate~ reporting the results:
11

they were opened" and his tongue "was loosed."

If asked by whom these

things v,ere done the on~ possible answer is "by God in his Christ."
The passive voice thus hides or veils the divine name and the activity
connected therewith.

'~uiqrcroyro (verse

37) is always used in the New Testament as the

peoples' reaction to the Christ especial~ to his teaching.

It is

rather idiomatic and one can hardly press the passive meaning.

Its use

in the Septuagint is of little significance.

~ (verse 35) will
e.

be

treate_d later in V.l.r.

The Blind Man of Bethsaida Healed, Mark 8: 22-26
One passive occurs in this miracle.

( verse 25), "and he was restored. 11

,

l(l

It is the word qzrot'f(U.gTGCQq

It is rather frequent in the Sep-

tuagint, occurring around forty-eight times; six of these occurrences
are in the passive but contribute nothing to the understanding of this
passage. In looking through the list, however, one notes that there
are a few examples which show God as the one who is the Restorer of a
great

many facets

or life. l5 One to be noted especia~ is Job 5:18.

l4ni)_l.) and nn9 are synonyms. Ezekiel 24:27 is the on~ Old
Testame~mple""ortne Niphal in the case of the latter verb.

l5cr.

Genesis 41:13; Exodus 4:7; ]4:26J Tobit S:17S; 10:13; Job

12

Regardless of the position of Eliphaz the Temanite toward Job he says
11

of God ,
C

aL

,

~

\
'0
-ff
~XfLY'.

\

!XLlfQ>

XtfJfF
""

>

l°t.>/

fla!:JIQJ,/ (OC<T'p(VZ-O.

,..

11

I()

@ll'{

,

/)/

ogTQKd ttrU].fl •

,,

·

W«ll:~v,

«7[QJ:<dg,rnµ.c,

It translates the Hebrew

,

K,!l!.

The restoring
"
is attributed to God.

regard to the Septuagint usage of
the present miracle.

\

7(!Jl{;I W.

With

this is the closest to

X,!)J. Julius Schneiwind
TT

brings the miracle into proper perspective by saying,

11

hier sind die

Jes.35 aufgezeigten Zeichen der messianischen Zeit.nl6 The agent, ~hen,
of this passive is God, who is veiled or hidden in the passive voice.
f.

Christ's Escape from the Hostile Multitude, Luke 4:30
No passives are used in this miracle.

g.

Draught of Fishes, Luke 5:1-11

Three passives occur in this miracle.

<8u1rfrvuro)

and verse 7

<(d,JJ{{it[JJ~,)

Those used in verse 6

imply agency in a · normal way.

In verse 6 the nets "were beginning to be broken" by the draught of
fishes.

In verse 7 the boats were filled so as 11 to be sinld.ng" by the

multitude of fishes caught.

The agent of the passive in these two

verses is clearly implied and norma~ the mind catches this ellipsis
of agency by second nature.

'A:o:o1<a<g,,~
r •

(verse 5) was treated in the chapter on Form and

Function.

5:18; Psalms 15(16)15; 34(35):5; Hosea 11:11; Isaiah 23:17; Jeremiah
15:19; 16:15; 24:6J 27:19.
16schniewind1

~·

.E:!•,

P• 79.

13
h.

Raising of the Widow's Son at Nain, Luke 7:11-17
There are several passives used in this miracle.

hrapJ99

In verse 11

is passive in form but middle in function (cf. Qiapter II)..

It is followed by

Kafoll.}'fvqv a

passive with the agency implied, some-

thing like "by the people." Other examples analogus to this occur in
the New Testament (cf. the passive o f * in Matthew 1:26; 9:11; and
of K~~/w Matthew 20:8; 22:7).

In verses 12 and 13 two more passives

occur with implied agency. In verses 14 and 16 a question may arise
as to the use of the passive voice.
the dead man.

The first is a Verbum Christi to

Is it a true passive? Is it perchance a passive used in

the sense of an active (cf. Luke 8:54)?

c•. F.

D. Moule says, 11Whether

one can find any substantia~ difference between_ Luke vii.14
(Passive form) and viii.54

~,a,

A. T. Robertson also says,

11

Wlh,n

(Active) is doubtful: they appear
J
.
both to be simp'.cy" intransit.iYe in eense. 1117 Moulton 1 s opinion mi.ght be
felt to be the same at this point. 18 So also that of Nigel Turner.19
It is probable t h a t ~ sometimes (as
in Mark 16:6) is merely intransitive, not passive, in idea.u 20 How-

l7c. F. D. Moule, An Idiom ~ ,2! .!:.! Testament Greek (Second
edition; Cambridge: At.l'iie University Press, 1957), P• 26.
18
James Hope Moulton, Prolefomena in A Grammar of New Testament
Greek (Third edition with Correc1.ons and additions;Edinburgh: T. &
~ r k , 1957), I, 163.
19Nigel Turner, Syntax in James Hope Moulton, A Grammar of New
Testament Greek (Edinburgh: T. &. T. Clark, 1963), III, 57. - -

r~n,

20A. T. Robertson, ~ Grammar 2£ ~ Greek !!!? Testament !!! ~
of Historical Research (Fourt.h edition; Nashville: Broadman Press,
,p. 817.

ever, Blass-Debrunner-Funk ioontion ~ as "intransitive and passive.1121 There is, ho"1'1ever, a textual problem in Luke 8:54 where a
passive form is ~ven in the margin (lffEt~ou EFGHSVY and Tischendorf).
1

>E..~fl"'occurs around eighty times in the Septuagint.

Certain

examples are of interest for the present problem. It is the Lord who
raises up judges and a Savior for Israei. 22 It is the Lord who raises
the poor23 and also raises up adversaries. 24 The most telling example
J
/
~
/
is I saiah 26 :19 where the S eptuagint reads, " gvgcrrqroy1<11 .52.L Y£t<po«,

Kai

l:a1.2Eb(a:ovrott
..SJ1.. 1-.r. ro~ Fu.vqutfo,r•"
or
I

Here the Future Passive

translates the simple ~ of the Hebrew text.

It is without a

doubt a true passive voice, or else it loses its purpose in the sentence.
The Septuagint translators imp~ by it the action of God in the momentous event. Would it be so strange, then, to find a true passive in a
Verbum Christi uttered in a locality so near t9 tbe pl.ace ,vbere Elijah
2
and Elisha raised the dead? 5 In regard to the evangelist's use of
~ i n v e r s e 16 there is a faint echo of Deuteronomy 18:15,18 "l'lhere
. (although~ is not used) the thought is still found that it is always God 'Who raises up a prophet to do his bidding. 26 Besides, a pro-

2l_r. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the Ne-w Testament
and other Ea 1;y: Christian Literature; A Translatio~a'iid""P.evision of the
NGith-Tenth erman Edition Incorporating Supplementary Notes of A.
Debrunner by Robert w. Funk (Chicagp: The University of Chicago Press,
1961), p. 42 (paragraph 78).
22cr. Judges 2:16,18; 3:9,J.5. 'fvE/elAI translates the Hiphil of

0

23

(1

Zlit2·

1 Kingdoms 2:8. ' ~ translates the Hiphil of Dfl•

243 Kingdoms 11:14,23. , ~ translates again the Hiphil of

'1

2

Kingdoms 17; 2 Kingdoms 4.

26cr. DeuteronoJI\Y' 34:10; Judges 6:8.

Wj2·
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phet such as this would not "raise himself up" (Middle), and a simple
intransitive ("arise") would be pointless.

The initiative is always

He calla, inspires, and empowers his prophets.

with God.

The prophet

does not 11volunteer. 11 The people, in turn, glorify God, realizing that
God has visited his people. So here, divine action is circumscribed by
the passive voice.

The passive thus becomes a "veil" behind mich one

must look.
i.

Healing the Bent Woman, Luke 13:10-17
There are three passives that strike the attention of the reader

in this miracle.

They are

qaf/lt1t[dt, JvPijv4,,

and

&vwp~·

New English Bible helps little with its translation of

The

«rroJffvc4 ,,

"You are rid of your trouble" 1Vhile the Revised Standard Version gives
a glimpse of the passive character by translating, "Vloman, you are
freed from your infirmity." The Septuagi~t helps little on this use of
gJTo.£.~wsince it contains no example that would throw light on this
passage.

Ma

however, is used in the Septuagint of God's action.

In

Job 42:9 (which, however, has no Hebrew counterpart) God "releases" the
sins of Job's antagonists.

to die.

In Psalm 101(102):20 be looses those doomed

In Psalm 145(146):7 he sets the prisoners free.

In Isaiah

40:2 he forgives (looses) the sins of Jerusalem (cf. also Isaiah 58:6).
So here, divine intervention
woman from }?.er satanic bonds.
What is said of the simplex

(/Sn_,

verse 16) freed or loosed this

The passive veils God's name and activity.

fJ&J may also be

a,rJw.
or

equal importance is the passive

applied to the compound

«mpf)wfh/ (verse 13) used b.1

16
the evangelist to describe the results.
upright in posture. 11

'Avr,,9/w has

The woman was "made straight, .

an interesting Septuagint history.

It is used seventeen times and usually refers to a divine action, God's
making straight. Of particular interest is Psalm

145(146):8(9). It

is the Lord who "lifts up those who are bowed down. 11 · The Septuagint
reads,

".K.VftD/ «v<pflo, Kq..Yfl'o.{)4vovs,"

broken down."

This Septuagint translation of the Hebrew seems to be

reflected in this miracle account.
are the

the Lord raises up 11 the ones

D"'~·J!J.P

Strangely enough the "·bowed down11

'f/QJ)

(from the verb

those who take on the posture

of the letter _2 as the woman in the miracle did.

As far as the Psalm

is concerned it portrays the Lord's acts of mercy toward his people.

Dr. Leupold says with regard to this phrase,
The fact that God "raises up those that are bowed dovm11
(found also in Ps. J..45:l4) calls for the broadest application. God has a numberless times lifted up the discouraged
and those
were physica~ bowed down and given them
fresh hope.
·

w~?

As Yahweh does this in the Psalm, so Jesus, significantly called

K6f>,ol by Luke

( verse 15), does this in the ml.racle.

The

passive voice

reverently veils the divine name and the divine activity.

'Azrot<ptf1:li

~verse 14) and

«l(.fKf:gq

the chapter on Form and Function.
explanatory and implies "by this
plained b,y the preposition

(verse 15) were treated in

/)ff°''1lll)g/)4 (verse 14)
Jesus." Gvou{vo,r (verse
r
I

is self17) is ex-

/uJ:J.. used with it.

27H. c. Leupold~ Exposition 2!, ,!s.! Psalms (Columbus, Ohio: The
Wartburg Press, 1959>, P• 986.
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j.

Healing the Man Afflicted 'With Dropsy., Luke 14:1-6
The forms

«u:aKfl«fk~.

(verse 3) and

«YPt1f9K/:1'f)qr«<

(verse 6)

though passive in form., are middle in sense and reflect a Semitic idiom
of response to a situation encountered. 28 This problem of Form and
Function ,.,as treated earlier in chapter
k.

n.

Healing the Ten Lepers., Luke 17:11-19

'Eassft«,afJA,a:S1Cl! is found

in this miracle both in the Verba Christi

(verse 17) and in the narrative of the Evangelist (verse 14). The
Lepers "were cleansed." In the Old TestamentI
for cleansing.

Dtl

is the proper word

•• T

It is rendered in the Septuagint by the salll3 word as

used in this pericope. It is to be noted that there the cleansing was
the Priest's function., a function "nhich he performed., however., by the
injunction of God. 29 Accordingly., it. never occurs in the Niphal in the
Old Testament.

In the prophets God sole'.cy' is the one who cleanses.JO

In the Septuagint the passive voice translates the Hebrew Qal., even in
the case of Naaman.,31 only for linguistic reasona. There is at timas
a turn in verbal concept from the Hebrew to the Greek whereby the latter
renders in the passive voice a simple Hebrew form that does not in any
way partake of a passive quality.

ihus., the passive voice veils the

28cf. Genesis 23:10.,14; 24:50; 27:37.,39.
29cf. Leviticus 12:7; 14:1££.
30
cf. Psalm 51:2.,7; Jeremiah JJ:8; Ezekiel 24:13; 36:25.,33; 37:23.
314 Kingdom 5:10.

------·
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divine name and activity in this miracle.
With the use of
voice is seen.
times.

i.J.E.x;

(verse 15) a certain 11 divinity11 of the passive

In the canonical Septuagint this verb occurs fifty-five

Out of this number thirty-seven are used direct'.cy of God as the

Healer of all types of disorders.

Ultimately, God is the onl¥ Healer.

For one steeped in the Old Testament this fact cries out loudly. To be
healed, so to speak, by the instrumentality of Jesus is to be touched
by God himself.

God hides himself in the work of Jesus Christ behind

the "veil" of the passive.
becomes the voice of God.

Thus, the passive voice, in a certain sense,
The Leper may be described as recognizing

this., for he in turn returns to .~

and glorifies~, and falling on

his face at Jesus' feet thanks him (Jesus).

Dr. Lenski says of the

Leper, 11He praised God for healing him through Jesus even as Jesus did
all his works to glorify
"passive" revelation.

Goa. n32

One can only envision God in his

For God to reveal h:iJDself directly is to destroy

the recipient of the revelation (Isaiah 6:5; Revelation 1:17). Hence,
he employed the mediation of the Prophets, Priests, and Kings aforet:i.m3,
but now he has spoken to us in the person of his Son (Hebrews 1:2).

lfap,u9fa,p

(verse 14) and

chapter II on Form and Function.

auo15P,9,¢
Euafbr,c«Y
I

the veiling of the divine name and activity.

(verse 18) were treated in
(verse 18) may also imp'.cy'
It 'Will be treated in

IV.l.w.
32
R. c. H. Lenslcl., Inte~retation o£ st. Luke's Gospel (Columbus,
Ohio: The Wartburg Press, 19 )., P• 878:- - -
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1.

Restoring the Ear of Malchu.s, Luke 22:50-51
The only passive used in this miracle is

«TTQKjll{k'{ (verse

51).

It was treated in the chapter on Form and Function.
2. In Two Evangelists
a.

Demoniac in Synagogue Cured, Mark 1:21-28//Luke 4:31-37.
In both narrations of this miracle there is one passive that calls

for attention.
demon.

It is the word

?''#1,9qr1,

Christ's command to the

The form of the verb is easily identifiable.

It is the first

aorist passive of ~afir.33 However, its function raises difficulties.

Many New Testament grammarions34 silently pass over the difficulty.
Even the better coIJDllentators ,do the same. 35 The Septuagint also furnishes little help since the verb is virtually not used, especially in
the passiv~.36 The matter may even be complicated due to the fact that
11

aorists in

-IJ:z,. that are

called passive are often active or middle in

meaning. 11 37
In the New Testament itself the verb is used seven or eight times.

33william Viatson Goodwin, Greek Grammar; Revised by Charles Burton
Gulick (Chicago: Ginn and Colli)any, 1930), p. 110 (paragraph 480); cf.
also Herbert Weir Suwth, Greek Grammar (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1956), p. 118 (paragraph 383).

34A. T. Robertson; J. H. Moulton; Blass-Debrunner-Funk; E. D.
Burton; C. F• D. Moule.
35A. Schlatter; J. Schniewind;

v.

Taylor; H. Swete; J. Creed.

36'rnere are only three instances of its use: Deuteronom;y 25:4;
Daniel (Septuagint) Susannah 61; 4 Maccabees 1:35.
37sm;yt11, El?•

ill•,

p. 2]9 (paragraph 804).

-----··
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Four of the eight are · passive forms (Mark 1:25//Luke 4:35 and Matthew
22:12 and :Mark 4:35) two of v.hich are used in the present miracle. The
remaining two appear to be true passives (Mark 4:35; Matthew 22:12).
With the evidence thus so neatly divided it may be concluded that a
conscious distinction between active and passive voice is maintained in
the limited scope of the New Testament.

This conclusion may be further

validated by lexical studies where examples are given from extra-

.
~ 38
Biblical sources for the genuine use of the passive
of 7'1.)dPVV•
If one accepts the form as a genuine passive the problem of its
meaning arises.
quiet! n.39

Some feel that it was pe:rllaps a slang term,

Be

11

If such is the case, it would be a simple idiom, so common

that the passive form cannot be pressed. Moreover, the person of the
speaker would be the authoritative agency behind the command.

This

would fit well with the circumstances of the occasion since we are told
that the people were amazed at him (Mark 1:22,27; Luke 4:32,36).
However, the suggestion that the imperative is slang may be dropped
because of the lack of documentation, and instead an authoritative passive imperative envisioned. The people would be further astounded at
the results of such a simple command,

11 Be

muzzled! 11 If this were the

case, the word would raise in the people's. minds the question:

11

Who

38Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, !~-English Lexicon;
A New Edition Revised and Augmented throughout by Sir Henry Stuart Jo·n es
(Oxford: At 'lhe Clarendon Press, 1951), 3;(, ~- !.2£• 'l'<po'w; cf. also
Arndt-Gingrich, .21?.• ~-, ~• .!2.£• 'f<Jl,our
39James Hope Moulton and George Milligan, The Vocabulai:z

.2£~

~ Testament Illustrated ~ ~ Papyri andother ~-Literary

Sources (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1957), ~ .
voe.~ u.~; cf. also Alexander Souter, A Pocket lexicon to the Greek
New T~ment (Oxford: At The Clarendon Press, 1956), sub:-v~c. 'jltp{UJ•

____
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was it that has spoken?"
speaker.

All attention is focused direct)3 on the

He speaks and it is done (Mark 1:27; Luke

cords well with the use of

1fjJ4crt[ovro

verb was treated in III.l.d. above.

4:36). This ac-

(Mark 1:27; Luke 4:32).

Analogua with this verb is

which will be treated in part c below.

rr~<

f~ /

That God stands behind the ac-

tion of this verb becomes apparent from Septuagint references.
confounds these people in Vihat Christ did.
work of God.

This

God

The astonishment is the

He confronts deJOOns and they obey.

Thus., the prea~nce and

activity of God is referred to in a veiled way in both

!J''fl,JJ)Y,Jfl and

if£.1rlc{rcr1Jvro •
>£0«;u,,Bq0q<rdV (Mark 1:27)

was treated in chapter II on Form. and

Function.
b.

Healing the Centurion's 90n (of Palsy)., Matthew 8 :5-lJ//Luke 7:1-10
The passive nuance of

in English versions.

«Y«KPAbfl[~·vroc,

(Matthew 8:ll) is passed by

The Revised Standard Version translates simply.,

"many will come • • • and si,t at table·. 11

The New English Bible has.,

"Many., I tell you, will com • • • to .feast." From these and similar
translations it might sound as though those who wish will simply enter
the Kingdom and recline with the patriarchs as a gesture or personal
prerogative or or self-selected right.

lhe background or faith that .

evoked the exclamation "Truly I . say to you., never have I found so great
faith in Israel" is minimized it not totally overlooked.

With this

comas the general attitude similar to that of the Jews of Christ's time.,
and for that matter, of all time., that we are entitled to certain rights
and privileges in view of who we are.

40cr.

Gustaf Dalman., !h!, Words

40

The passive of

!!£. ~ ;

«v«K2«~w moves

Authorized English Version

----·22

one to a different view.

The passive form, used only here in the New

Testament, makes it probable that there is an agency behind the passive
beyond that of hwnan initiative.41 This view is encouraged by Luke
12:37.

As it is the Lord who makes his faithful servants recline at

table when he returns, so it is God who causes one to be reclined with
the patriarchs and it is by virtue of his placement that one appears
there.

It is the hand of God that accomplishes mat is humanly impos-

sible, and it is faith that receives this gift from his hand.
The significant passives of ~/Jl,,,occur in the New Testament onJ.¥
in the present parallels and John 12:31.

It is evident from the use of

a~ in both Old Testament, Septuagint and New Testament that God is
the judgmental 11Expeller. 11
times of God's action.

4:14),

In the Septuagint bc(311Rw occurs soma twenty

God expels Adam (Genesis 3:24), Cain (Genesis

the occupants 0£ the Promised Land (Exodus 23:29,30),

the direct agent, does the expelling.
the same position.

His

a«C:K9YQC

He, as

In the New Testament God occupies

are ordered to cast out the unworthy

guest at the wedding-feast (Matthew 22:13); the Son of Man sends his

by D. M. Kay (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,1 1902) • 0 n pp. 115f. he discusses
the Jewish idea of 0 ;
9 ~ .Dz1: ll«1r1lE1~,- and how the Jews considered
themselves indisputabie neml:ierb~ or~ngdom by vi.rtue of right and
not spiritual rectitude. A. H. M1 Neile in his commentary on Matthew, p.
105, under verse 12, following Dalman states the matter very similar'.cy'.

us

41The passive form <iVd.,J,{) ydl is used in Matthew 14:19//Mark 6:39
in a very natural way needing
explanation. The active occurs in
Luke 2:7 and 12:37. Thus, the verb is used on'.cy' six tines in the New
Testament, the two under discussion here being the only important ones.
Rober J1 says, "It is possible to finq a passive sense in • • •
>
• • • 11 A. T. Robertson., .2E• ~ . , p. 819. Both words
are give causative definition in the Arndt..{}ingrich Lexicon which
allow for an invited guest . to be seated by the host. Theo~ exception would ,.be Luke 14:8. er. Arndt-Gingrich, ~· ill•, ~• .!2.£• ~
and Kqrot KUww•

no9
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~ to expel men from the Kingdom (Matthew 13 :42.,50); his attendants
cast out the useless servant (Matthew 25:30); he bids his disciples to
petition the Lord of the banquet to send out laborers into the harvest
(Matthew 9:38); Christ himself puts out the crowd (Matthew 9:25//Mark
5 :40); he expels the sellers in the Temple (Matthew 21:12); demons appeal to him at the prospect of their expulsion by him (Matthew 8 :31);
Jesus promises to cast no one out ,mo comes to him (John 6:37).

Thus,

it is exceptionall;r evident that God is the ver-y one who casts out those

Jii?

who feel that they by right will recline at his table, ~ uto}
/J,avfE,~. 42 There is a most powerful sermon in the use of the passive
t
voice in the New Testament.

'l«9qcrerc1.1

(Matthew 8:8; Luke 7:7) a n d ~ (Matthew 8:13) were

treated above in III.l.k;

rv99qrw (Matthew 8:13)
.

in IIT.l.a;

/

()

~QT(

/

(Matthew 8:9; Luke 7:8), ~ l ' { (Luke 7r.9) and <Xlll2Kfl'li{l{ (Matthew
8: 8) were treated in the chapter on Form and Function.

The use of the

p a s s i v e ~ will be treated in nr.3.a. following. f21.

lCqlf'O/vrt.;

(Luke 7:10) is self-explanatory imp'.cying the Roman official.

Ba.6"otVtF":flY9/ (Matthew

8:7) suggests that God is the agent behind

the painful agony. Strange as this may seem the action described by
the word is predicated on the whole of God.43 This correlates well

42cr. n. 40 above.
43
cr. Matthew 8: 29//U,XJ}~: l; llatthew J.4s21,//llark 6:48 ( the Lord of
nature); Revelation 9:5 (> 1
~ • • • ); 11:10; ]h:10; 20:10. This
same usage occurs in extra-ca nical material. Cf. Wisdom 11:9; 12:23;
2 Maccabees 1:28; 7:17. To be sure it is also used of pain 'that is
humanly contrived (2 Maccabees 7:13~ but this point does not seem prominent in the Old and New Testament. God has so made man's being that
he has "authored" its maey states and conditions. Man can not act as
he pleases and escape the judgmental control ot God. Hatred, for ex-

----24
with the use o f ~ (cf. III.J footnote 57).

But even such a sugges-

tion places sickness in the realm of inscrutable divine governance.
c. A Blind and Dumb Demoniac Cured, Matthew 12:22,23//Luke 11:14.
'

T'ne passive verb 'f"P(QV¥'1 (Matthew 12:22) adds an interesting
feature to the story. The man was brought by others but the numinous
prompting which brought about this action so that Christ and Satanic
power meet is hidden from direct sight. Although the verb is used mainly in the active voice in the New Testamant and has little import for

this investigation from the Septuagint, it is felt that behind this
passive there is the mysterious movement of God.
be borne out by the usage ot the compounds of

'.lb.is will be seen to

ft"' as

this investigation

progresses.
'Vlhat was said in III.l.d. about

~1r0vro

(Matthew 12:23).

giar./q~(W may be applied here

to

In the Septuagint a precedent is given for

seeing a hint of divine action in the passive of this verb.

God is

often portrayed as the actor vlo.o causes the peoples' amazement.44 Th.us,
it is felt that even behind this verb, which seems to be such a commonplace idiom, lies the mysterious movement or veiled activity of God.

ample, may lead to severe pain in the back, heart trouble, and many
other things. God does not leave himself unmarked in man•s body. So
also, if man acts in certain ways he becomes victim to nature's (God's)
built-in mechanism that renders him a "Ui?f<ftUTLKf¥'•" However, this is
not a research into the psychopathology o
fe. 'lhe point is that the
above interpretation of the passive voice is not as farfetched and perhaps radical as it may initia~ appear.
44cf. Exodus 18:9; 19:18; 2317; Leviticus 9:24; Joshua 2:11; 10:10;
Judges 4:15; 5:4; 3 Kingdoms 9:8; 2 Chronicles 7:21; 15:6; Micah 7:17;
Habakkuk 3:2; Isaiah 52:14; Jeremiah 2al2; 4:9; Ezekiel 32zl0; Daniel
(Theodotion) 2al,3.
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Arl~UAY<"{/jl,IJl,Qf (Matthew 12:22) was treated above in III.l.b.
d. Healing the Syrophoenician Woman's Daughter, Matthew 15 :21-28//
Mark 7: 24-30.
The following passives have been treated above;
thew 15:22) in III.l.b.;
Mark 7: 28) and

~

rirz-qtr,P1~ (~)

X«t,Hov1'fi,«1

(Mat-

(Matthew 15:22,24,26,28;

(Mark 7: 24) in the chapter on Form and Function;

~ (Matthew 15:28) in III.l.k.; l(f.vr/dr{rw (Matthew 15:28) in III.l.a.;
0
/Lal~ / (Mark 7:30) will be discussed in III.J.a. Two passives re~~
main,

m7{tUTcfRqv (Matthew 15 :24) and it'¥''4(Qqvott (Mark 7: 27).

>Auaa!Jfl/1 is
the verb

Dcu.i
.
-T

used a host of times in the Septuagint to translate
Outstanding is its use llhen God is the Sender. 45 In

the Pentateuch it is used of various actions of God.

It is used of his

sending angels to destroy (Genesis 19:13) • . He sends angels to direct
(Genesis 24:7). He sends Moses (Exodus 3:10). He sends the plagues
(Exodus ll:l).
sonal.

In the Former Prophets its use is somewhat more per-

God sends Samuel (1 Kingdoms 15:1; 16:1). He sends Gad (2 King-

doms 24:13), Elijah (2 Kingdoms 2:2.,4.,6)., his servants the prophets (4
Kingdoms 17:13). In the Latter Prophets this personal emphasis is
heightened. God sends a Savior (Isaiah 19:20). He sends his servants

45cr. Genesis 19:13; .24:7; 43:14; 45:5-8; Exodus 3:10.,12,13.,14.,15;
4:13,2~; 5:22; 7:16; 9:14; 11:l; 15:7; 23:20.,27.,28; Leviticus 26:22;
Numbers 16:28.,29; 20:14; 21:6; Deuteronoiqy 7:20; 9:23; 28:20; 32:24;
34:11; Judges 13:8; 1 Kingdoms 12:8.,11; 15:1.,18,20; 2 Kingdoms 22:15;
24:13; 4 Kingdoms 2:2.,4.,6; 17:13.,25.,26; 1 Chronicles 25:15; 32:21;
36:15; Nehemiah 6:12; Tobit 10:14; 12:20; Judith 8:21; 11:16.,22; 16:14;
Job 5:10; Psalms 77(78):25; 104(105):17; lo6(107):20; ll.O(lll):9; 147:4
(152 1 7(18); A.mos 1:4; Malachi 4:5(3123); Isaiah 9:8(7); 10:6.,l.6; 19:20;
43:J.4•
48:16; 6111; Jeremiah 7125; 9:16; 14:14; 16:16; 24:10; 25:4,9;
32(25~:15.,16,27; 33(26)112.,15; 49(42)1$1 21; 50(43)110; Lamentations l:
13; Ezekiel 2:4; 5116; 34:26; 3916.
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the prophets (Jeremiah 7:25; 25:h; 33(26):5; 35[28]:9; 42(35):15; 51[44]:
6
4). h He sends especially his own Servant ( Isaiah 61: l). T"nese examples
of God sending persons as his a gents can be greatzy increased.la
behind the passive
Sender. 11

ctz[ttrTdiqv lies

Thus,

the action of God as the "Great

This is particularzy striking when it is recalled that God

had sent Elijah to this same region in days of yesteryear (1 Kingdoms

17). Here, then, God's plan of salvation in Christ, his Servant, is
hidden in the passive voic~~

Instead of forthrightlzy- saying, "God did

not send me • • • 11 which would in reality divert the thoughts of his
disciples from his saving purposes and perhaps lead them on to some
Maccabean hero-image, Christ "veils" himself in the passive.

'!his in

turn causes one to reflect on the 'Whole history of God's people, his
sheep, and the m~n 'Wh.oDJJ. he had sent to them for their salvation.

It

might cause the disciples to see the "sent Servantn dealing wi. th a d:i.mzy'
8
burning wick, binding the distressed,· and freeing those imprisoned.4

X'fPr«o-f}qv~,

It is a question, hollever, how much the passive_
be pressed.

can

In the Septuagint the verb occurs fourteen times, translat-

ing either the Qal or Niphal of \) :J

tJt • .In thirteen of

the instances

-T

it is safe to say that God is the agent who gives satisfaction of one
kind or another.49

In the Gospels the passive occurs nine times.

In

_46concerning certain prophets it is expressly said that God (the
Lord) did not send them; Jeremiah 14114; 2.3121,32; 36(29):9; Ezekiel
1,3:6.
47cr. n. 45 above.
48 rsaiah 4213; 6111.

l.5;

Cf. Matthew 12:17-21.

49Tobit 12:98; Job 38:27; Psalms 16(17)114,15; 36(37):19; 58(59):
80(810:16; 106(107) 19; 131(132):15; Jeremiah 5:7; Lamentations 3:15 •.
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the Beatitudes (Matthew 5:6//Luke 6:21) it is God ,.ho will satisf'y those
who hunger and thirst for righteousness.

In Luke 16:19 it is merely a

case of Lazarus desiring satisfying crumbs from the rich man's table.
In the other passages.5° it is a question of Vihether the passive is a
neutral way of expressing the actions or hints that it is the activity
of God.

Certainly the latter can not be excluded in viev, of the Sep-

tuagint usage of the word.

Concerning the present passage, then, con-

sidering the circumstances of the plan of salvation under which it is
used, it is safe to say that here too., God must first complete the
first stage of that plan of salvation among the Jews (satisf'ying the
children) before the Gentiles were to be included. Thus the "veiled"
activity of God is seen again in this passage behind the passive voice.
e.

The Feeding of the Four Thousand., Matthew 1,:32-39//Mark 8:1-10
Two passives in these accounts n~ed little explaining.

'rrr.&.'f*v!°fR.J.Jdl
a
I

(Matthew 15:32; Mark 8:1) is considered to be a deponent verb.51

tlzr<KffQqq;-q(y

(Mark 8:4) was treated in chapter II on Form and Function.

EJJugwrnv used in Matthew
kft.i>)q,rnvrotl used in llark 8:3

As to the aorist passive Subjunctive
15:32 and the future passive Indicative

little need be said. It is simpzy the normal expression., used where
the vicissitudes of life cause nsn to give out.

The verb is used about

fifty times in the Septuagint with mu.ch the same meaning as found in
the present passage.

'C\fatthew 14:20//Mark 6:42//Luke 9:17//John 6:26., together with
Mark 8:8.

S1c£. Arndt-Gingrich,

on. cit.,sub.voe.0
a,r~v'f"o""'<
_,..
I

•
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>[7\oprJa:99([0N

(Matthew 15:37; Mark 8:8) ~y here impJy God's acti-

vity as in the previous miracle. As was pointed out there, God ia ultimately the one who satisfies man with his goodness.
of

The Septuagint usage

r,.~ allows one to see clothed in this passive the gracious hand

of God .feeding the multitude. "For he satisfies him who is thirsty,
and the hungry he fills with good things" (Psalm 107:9).
f.

Blasting the Fig Tree, Matthew 21:18-22//}dark 11:12-14, 19-25
In t h e ~ Christi a striking pair of passives engages the reader's

attention.

They are

o/9.qfl

and

fJf99qn

(Matthew 21:21; Mark 11:28).

These two passive imperatives were spoken by Christ in such a way as to
give courage and incentive to his disciples, who in a few short days
would see their Master murdered and hanging on the cross.

.

The Septua-

.

gint contributes virtually nothing to ~e understanding of these words.
Their meaning in the passive voice in the New Testament is .con.fined,
then, within the limits of the New Testament. Both words are found in
the passive rather frequent~ in the New Testament and the agent behind
the verb, as in this passage, is always God.52 R. c. H. Lenski says,

/1Jqf4r

It should be noted that in v. 21 both £oBg;I< and
are passives. [sic] 11 be thou taken up., urn e thou thrown.
The agent back of these passives is God. The disciples use
only God's power ••• when they do the humanly impossible. 53
These passives., therefore, veil the name and activity of God.

52c.r. ~Matthew 13:12{Matthew 25:19)//Luke 8:18(Luke 19r.26)//
Mark 4:25 anaMatthew 21:1'3. er. &1Piw Matthew 3:10//Luke 3:9; Matthew
7:19; 18:8; John 15:6 and Matthew~

5~. c. H. Lenski., ~ Interpretation of ~. Matthew'.! Gospel
{Columbus., Ohio: The Wartburg Press, 1956), PP• 824-825.
·
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A,,,"<f<Qij:a.

(llatthew 21:21) a n d ~ (llark 11123) may be dis-

missed as passive forms used for the middle.5

'£fr'~

(Matthev, 21:19.,20) and 1.~, (Mark U:21) used by

the Evangelists would appear as the simple response to Christ's command:
9hrist speaks and it is donel However., the usage of the Septuagint
suggests that the passive voice hints at the activity of God.

In 3

Kingdoms 13:4ff. wicked King Jeroboam's band is withered by the judgment of God (note especially verse 6).
dries up Ephraim by his judgment.

In Hosea 9:16 it is God viho

In Amos 1:2 it is God who roars forth

in judgment so that Cann.el withers., and in Amos 4:7 God withholds rain
from whom he will., causing fields to wither as his act of judgment.
Joel 1:12 the f i g ~ vdthers because ~f God's judgment.
23:10 the pastures are dried up by the curse of God.

In

In Jeremiah

In Ezekiel 17:24

it is written., "And all the trees of the field shall know that I the
Lord bring low the high tree., and make high the low tree., dry up the
green tree., and make the dry tree flourish.

I the Lord have spoken.,

and I will do it."55 Tb.us., behind this passive God's hand is seen.
This Christ who withers the fig tree is in reality Yahweh mo in times
of old withered and dried up as he desired by his judgmental pronouncements.

It is the same God., here in Christ., his Son., 'Who promises to the

strong in faith among his twelve mi.raculous powers of faith in his King-

54Blass-Debrunner...Funk.,

.2E• ~• ., p.

42 (paragraph 78).

55cr. also Psalms 73(74):15; 105(106):9; Isaiah 19:5-7; 40:8.,24;
42:15; 44:27; Jeremiah 28(51):36; Ezelci.el 9:12; Jeremiah 1:4; Zachariah
10:11; 11;17. In its use in the majority of places in the Gospel the
general tone 'of God's judgmental act is present. Ct. Matthew lJ:6//
Mark 4:6; Luke 8s6; Mark 3:1(?); 5:29; John 15:6.
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dom.

'Alrai1r,tqo-9E'J'..

(Mark 11:21) will be treated later in V.1.mm.

If, as

shown there, it is a true passive the agency that ca used recollection
is found in the context.

Here it would be the withered fig tree.

Other-

wise, it may be considered as deponent.

~f:. (Matthew 21:21; Mark 11:14,22) was treated in the chapter on Form and Function.

3. In 'lhree Evangelists
a.

Healing Peter's Mother-in-Law, Matthew 8:14-15//Mark 1:29-31//Luke
4:38-39, together with b. The Sick Healed at Evening, Matthew 8:
16-17//!.iark 1:32-34//Luke 4:40-41
l'here are some very interesting passives used in these miracles.

Of the prostrate cond~tion of Peter's mother-in-law Matthev, uses ~J

914

(8:14) arxi Luke

O:VY9'<Z}tfvq

(4:38).

,~?Y

It is significant that the verbs,

though differing, both describe the si~k person in the passive.

BJ/Jw is used to
9:2 and Mark 7:30.

describe sickness in this way also in Matthew 8:6,

Significant also is its active form in Revelation

2:22, where it is said th.at God will throw the harlot on to a bed of
6
sic
· kness, as some comment a tors descri·be ·i
·t. '
There is
· ace rta·in neb ulous quality as to the action behind this passive.
some degree by Luke's use of the dative

It is alleviated to

1Dlfllli';aA.

(Luke 4:38) as

the cause £or the prostrate condition but the agency behind the scene

'%enry Barclay Swete, The Apoca~se of St. John ( Grand Rapids:

W'm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 190), p.' L!. Swete also says,
"~DD,.. does not imply violence, but mere)¥ the prostration of sickness."

Thereupon he gives Matthew 9:2 as an example.
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is still hidden.

There is perhaps mre providential meaning behind

sickness than is so~~times considered or suspectea.57 In the Septuagint examples occur where God is the subject of the verb in the active
voice of the verb but none especially deals with sickness.SB
New Testament also there are numerous examples of

{llJ1w where

In the

none

other than God can be the subject or agent of the verb.59 In View of
this and the remarks made in a previous footnote (57 above) it is not
too bold to see a veiled reference to God in the descriptions of sickness here given.
The usage of
said above.

(Cf.

i~tB~ffw,

I
a;uv~w

III.2.b.)

(Luke 4:38) to som extent confirms what was

Its vague use in reference to sickness becoms somewhat

clearer men it is seen that the verb is often used in the Septuagint

57Cf. John 9: lff. Jesus has been shown

above to be the Messiah by
his healing. God I s hand in sickness may be seen in the following pas- ·
sages; Hosea 6:1; Isaiah 30:26; Psalm 44:2; the case of Job may be considered also, chapters 1 and 2, esp. 2:5ff., 2:10, and 19:21. Another
case might be that of St. Paul. Paul's thorn in the flesh which the
Lord saw fit for him to keep adds weight to the ab9ve facts. ihatever
it was, its presence was due to malign spiritual interferences, permitted
or g i v ~
· God, much as in the case of Job 2:6. 2 Corinthians 12:7
says " • ~
If.!:,!; gx6JJ~ rji. ~~ ~.Po~ f,ffQC Vd etc.; 11 the passive
here must a
In St, P
•s'Epistles the agent of every
passive form of
is God. It rould be indeed strange ii' 2 Corinthians 12:7 were 1 only exception, In fact, througho1;.;;,;
Testament God is always the agent behind the passive of f
, the
only exceptions being Matthew 14:11, Mark 5:43; Matthew 2 :
rk
14:5//J ohn 12 :5. Astonishingly to the point are also Exodus 4:11 and
Psalm 119:75.
58cf. Exodus 10:19; Numbers 22:38; Job 16:14(13), he casts pain
into the illness of Job; Psalm 147:6(17); Habakkuk 3:13, he casts death
upon the wicked; Isaiah 29:3.

und~,"'1·'

59cf. Matthew 3:10(7:19); 5:13,25 29; 10:34; 13:42; 18:8,9; Mark
4:26; 7:33 (for the purpose of healing~; 9:42,45,47; Luke 3:9; 12:49;
13:8; John 13:5; 15:6; Revelation 2122,24; 12:10,13; 14:16; 19:20;
20:10,14,15.
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God. 60

a{Rfw, ([ov/xw,

.c oupled with

(i«(e<V'f...w (III.2. b.)

and

efJ~

(footnote 57 above) build a case jointly that allows one to see behind
their passive use the veiled hand of God in the lives of men.
The varying views of the passive o f ~ (Matthew 8:15) are
dealt with above in III.l.h.

The significant factor in these accounts

is that the Mark 1:31 parallel makes specific mention of the fact that
Christ took the hand of Peter's mother-in-law and raised her up.

It

could still be maintained that Matthew gives the bare facts, using

~~ as a simple intransitive "and she arose. 11 However, Matthew is
rather fond of the true passive in healing miracles and also makes mention of Christ grasping her hand. ~ben all the passages in the New
Testament are considered on the general use of

~ttfw it becomes very

plausible that a conscious understanding of the word in all voices
existed among the New Testament writers.

~e Active Indicative 1s used

(John 5:21), the Middle Indicative is used (Matthew 26:46; ·Yark 4:27;
John 11:29), and the Passive Indicative is used (Aorist Passive, Matthew

8:JS; Future Passive Indicative, Matthew 20:19). It may

be that al-

though certain words came to be used in a deponent sense, the passive .
of

FVE,l~W,
"If I

did not do so in all cases. As has been shown above, there

is good reason to allow it to stand in many cases as a true passive in
intent and meaning.
Behind the words

3,,Yf ~pw~~ til. ~ ~ >Hv.,dou

God's activity is "veiled."

(Matthew 8:17),

In the Septuagint God gives .his command to

60cr. Genesis 8:2; Deuteronollzy' 11:17; l Kingdoms 14:6; 3 Kingdoms
8:35; 20(21):~l; 4 Kingdoms 9:8; 2 Chronicles 6:26; 7:13; Psalm 76(77):
9; Micah 7:16.

-----··
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fill (Genesis 1:22,28; 9:1,7); he himself is the 11Filler11 (Psalms 80
[81]:10; 82(83]:16; 109(110]:6; Wisdom 1:7; Habakkuk 2:8[7]; Jeremiah
13:13; 23:24; Daniel [Theodotion] 5:26); his word is fulfilled (3 Kingdoms 2:27; 2 Chronicles 36:21,22); and he himself fulfills his promises
(3 Kingdoms 8:15,24; 2 Chronicles 6:4,15).
ground for the above phrase.

This provides a rich back-

It is God, who spoke by his servants the

prophets as intermediaries, who directly brings all things to their
fulfillment.
Although the passive ~ •••

bng:uvq;11fv? (Mark

1:33) may seem to

be a neutral term to express the simple gathering together of a crowd,
still there are certain features that make its use significant.

In the

~Bq*'~

Septuagint of Psalm 101(102):22 peoples are gathered together (ruy0

to worship Yahweh because he has looked down from heaven "to hear the
groan of the prisoners, to set free those who were doomed to die"
(verse 20).

There is here a certain affinity of thought between the

Psalm and the Markan narrative.

This is true of the Septuagint in Psalm

146(147):2 where God is said to gather with -We b1"9kenliearted and w9unded
of verse 3, whom God heals. The Old Testament uses the verb of Divine
activity.

The New Testament uses it of Messianic activity. Jesus, in

dejection of heart, cries out that he had wished to gather together the
inhabitants ·of Jerusalem (Matthew 23:37
Dlla"UV~d.L ).

izc,uuva~Vllll
o u I/Luke

Some day it will be this Jesus

who will

13:34

gather together

the elect from the four comers of the earth (Matthew 24:31//Mark l3:'Zl

EffU[uv~fu )•

Outside the Gospels a similar ~uggestion of :Messianic

action is found in 2 Thessalonians 2:1, mere the ooun

<im9:UYe<J'1J'9)

used of the final gathering together of believers to meet the Lord.

is
The

----·
34
people were affected by Jesus, so influenced and impressed by hi.m, that
the .,hole city was gathered together before him. Vie may conclude on
the basis of the evidence cited that this passive is a veiled reference
to the activity of God.

.
z; /
LiottpoY<C",A,'z:you;
(Matthew 8:17; Mark 1:32 ) was treated in III.l.b.
abov.e.

c. Healing the Leper, Matthew 8:1-4//Mark 1:40-45//Luke 5:12-16
The passive of

~pl'[u, (Matthew 8:3,4; Mark 1:41,42; Luke 5:13)

was treated above in the discussion of the Ten Lepers who appealed to
Christ for healing (III.l.k.).

There is one other passive in Luke's

account of the healing of the single leper that may be touched upon.
It is

~a«1{£6E<[Be1..c,
/

Luke 5:15.

lkjMT«gw enjoys wide usage

New Testament in describing healing.

in the

In the Septuagint it occurs

twenty-five times, and only in three places (extra-canonical) does it
refer to God as the Healer. 61 The usual word used to express God I s
healing is

lo7rrQoc< ,

which translates the Hebrew X,, !)'J
T

In the New Testament

(er.

III.l.k.).

'T'

f)tfq<1Cfiw occurs numerous ti.mes and in the vast

majority of cases refers to direct healing by Jesus. 62 R.
says with regard to this verb, "In the verb

c.

Trench

9r,aci<n-E£{ELII •••

the nobler
and tenderer character of the service comes out still m:)re strong~. 1163
61Tobit 12:3; Wisdom 16:12; Sirach .38:7.
6
to denote direct healing by Jesus occurs only in Luke
6:19; 9:11, ; 14:4; 22:5+; John 4:47; otherwise it is used rather
numinous4'". Cf. Matthew 8:8//Luke 7:Ji Luke 1 6:18; 17:15; John 5:13.
This numinous idea is not found with ~e<zn:Wk' •
.
93Richard Chenevix Trench, Synonyms~~~ Testament (Twelfth

~,~~gff~

•
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It might also be stated in this way:
foremost whereas in

In f,itrDm, the healing itself is

~LJQr«f,,r.
the
I

type of service rendered as "tender, 11
11
noble11 and "free" is called to one's attention. 64 'lhus the passive

form used here poses no problem.

It is self-explanatory.

The people

congr egate to be healed by Jesus.

~lf)(:"'-[9f.{f

(lf.ark 1:41) was treated in III.2.e;

,s;qGq (Luke

5:12) in chapter II on Form and Function.
d.

Healing the Man Sick of the Palsy, Matthew 9:1-8/,!Mark 2:1-12//Luke
5:17-26
A very significant passive occurs twice in each evangelist. It

is the present passive form«p/t;vrou (Matthew 9:2,5; Mark 2:5,9; Luke
5:20,23, where however the form is the perfect passive «!Jlc'u,;vra1).
Christ forgives the para~ed man his sins in order to restore him
physically to society.

To understand this passive in a full sense and

the force of its implications, it is necessary to consider it in .close
connection with the other passives in the account. Sin and physical
distress are intimatel:y related.

'!his is seen in the cryptic use of
(diJf;P/yoy (Matthew 9 :2, a above) and 1(@pft:P",/Jfl/Q/' (Luke 5:18,24). 65
These are numinous verbs and suggest divine providence.

Luke mentions

that the np~wer of the Lord was for him to be healing" (Luke 5 :17,

edition corrected and improved; London, Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, &
Co. Ltd., 1894), P• 31.
6
1'.rrench, 12£• ill•
6~

-a Ou'w seems to be connected with God's judgment in the Old
Testame~- Septuagint Genesis 19:11; Isaiah 23:9; Jeremiah 26(46):
15; 27(50):15; ~z~ki.el 7:27; 25:9; l Maccabees 9:55.
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&<o:Po1L ) • The Healer of all ills has been shown in the miracles to
God himself in his Messiah, Jesus Christ (cf. III.l.k).
all men

<1Jc{aw forms,

God (III.l.h).

be

The Raiser of

Matthew 9:6, 7; Mark 1:12) has been shown to be

The crucial point, then, is that in this miracle the

paralyzed man is healed of God's judgment against him by the forgiving
word of Jesus.
Throughout the Old Testament God is the Forgiver. In the Septu~gint
is used often of God's forgiveness. 66 Thus it is not

«9'19µ.t

strange to see here the God-Man forgiving sins.
passive voice does cause one to ask the question:
doing this?tt

But the use of the
"1\ho is it that is

The Scribes and Pharisees pondered the matter but to no

avail (Matthew 9:3; Mark 2:6,7; Luke 5:21) while the lesser in the
crowd glorified God (Matthew 9:8; Mark 2:12; Luke 5:26).

Dr. Lenski

observes,
Here the uneducated people saw more clearly than the educated
scribes. They saw back of Jesus, the divine right and might
exercised bY Jesus, and this as a divine gift to men as a mass
or whole. 6T ·
There is also the numinous character of
cf.

f1Tl(uv4", in a

sive. 68 So also

above).

quvefxPr,,r,1.y

(Mark 2:2;

God's providential hand is behind this pas-

wlr/rlk/c<AY (Luke 5:26).

God is the great Filler so

66The Niphal of ll~r> is used in Ieviticus 4:20,26,31; 5:6,lO,lJ,
16,18; 6:6; 9:17; 19:2~God 1 s forgiveness. He is always ready to
forgive. Cf. Nehemiah 9:17; Isaiah 55:1. He is implored for forgiveness in Exodus 32:32; Psalm 24(25):18. He is the "Forgiver." Cf.
Psalms 31(32):1,6; 84(85)s2. His forgiveness is the basis of the New
Covenant, Jeremiah 31:34.

67Lensld., ,!h! Interpretation

or~.

Matthew'.:! Gospel, P• 361.

68cr. New Testament passages; Matthew 3:12//Luke 3:17; Matthew
12:30//Luke 11:23; Matthew 13:30,47; 22110; 25:24,26,32; John 15:6. 0£.
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to speak (cf. a above).
Julius Schniewind 1 s coIIIIllent on this miracle is very fitting,
Was bedeuted es, wenn die Vergebung mit .11 Vollmacht 11 verkUndet
wird? Messiaszeit. Was bedeuted es, wenn (Mt.11,.5; vgl.z •
.Mk. 7,37; 8, 25) "die Blinden sehn, die Lahmen gehn, die Tauben
h6ren"? Es bedeuted die Erf\Ulung von J es.35 ,5f.: 11Dann werden
dich die Augen der Blinden auftun und die Ohren sich Bffnen.
Dann wird der Lahme springen wie ein Hirsch und die Zunge des
Stummen vii.rd jauchzen. 11 Messiaszeitl Beides ist Gottes
Vollmacht, Siinden zu vergeben und 11 alles neu zu machen11 • Es
ist Gottes Vollmacht, nur mi.t dem Wort, in der Gewalt eines
Wortes, die Siinde wegzunehmen und das Leid zu heben-"er
sprach, und es geschah11 (Ps.33,9). Es ist Gott selbst, der
zur Messiaszeit 11 kommt und hilft 11 (Jes.35,4!); Gott ist•s,
der zur Endzeit kommt und sein Volle besucht (Mal.3,1; Lk.1,68.
76: s.b.), und vielleicht ist schon rein sprachlich das Wort
(V.5) 11Deine SUnden sind vergeben11 so gemeint, dasz mi.t dieser
Sftnden vergeben.69
·

· E . . _ ~ (Matthew 9:8) and
in chapter II on Form and Function.

«zrot<;uPE,/

(Luke 5:22) were treated

>HKoua:9~ (Mark

2:1) implies "by the

people 11 and is thus self-explanatory. Atn1ul.Vov(Mark 2:3) is explained
by the preposition

e.

lJ.IL1 used with it •.

r•

Healing the Man with the Withered Hand, Matthew 12:9-21//Mark 3:112//Luke 6:6-11

'AzrowuxJ~?

appears in all three Evangelists (Matthew 12:13;

Mark 3:5; Luke 6:10).

It has been treated above (III.l.e).

The passive

o f ~ (Mark 3:1) has also been treated above (III.2.f). Matthew's

~d7fw9,fu pq9{v

has also been mentioned above (part a).

Septuagint passages; Genesis 1:9; Deuteronoiey" 30:3,4; 4 Kingdoms 22:20;
Joel 3(4):2,11; Isaiah ll:12· 13:4; 34:16; 40:11• 43:5; 56:8t 66:18;
Nehemiah 1:9; Psalms 15(16):4 (no Hebrew); 32(33):7; lb6(107J:3;
Micah 4:6,12; Jeremiah 8:10(13); 23:7,8; 38(31):8,10; 39(32):37;
Ezekiel 11:17; 16:37; 2l:20; 28:25; 37:21; 38:4; 3912.
69Schniewind, EE•

ill•,

PP• 24-25.
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Matthew's account harks back to the Servant of Isaiah 42:lf'f., and what
happened in this miracle is that prophecy was being filled by God.

In

the quotation, which follows the Septuagint in the main, Matthew renders
the Qal passive participle V',)\>, by tTUVTcf!'l~OV•

\V

1

This passive in

both Hebrew and Greek points to those who are shattered by the vicissitudes of life which are the result of the sinful state of man.70
Even in saying this the "veiled11 hand of God which rests heavily upon
71
the sinner may be seen in the background.
God's hand moves behind
the scene in a most deep and IIzy"sterious way, and this fact is expressed
by the passive voice.

kvP.PuuoJpo'of (Mark
position used with it.

3:5) is self-explanatory by virtue of the pre-

>£J{afJq®'-Y (Luke

6:11) may be used in a good

sense (cf. a above). However, this is not the case here.
f.

Stilling the Storm, Matthew 8:23-27//Mark 4:35-41//Luke 8:22-25
One passive in these accounts attracts attention by virtue of its

r~ri ty and the person ,iho uttered it.
tive

It is the perfect passive impera-

(!f!f{µwrr~ found only in Mark 4:39. It is Christ's word of command

to the raging sea.

There is little Septuagint background for the verb.7 2

70in this case the numinous type of passive is seen to be in both
Old and New Testament.
/
is used in the Septuagint of God as one who shatters.
Cf. Exo-4!d.wu~sl~:~3, 7; Leviticus 26:13 19; 3 Kingdoms 19:11; 2 Chronicles
20:37; Psalms 2:9; 3:7; 9:36(10:15~; 28(29):5; 45(46):91 47(48):7; 57
(58):6; 73(74):13,14; 75(76):3; 104(105):16,33; 106(107):16; Hosea 1:
5; 2:18(20); Amos 1:5; Micah 4:6; Nahum 1:13; Isaiah 14:5; 38:lJ; 451
2; J5(28):2,4; 37(30):8; Ezekiel 4:16; 5:16.
72rt is used only in Deuteronomy 25:4; Daniel (Septuagint)
Susanah 61; 4 Maccabees 1:35.
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However, Old Testament background for the .thought is by no means lacking.
This background is seen in Psalm 89:10,26 (Hebrew text).
highly Messianic.
seas and stills

This Psalm is

In verse 10 it is God who rules the storms of' the

(DJW)

its swells.

In verse 26 this very fact is at-

- T

tributed to the Messiah where it says, "I will set his (David's) hand
on the sea. 11 The relation of this Old Testament Psalm to this miracle
is clear.

The Figure l'iho was aroused to speak a word of' con:mand to the

elements is truly God himsolf.

Psalms 65:8 (Hebrew text) and 107:28-30 ·

(Hebrew text) also give the same coloring to this miracle.

Julius

Schniewind expresses the relationship between these Psalms by saying,
Jesu Macht und Gottes Macht werden schon durch unsere
Erztthlung als solche in eins gesetzt. Sie erinnert an at.
liche Stellen wie Ps.65,Bl 89,10, in denen Gott selbst ~
Toben des Meers gebietet.,3
Thus, once again the pass1ve, nveils11 what is rightly the very act of
God, present in Jesus.
The perfect imperative stresses the intensive aspect of verbal
action.74 It is more emphatic than the present or aorist, 75 and "generally expresses a command that something shall be decisive and permanent." 76 Nigel Turner feels that this passive imperative f'orm 11 is
probably a solemn stereotyped phrase used in adjuration. 11 77 Thus we
see God himself, Jesus, in the glory of an Old Testament setting that

.£!!•, p. 51.
74Robertson, 2.£• ill•, P• 908.
75
Moulton., EE• ill•, P• 176.
76aoodwin, 2.E• Ell•, p. 272 (paragraph 1276).
77:Moulton, .2E• ill•, P• 85 (paragraph 6(a]).

73schniewind, .2.E•
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was given to poets by inspiration, standing in the midst of men by his
incarnation and remanding the eleID3nts to their place.

The disciples

pondered this gigantic miracle (1fatthew 8:27, Mark 4:41; Luke 8:25)
and had Jesus been born immediately after Malachi and had this event
happened then, perhaps such pondering would have turned instantaneously
to worship of Jesus their God, Yahweh, who stills the storms and waves.78

'£y,ajhfPq~eY

(Mark 4:41;

-O/v74,,

Luke 8:25) was treated in

chapter II on Form and Function.

'Avrfx[)l:/(fd.\l

term, most likely deponent here.

'~o/2/k{;

in III.l.h.

/:uto/f},fc
0

analogy of
Testamnt.

$JY?E)EC~·

(Luke 8 :22) is a nautical.

(Matthew 8 :26) was treated

(Mark 4:39; Luke 8:24) may be explained on the

'

Its use is limited in both Septuagint and New

K<1:,ftf7fUtll}e1.

(Matthew 8:24) is self-explanatory because of

the preposition used with i~.

G.1uf~u-fk.<

(Mark 4:37) and ((uVEn;fqpouvro

(Luke 8:23) both imply 11 by the waves. 11
g.

The Legion of Demons Entering Swine, Matthew 8:28-34//Mark 5:1-20//
Luke 8:26-39
The recurring passive in these parallel accounts is

8«¥1""'l"lu1v~
Fl

(Matthew 8:28,33; Mark 5:15,16 [cf. Luke 8s29]-Luke 8:36).
treated in I~I.l.b.

It has been

T'ne other passives used need no comment, being

self-explanatory by reason of an agent implied in the context, by the
use of the preposition

Ult.Ji,

or the use of the dative case, or as

deponent.
' ~ is used in Luke 8:36.

In the Septuagint it translates

78The connection between this miracle and the Psalms, especially
Psalm 89:10, is discredited by Vincent Taylor in his commentary on St.
Mark, p. 272, as "very unconvincing."
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mainzy two Hebrew verbs,

.VW....
- r

and -Ec'tl.
-r

Vlli.,.

is found in conjunc-

-T

tion with sickness only in Psalm 6:4 and Jeremiah 17:14.
is always used of deliverance from a p:1ysical foe.

4l"cll

otherwise, it
likewise de-

-T

notes salvation by deliverance from a bodi1y foe.

Both thoughts fit

well with the healing of this demoniac. He was captive bodily to a
demonic possessor.

Jesus frees him from his oppressor much as the

Saviors of Israel had done in days of old.

The Revised Standard Version

translates the word by "was healed11 and the New English Bible by "had
been cured."

For the country people of Gadara who owned pigs this word

perhaps meant little, merely a restoration to wellbeing.
believer it is filled with a deeper meaning.
is

\J'·Hdin~ ,

For the

The agent of this passive

Jesus, the incarnate Savior. As Savior, he is Yahweh,

for the majority of passages .in the Old Testament Septua~nt using~
and the Hebrew text using the verb

Y'W'"',
.-

God.

trace salvation direct1y to

1"

V,h ere the eyes of the Gadarenes saw only a loss of swine, the

Chris~ian may behold the ve-ry glory of God.

Again, the passive veils

the divine activity of God.
h.

Healing the Woman Suffering with an Issue of Blood, Matthew 9:2022//Mark 5:25'.""34//Luke 8:43-48
The passives used in this miracle have already been treated.79

79cr. 8.Eoc<1T.!U~~~ III.J.c; ,;-,,,Q~.,...,, .III.J.g; ~tl(Jp(V~f/t;' III.2.
f; ~S)~~~~. :
at has b e e n ~ those plae~ may
aJ>plied
to ~ e n t miracle. Vincent Taylor gives a short sketch of cn.Iil'i,i in
Mark when he says, "In many of these cases it is a question of saT1ng
life (iii.4, xv.JO£.) or of deliverance from maladies and afflictions
(v.23t28,34, vi.56, x.52); in others of the saving of the self (xi.ii.
13,20). 11 £.E• _ill., P• 22.

m.1.k.
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i.

Raising Jairus' Daughter, Matthew 9:18,23-26//Mark 5:21-24,35-43//
Luke 8:40-42,49-56
The passive o f ~ and its use have been seen above in g and h.

Yahweh, the Savior, who worked salvation for his people through Saviors
and by direct interventions in the Old Testament, delivers, frees, and
saves in person by his incarnation.

In this miracle an active impera-

tive is used by Mark and Luke in Jesus' command to the young child, and
the results are also expressed in the active aorist.

However, Matthew,

in his abbreviated style, uses ~ · Though perhaps one would not
like to press this passive form as having passive meaning, there is
still the possibility of doing so. 80
The ~ is in a period of critical transition during New Testament
times and to make many passiye forms middle in meaning may perhaps be
an easy way out of the problem.
is a typical example.

2°uv1xP~ in Mark's accou~t (verse 21)

Julius Schniewind translates it, nversammelte

sich eine grosze Menge zu ihm. 1181 The New English Bible and the Revised
Standard Version also leave out the passive aspect, vn1ich no doubt simplifies matters.

But there is behind this passive form the "veiled"

hand of God's providence guiding man's destiny and directing his steps
(Proverbs 16:9) to salvation ii' he would not fear but believe (Luke
8:50).

This great crowd 11was gathered" and certain witnesses were

hand-picked to see a miracle which is penned for the believer in Mark.
This is God's doing in its greatest dimension, and it is hidden in the

80cf. views o n ~ , III.l.h.

8
1schniewind1

~·

ill•,

P•

S4.
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true passive JWJL.~ (cf. d above).

>ffi~

(lfiatthew 9:25) may have overtones (cf. III.2.b) of God's

hand working secretly among men but it need not be pressed since it is
a simple description of the event.
The passives

/JmfµE.voy

(Mark 5:36)

41) have human agents normally implied.

andpJJw,;vwciµ,voy
Aof)~W<

(Mark 5:

(Mark 5:43), though

an important type of passive as will be seen later, is here simple indirect discourse for Christ's comnand (cf. footnote 57), "Give her
something to eat."

B~OCX7{lu9qva<

,l<X9qvp(£

(Luke 8:43) was treated in III.l.k.

(Luke 8:43) was treated in III.l.i (cf. also Bl.ass-

Debrunner-Funk, paragraph 210[ 2], page 113).

{)o/.Jul)a,lp,vov (Matthew
r1

9:23) sketches the circumstances of the event.
j.

Wal.king on the Sea, Mattl,lew 14:22-.36//Mark 6:45-56 (8 :14-21)//
(John 6:16-21)
The passive used to describe the reaction of the disciples,

1:rc1.,olx/Iqffd.V

(Matthew 14:26; Mark 6:50), hae a numinous glow cast about

it by the Septuagint usage of the word.

Since

-r,nM<lW transl.ates forty-

six different verbs, its connotations remain rather general.

However,

the general Septuagint usage of·rdnc;/,(""
leaves the impression that it
I
is God who shakes up nature and mankind at his pleasure.
pecially to be seen in the Psalms.

82

The extensive use of

'lhis is es/
7¥Cllcrcrw
in

the Septuagint makes it unlikely that this passage reflects any specific
passage.

It is fitting, though, that the phrase

(}'w/ .J.!/!L'
)

)

"I amn of the Old Testament should be used 'With it.

82cf. Psalms 2:5; 6:2,3,10; 17(18):7; 29(30):7

~-!.!·

the great
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The passive that attracts the most attention in this miracle is

q'l!. •••

UUlJJlf'wpfvr,of Mark 6:52 (cf. Mark 8:18). The New English Bible

translates the phrase, "their minds ·were closed. 11
"their minds ,·,ere dull."
hearts were hardened."

Weymouth translated,

The Revised Standard Version has, "their

lfwpo«i occurs

only twice in the Septuagint, 83

and neither occurrence helps to clarify the present text.

V1hat happened

to the disciples can not be interpreted as a judicial hardening by God,
for Matthew llu33 says that they worshipped Jesus, saying that he was
truly the Son of God.

Mark says in the verse prior to this phrase

that the disciples were beyond measure astonished at the incident (verse

51). J. A. Robinson is more than likely correct about this verse when
he says, "Here the interpretation 'hardened' seems needlessly severe:
the point is that they could not understand. 084 Too much had happened
to them in such a short time. _They could not understand the feeding of
the .5,ooo (verse 52a), and now Christ came to them walking . on the water.
They were hardened by the events of the day, hardened in the sense of
8
being Uinsensible" 5 or as J. A. Robinson points out, they were numbed,
or dulled in their faculties. 86 It m:i.g~t be said that God had overwhelmed them and they could not regain their senses, especially at such
an early hour.

Behind these events was the hand of God that overwhelms

83Job 17:7; Proverbs 10:20 Ctrmupwpfv'f is read in manuscripts BS).
8
4J. Armitage Robinson, St. Paul's Eiistle to the· E esians; A
Revised Text and Translation with"°"Exposit on and,otes Second edition;
London: James Clark & Co. Ltd., n.d.), P• 273.

8.5Liddell-Scott-Jones, 2E•

ill•,

B6Rob.inson, .2.E• ~·,
·t P• 273 •

II, sub. voe.

'Tf'4¥'1HM

III.
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mortal mankind.
As a postscript to Matthew's account of the miracle, Matthew 14:
34-36 tell of the throngs that gathered about Jesus in order that they
might be saved or made whole by him.
touched him were saved

(Sua-t£!Jqt£dJb

Matthew says that as many as
Matthew 14:36). This verb is used

twice in the New Testament vhere a simiiL.ar type of divine salvation is
mentioned.
does.

In Luke 7:3 .Jesus is appealed to to save a slave, which he

In 1 Peter 3:20 eight people were miraculousJ..y saved through the

flood, a type of the divine salvation given in the sacrament of Baptism.
In the Septuagint God also saves in this same manner (Genesis 35:3; Deuterononzy- 20:4; Zechariah 8:13).

In addition, the Septuagint has many

passages that imply that God grants or takes away man's salvation (Numbers 10:9; Joshua 10:28,30,37 et. al.).

This passive, then implies that

Jesus divinely saved people 'from their sickness. God is veiled in this
passive also.

'f,rc{,8~ (Mark 6:56) was treated in g above. 1fpotr'f'fftrf4<[opl (Mark
6:53), not found in the Septuagint and only here in the New Testament,
excites little attention.
the disciples.

The boat was simply secured in harbor by

'f.f{crr°'vro (Mark 6:52) was treated in III.2.c. 'A,rq~

(Matthew 14:30) and

Ff<yhflh,

II on Form and Function.

(Matthew 14:30) were treated in chapter

6cxtHV<f6Jl&II~

explained hare by the preposition
k.

(Matthew 14:24; Mark 6:48) is

Aici{_ used

with it.

Healing an Epileptic Child, Matthelf 17:14-20//.Mark 9:14-29//Luke
9:37-43

rs£9,a.J'~E'Q(<

(Matthew 17 :15),

to epileptic seizures.

11

1s moon-struck," refers most likely

Demon-possession also accompanied it (Luke 9:39).

The fact that the verb is passive and refers to a condition affected by

46
the moon87 already JOOves sickness out of the area of hwian accountabi1ity and understanding.
and

d

This fact has been discussed earlier (parts a

above).
~isirrp4m,(Matthew 17:17; Luke 9:41) is used twenty-nine tiJl¥:ls in

In twenty-six cases it refers to perversion
88
due to the wickedness and perversity brought about by man.
It would.,

the canonical Septuagint.

therefore., hardl3 indicate divine activity.

'~pot7C'E69q
says,

11 (BV"tf.IO

(Matthew 17:18) was treated in c above.

z-411 ~ ,

11

Luke 9:42

making the stateJEnt direct and emphasizing

the subject by _the use of the middle voice.

Luke stresses Jesus as

subject, actor, cause of the cure. Matthew stresses an implied agency,
placing the verb first and leaving the reader to supp]¥ the agent. One
who reads the stQry must pause momentarily to gain the import.

~;;>c:it&«w<

(Mark 9:18), ·"is dried up," or "becomes stif'f11 refers

I

to the condition of the child after foaming at the mouth and grinding
of the teeth. This condition was brought about by the nature of the
illness.

>£govq9~@Y

(Matthew 17:16,19; Mark 9:28; Luke 9:40),

(Matthew 17:17; Mark 9:17,19; Luke 9:41)., and
treated in chapter I I on Form and .Function.
was treated in llI.2.e.

w'r<(),gl/f

{J~i{r>tJY (Luke 9:40) were

Mot.¥,X'(L([{1,f

(Mark 9:22)

lp-fup,B~~ will be treated in V.l.qq following.

87'1'hayer, ~· E!!•, "• •• epilepsy being supposed to return and
increase with tlie increase of the moon.''
88cr. Exodus 5:4; 23:6; Numbers 14:39; 32:7; Deuterono~ 32:5;
Judges 5:6; 2 Kingdoms 22:27; 3 Kingdoms 18:17,19; Psalm 17(18):26;
Proverbs 4:27; 6:14; 8slJ; 10:9; ll:20; 16:30; Ecclesiastes 1:15; 12s
3; Micah 3:9; Habakkuk 1:4; Isaiah 59s8; Ezekiel 13:18,22; 14s5; 16:
34.
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1.

Healing Blind Bartimaeus, Matthew 20:29-34//Mark 10:46-52//Luke
18:35-43
This miracle has been treated in part and its Messianic import

discussed in connection with Matthew 9:27-31 (III.l.a). One additional
point may be observed.
>
n"'
~IQV.J<T<Y
l\

It is Matthew who again uses the passive,

1fu&...

(Matthew 20:33 ) , whereas Mark and Luke use the aorist

active subjunctive

lfa&_ /t.ygfi/{'flu> (Mark

~<fXv«g:[),<f-

10: 5:J.; Luke 1B: 41).

(Matthew 20:34) was treated in III.2.e.

(Mark 10:51) was treated in chapter II on Form and Function.

>Auot<f',pl'('

'A.J(Qq,t«t

(Luke 18:40) implies some such idea as "by others. 11 However, one might
well compare the use of

Df<fYY4'v (part a

above) for the divine ovel'-

tones.
m.

Feeding the Five Thousan4, Matthew 14:13-21//Mark 6:30-44//Luke

9:10-17.
All passives in these miracles have been treated previous:cy-.

,~xv(a:Dzt

~YaKUtBqvr&t

(Matthew J.4:14; Mark 6:34) was treated in III.2.e.
(Matthew 14:19; Mark 6:39) was treated in III.2.b.

>~'¥1l'ctf~fotY (Matthe,v 14:20; Mark 6:42; Luke 9:16) was treated in III.
2.d.

t)l[oo/J,P,f (Mark 6:37)

treated in chapter II on

1£o/'Eµ!)tfc€f (Luke 9:12,13)
Form and Function. KaQooµz~9v(Luke
and

were
9:10) was

treated in III.l.h a n d ~ (Luke 9:17) implies "by the Apostles."
It may be noted that it is Matthew who uses the passive voice in
miracles of healing 'Where the other evangelists use actives or make no
mention of the particular point.

Mlere miracles occur in two Gospels

it is Matthew who uses ~r'4C and

i

Luke 7:2 uses

K4"4j< ~ ;

, fL@wF{iuvol'
, (Matthew 816)~ where

in 12,22 Matthew uses

&!Povt~rvor,

whereas
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Luke 11:14 has

l,µ/v«uO

Mark 7:25 h a s ~
Mark 1:29 has

in 15s22 Matthew uses ~nµov/pre11, while ·

~>J~r0 y;

in 15:28 Matthew uses

if4'if"P, ... ra ~<plvu>r:·

;ivqf1,D4

Where m1rac1es or heal-

ing occur in three Gospels the following ma.y be noted.
)/
h as ) //){}-,.,, where Mark 1:31 has ~Ul.lj2lY
and Luke

1Pfr-r-

4:39

has

5:42

and Luke

8:55

have

lf£/qvt/..~ v.hereas Mark 9:17 has ~ovroe

gv/n;rp

Matthew 8:15

bas

1,,.,1.ft.o
Matthe,1 9:22 has ~
where Mark and Luke are silent;
h a s ~ where Mark

while

,

....

GtVQ((Oa.Ga;

Matthew 9:25
Matthew 17:15

,adipa tJP«fo){

and Luke

9:39 has '11'Vlilµ1'•
From this it might be deduced that Matthew by his use of the passive voice directs one to look behind the scene to God whose movements
can not be seen with the eye but must be felt by the spiritual impulse
of the new creation. Matthew, in this regard, has a numinous aura
about his records of healing.

CHAPTER IV

m THE PARABLES1
1.

In One Evangelist

One might ask as the disciples did (Matthew 13110) 1 "Why did Christ
speak in parables?ll An easy answer is given by A. M. Hunter., "to
quicken understanding., by putting truth in a vivid and challenging and
~morable way.,11 2 or as he says a little i'urther on, "The Gospel parable
is designed to make people think."3

c.

H. Dodd says similar]¥ that the

use of the parable is "to tease it (the mind] into active thought.n4
J. Jeremias makes a similar statement that the Parables are "intended
to arouse the attention of the hearers.n 5 Hunter points out that
.

lessons taught by use of parables are hard to contradict.
reasons are very true.
Jesus' use of Parables.

They are,

6

All these

however, coincidental sidelights on

The genuine reason is J1D1ch deeper and mre

1Classification of the Parables is taken fromHenr,r Synder Gehman,
"Parables of Our Lord, 11 ~ Westminster Dictionary -2£ ~ Bible, ed. by
John D. Davis, revised and rewritten by .Henry Synder Gehman (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1944), p. 450.

2A. M. Hunter, Interpreti}: ~ Parables (SCM Press, Ltd.:
Bloomsbu:cy Street London, 1960., P• 13.

3Hunter., ~ . , PP• 13-14.

4c. H. Dodd, The ~ l a s ,2! ~ Kingdom (New Yorks Charles
Scribner's Sons, 190!), P• ,:5Joachim Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus, tr. by s. H. Hooke
(London: SCM Press, 56 Bioomsbu.:cy Streit, 19~8), P• 22.
6gunter, 2.E•

ill•,

P• 14.
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profound.

It lies in the words of Matthew 13:34-35. T'nere the use of

parabolic teaching on Christ's part is attributed to the .fulfillment o.f
prophecy.
~

Those words of the prophet Isaiah in Psalm 78:2 tie in direct-

with the quotation of the prophet Isaiah in Matthew 13:10-17. Both

portray God's gracious instruction as falling on deaf ears and closed
eyes. With Isaiah 6 this is obvious, but with Psalm 78 a word of explanation may be due. H.

c.

Leupold says in regard to Psalm 78:2:

After sole~ admonishing his people to give heed to 'ml.at he
is about to say the author describes what he has to offer au
a "parable," or proverb, or as a discussion of "perplexing
issues from days of old. 11 From the sequel it appears that these
11 riddles"--as some interpreters translate this word--are those
matters in history which are so hard to understand: the unyielding stubbornness of God's people over against His unwavering faithfulness. How can people spurn such grace? How can
God continue to manifest ~uch longsuffering? These are the
great enigmas of history.'
Martin Franzmann has st~ted it in this way;
The parables are, then, a penalty .imposed upon unbelief; they
baffle men, not because they are dark and difficult~they are
not dark and remote but down to earth, plastic, germane to the
experience of every man. They baffle and harden 100n onl:;r because men have thrown away the key to them; and that key is
Jesus • • • • The parable is she grace of revelation and the
judgment by obduration in one.
Thus Christ spoke in parables to fulfill prophecy.

In the ful-

fillment of propiecy the parables open to the hearer two avenues of
reaction to propietic teaching, the one of belief, the other of unblief.
'lhey are the sign of prophecy reaching its full at the opening of the

Messianic era, the dawn of the great day of Salvation, the beginning

7H. c. Leupold, Exp_osition of .:!fil! Psalms (Columbus, Ohio: The
Wartburg Press, 1959), PP• 563~04.
~rtin H. Franzmann, Follow ~a Discipleship According to Saint
Matthew (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1961)~ PP• 112-m.
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of the acceptable year of the Lord.
a.

The Tares, Matthew 13:24-30; 36-43
The first passive that strikes the attention in this parable is

C
'II
.auo,wfll/
of verse 24• A. T. Robertson points out that this is an
i

11 effective 11 aorist. 9 Meyer says,

11

The aorist is to be explained from

t he fact that the Messiah has already appeared, and is now carrying on
His work in connection with His Kingdom. 11 lO Since the aorist denotes
ef fective action already brought about one would naturally take the
passive form as a genuine passive, "The Kingdom of Heaven has been made
like to • • •
the agency.

11

But with this said, it becomes difficult to pinpoint

Has the Messiah thus made the comparison?

It is a bit

strained to force. a true passive meaning into this verb form.

R. C.H.

Lenski says, HThe passive is used in the sense of the middle as no agent
is implied.11 11 T'ais is an easy solution, especial~ as the· Kingdom of
Heaven contains a circumlocution for. the divine name.
of God that has likened itself to the man etc~
a·11 the other passive forms of

It is the Kingdom

This seems to fit well

doou{uJ
in the New Testament. 12 Jeremias
,

9A. T. Robertson, ~ Grammar of the ~ New Testament in the Licrht
of Historical Research (Fourth edition; Nashville: Broadman Press, 1934),
p. 835.

10ireinrich August Wilhelm Meyer,~ Gosnel of Matthew in Critical
!!!.9. Exegetical Commentary .2!!~ New Testament, the translation revised
and ed. by William P. Dickson andTrederich Crombie (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1880), I, 363.

1a.. c. H. Lenski, ~ Interpretation 2£ St. Matthew'! Gospel
(Colwnbus, Ohio: The Wartburg Press, 1956), P• ~4.
1

12

.

C,

,,

One might consider the parallel expression ~old ~ ,
Matthew 11:16/JLuke 7:31,32; Matthew lJ:31,44,45//L
13:18,19 etc.

e

disposes of the problem by pointing out that this particular introductory phrase is equivalent to the Aramaic 2_. He then translates the
phr.a~ "It is the case with • • • as with= • • • 11 13 This in effect is
the same as the Greek middle.
forms of

Thus it ia safe to understand the passive

oJuoufw in the New Testament as expressing the middle meaning.

The Septuagint offers no help in this matter.
The passive form

i.yziv9

of verse 26 is felt to be genuinely passive

in meaning.14 It is a divine act which finally makes obvious the genuine
difference between the sons of God and the sons of the Devil.

It is

God's slaves mo by virtue of this act recognize this and are at a loss
what to do about it.

By the Lord's command, all is to be left until

the harvest.

([~(lfvrrdJ and ~fdf«X((fdh
.
o
It is obvious from the following verse that God is the agency behind
Two genuine. passives occur in verse 40,

these passives. "They are gathered. 1• "They are burned." · It is because
the Son of Man has sent his harvesting angels to do the job (verse 41).
~~ has virtually no precedent in the Sept\l8gint.

however, has in the Septuagint a judgmental coloring

(er.

K«xot,mfu,,
Isaiah 1:31;

9:19(18); Jeremiah 21:10; 41(34):22; Ezekiel 20:47[21:3)).
JJJeremias, ~ Parables 2!_ Jesu_g, PP• 77-SO.

lhcr. III.1.b especia~ n. 7 where this verb occurs in Matthew
9:33. '!here it is pointed out that God chooses at times to reveal

divine manifestations by use of the passive voice. Cf. also part cc·
following on the analogy of
and
where it is
shown that there is more possi
ty or a simpl! indicative active
meaning.

«Ygffi<~'E~(

g,qivw
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b.

The Hidden Treasure, Matthew l.3:L4
In this parable God ultimately is the one mo has bidden the trea-

sure.

He stands veiled behind the perfect passive form KE.K,PUJ-¥if"{'· In

the Septuagint i<puza:w is used of God who deliberates whether he shall
hide from Abraham mat he is about to do to Sodom and Gomorrah (Genesis
1
18:17). ' In Proverbs 25:2 it is said to be God's glory to conceal
tbings. 16 In Isaiah 29:14 God implies that he wil.1 judgmentally hide
the discernment of discerning mm.17 This idea is clearly found in the
New Testament. God hides revelation from the wise (Matthew 11:25).
1!.atthew sees in Christ the parable speaker who declares God's hidden
counsels from old (Matthew 13:35). Paul finds that the Christian life
"has been hidden" with Christ in God (Colossians 3:3).

In Revelation

2:17 God is the Giver of the hidden manna. Regardless of how the parable
is interpreted this spi~tual truth cannot be .severed from· it, namely,
that God hides a treasure at man's finger tips that gives the finder
immeasurable

joy regardless of the cost of obtaining it. God is indeed

the Hider and Revealer (Matthew 11:25; cf. Isaiah

45:is).

c. The Pearl of Great Price, Matthew l.3:45-46
No Passives used.

na;) .

15Piel: of
TT
16
rendering the Hiphil of

JSmfurw

]fl9 •

l7,safuw is used by Septuagint to reproduce the Hithpael of

ITI~.
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d.

The Dragnet, Matthew lJa47-52

The passives o f ~ a n d . have been treated above, the
18
former in the miracle of the blasting of the Fig Tree and the latter
in the healing of Peter's mother-in-law. 19
is the veiled activity of God.
vants.

Behind both these passives

He throws out the net through his ser-

He Jey"steriouszy fills the net.

Although his servants are busy

at the work it is the hand of God that is seen in the bao·k ground. He
in reality has cast the net and filled it all the while men are at work.
God works in a veiled way.

It is hidden to all but his own, to vhom he

has given to know the Jey"steries of the Kingdom (Matthew 13:11).
A postscript to the parables of Matthew lJ is the parable of the
scribe of the Kingdom.

The verb

pBqretfw

(verse 52) ·is not found in

the Septuagint a r¥i occurs on'.cy four times in the New Testament.

In

tfatthew 27157 it is used of Joseph of Arimathea wio was made a disciple
by Jesus.

It is used in Matthew 28:19, where Christ commands his dis-

ciples to go and make disciples of all nations.

FinaJJJr., it is used in

Acts 14:21 where Paul is about his missionary wrk of making disciples.

M«~T£@J

in these passages points either 1D Jesm·• own activity or to that

of one of his
the passiye
.

JJt#h;T?-{ making

p«fJr.;uuPE.<f

other ptf}qr4( for the Kingdom. Hence,

(Matthew 13:52) must be understood in a pas-

.

1 ~tthew 21:18-22//Mark ll:12-14, 19-25. er. III.2.f. 'F~~Jli.n
may also be compared in the· healing of the Centurion's son, M a ~ :
5-lJ//Luke 7:1.;..lO. er. III.2.b.
l9Matthew 8al.4tf//Mark l:29ff//Lwce4a38rf.

er. III.J.a. ~rgf-

{);:vA, may also be compared in the healing of the Syrophoenic

~ daughter, Matthew l,:21-28//Mark· 7s24-30.

er. III.2.d.
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si ve sense.

The scribe who has been made a disciple for the Kingdom

has been made so by Jesus or by the zealous diligence of another /'g.()'911/r
Ultimately, of c~urse, God's hand am. commam are behind the action of
making disciples.

e.

The Unmerciful Servant, Matthew 18:23-35
For

apo,41/lr;

though citing

of verse 26 see part a above.

Q.)JQ<J/)

9

of

14:24

as

11

A. T. Robertson, al-

effective," cites

D.fP<dlJ.q

ot

this present passage as gnomic. 20
The passives of this parable,
>
I) I
, 0
IO_
22
,
oy;E1,ro.µcvoy, quurpzqdrJ.~ and

1{4«9qr«< 1 <P(QSofJfj114, ,·ed~xv,crB{<~21

o/J''<fllE/I~C/

•

•

excite little attention.

'Ibey are well understood in. the context as actions prompted by the immediate circumstances involved in the story.

Tpoo:qvfx_Brz_ of verse 24 ~y be ~omewhat different.

This verb has

been discussed previous~23 as well as a similar use of mi.<TuVlV(IL,• 24

u

It is felt that this passage helps to implement what was said there.
This parabolic action on the part of' the ~ng has veiled behind it the

JDiYStery of God's unexplainable call to reckoning that overtakes one in

life.

In this regard R.

c. H.

Lenski says that,

11 In

the providence of

God such hours of judgment come to us and often shake us to our inmost

2 0aobertson, ~·

.E:!•,

P• 837 •

21
Cf. III.2.e.
22
Jeremias, The Parables or Jesus, P• 147.
Septuagint Nehemiah 5:6; Jonah4:4,9s "they were s

'~A{~ro<v as

23cr.

nr.2.c.

24cr.

III.3.a.

d."

in the

56
souls • 1125 The word "providence" deserves to be underscored. \Vb.en this
parable is made personal, this providental action is seen. As Lenski
says, 110! his own accord the sinner never comes to face his reckoning
With God.11 26 It is God's action. 27 From the very nature of the parable
it is the King who is ultimately responsible for the call to reckoning
of his slave.

Thus, it is but a step to the realization that behind

1Ij&av:paJ!q lies the veiled hand of God. This adds a very sobering
demension to all experiences of li£e that take on this reckoning nature.
God is not afar off sleeping. He moves oftimes within a hand's breadth.
Sigmund Freud pointed out that in human behavior there is no such thing
as the accidenta1. 28 So in the deeper aspects of life. There are no
freak happenings or reckonings.

If' such a thing as coincidence exists, .

it must be labelled divine.
f.

The Laborers in the Vineyard, Matthew 20:l-l.6
No passives used.

g.

The Two Sons, Matthew 21:28-32
The aorist passives of }'E.TLt.p,irJµ«< in verses 29 and 32 of this

25rensld, ~ Interpretation£!.§!• Matthew'! Gospel, P• 711.

26

Ibid., P• 712.

27The fact that the verb is frequently used in the active voice
of human activity in the New Testament does not alter the fact that the
passive is here used of' divine activity.
28Sigmund Freud, A General Introduction~ Psychoanalysis, authorized English translation o? the revised edition by Joan Riviere (New
York: Washington Square Press, Inc., 1962) 1 P• 64. The llhole of Part I
is devoted to this fact.

. ~.
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pericope are easily dismissed as deponent passive forms. 29 MoultonMilligan give an example of this form referring to this passage and
label it as reflexive in meaning, "repent onese1f.u30 This accords
well with the Septuagint idiom.

In the Septuagint there are nine in-

stances of the passive forms of µFJs1.p~~u.<
of

h.

bnJ
-T

• Six translate the Nipbal

which is primarily reflexive in nature.31

The Marriage of the King's Son, Matthew 22:2-1432
The agent behind

It is God.

Kt.15,fw,,f..toµ1c.,, verses 3, 4, and 8 is rather obvious.

This is confirmed by a perusal of the use o f ~ in the

Septuagint rendering of Isaiah.

In Isaiah 41:4 God call.s the Genera-

tions of mankind; he calls the heavens (48:13); he calls Abraham (51:2);
he cal.ls men whom he uses (22:20 cf. also Cyrus 45:3,4); he calls or
names individuals (7:14; 8i4); be calls his Servant (49:1; 42:6); he
calls Isarel (43:1; 41:9); he calls the eneJJzy" (46:11).

Thus it is not

surprising to find God, who is represented as an oriental King, calling
29iiil.liam F. Arndt and F. Wilbur Gingrich, A Greek-E~lish Lexicon
of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature~ambridge:
~ The 'University Press, !952)', ~ . !2£• v~mp1.Pr and Joseph Henry
'.!hayer, A Greek-English Lexicon of~ Nevr:restam nt being Grimm'!
Wilke' s 01.avis Novi Testamenti (Corrected edition; Chicago: American
Book Compaey, 18°89Y, ~ • .:!2£• ,VUJI.I'.' •
30
James Hope Moulton and George Milligan, ~ Vocabulary ,2! ~
Greek Testament Illustrated From The Pa~ri ~ Other J:!2!:-Literary
Sources (Grand Rapids: \'hii. B. Eeraiiians ~blishing Company, 1957), sub.
/n
voe. or.rctpq/jlJ!i!.'.
--.. / I
31wllhelm Gesenius, Hebrew Grammar, as edited and enlarged b.r the
late E. Kautzsch (Second English edition revised iin accordance with the
twenty-eighth German edition, 1909, by A. E. Cowley; Oxford: At The
Clarendon Press, 1956), PP• 137-139 (paragra}il 51).
2

3 For

Oj,IQldlfJ9

cf. part a above.
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or inviting men to his feast.
Testament.

The same idea is intensified in the New

Many New Testament passages bring out this idea.33

fact is also found in the words~ and
11 Both

H. Lensld. says,

/.Js/EKro/

This

of verse l.4.

R. C.

~ and lK}EKfQ/are verbals and are equal to

passive participles, the agent back of the passive idea being God:
1

called by God,• • elected by God. rn34

Tf,Q~µ/yc1.

(verse 4),

lllf'/'~/J?

(verse 7), and

iu)?,/)t/ (verse 10)

are merely descriptive as far as the passive voice is concerned.
animals were slaughtered by men of the King at his conmand.
was roused to anger35 by the conduct of those invited.
36
that the banquet hall was filled.

&St.$uµivoy

1

able.

The

The King

He saw to it

is a passive that conceals a strong point in this par-

It also has important bearing on the interpretation of the parable.

The Septuagint discloses that God is the real "Clothier. 11

Beginning

with Genesis 3:21 where God clothes Adam and Eve there is a striking

33
Romans 8:30; 9:12,24; l Corinthians 1:9; 7:15,17,18,20,21,24;
Galatians 1:6,15; 5:8,:13; Ephesians 4:1,4; Colossians 3:15; 1 'l'h.essa16nians 2:12; 4:7; 5:24; 2 Thessalonians 2:14; 1 Timothy 6:12; 2
Timothy 1:9; Hebrews 5:4; 9:15; 11:8; 1 Peter 1:15; 2:9,21; 3:9; 5:10;
2 Peter 1:3; Revelation 19:9.
3
~nski, The Interpretation. 2£ ~· Matthew'~ Gospel, P• 859.
Jeremias has an interesting note on a possible gerundive force of
Pi /
.
&K, W,tYaa~ , P• 53, n. JO.
J5Robertson, ~·

ill•,

p. 8.34. Robertson labels it "ingressive. 11

36rt is interesting to note that the same applies to m~~UC as
to 7T"lnn6w and
God is the Filler. Cf. Septuagint; ~dus 10:
6; ~ 40: , ; 3 Kingdoms 8:11; 2 Chronicles 7:2; Psalm 16(17) :l4;
79(80):9; Proverbs 3:10; 12:21; Joel 2:24; Habakkuk 2:14; Haggai 2:(8)
7; Isaiah 6:4; Ezediel J:3; 9:7; 10:4; 23:33. One might note in these
passages that the Hebrew passive voice often implies the same thing in
the Old Testament as it does in the New, God as the agent. For the
passive o f ~ ~ see III.2.d,e.

~ffiJ~.
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array of passages that point to God as the one who clothes men in various ways.3 7 The fault of the man in the parable is that he did not
allow God to clothe him for the splendid banquet.
R.

c. H. Lenski says with regard to i'/?'}'J°';, "Note that

irttµdDq

is passive; it does not mean, 'he was speechless,' but, 'he was made
speechless,' i.e., by the question.1138 In the final analysis it is God
who silences those who treat him vd th insolence.

When God convicts man,

he withers into profound silence.
i.

The Ten Virgins, Matthew 25:1-13
How shall Oj,lluwaq(Efcll

(verse 1) be regarded? Does the Kingdom

of the Heavens "liken itself to" or is it "make like to? 11
nru.ch difference?
dynamism.

Is there really

The Kingdom of Heaven may be' said to contain its own

Regardless of. whether the verb is regarded as passive or mid-

dle the thought remains nru.ch the same.

I f one conceives of" the verb as a

passive, the idea of a rather self-dynamic agency is emphasized.

I f one

conceives of the verb as a middle, the idea of a dynamic self-eA1>ressive
quality is emphasized.

There is not much difference.

A. T. Robertson

points out that the future passive form had made its place secure by the

37 cr. Exodus and Leviticus where God gives numerous orders about .
clothing his priests, also l Chronicles 12:18,24; 24:20 where the Spirit
clothes men; Job 10:11; 39:19; Psalms 131(132):9,16 (with salvation),
18; Isaiah 22:21; 50:3; 61:10; Jeremiah 16:10; 44:17. This idea is further found in the New Testament in Luke 15:22; 24:49 the disciples
clothed vr.i.th the Spirit; also l Corinthians 15:53,54; Galatians 3:27;
Revelation 1:13; 15:6; 19:14.
38
i,nslci., The Interpretation of~. Matthew•~ Gospel, P• 858. Cf.
also tptpaW III.2.a.
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time of the

Kswa/.· 39

But he goes on to say that "the future passive

form took over the uses of the vanishing future middle forrzis.1140

In

fact, he says that "the future passive may also be devoid of the passive
idea. 11 41 The usage of this particular future passive form in the Sep-

If this is not

tuagint appears to substantiate Robertson's observation.

the case in the Septuagint one Will have a very difficult time trying
to figure out who or even mere the agency is.

Even though it may

translate a Niphal the point remains the same.

The Niphal is a re-

flexive state and secondarily passive.42
With the passive form

4p~ the ice again becomes thin.

As

has been mentioned above 1 43 New Testament grann:narians incline to the
view that the passive sense has been lost in this form.

However1 it

has been shown there that in the entire Biblical perspective it may not
be

so far-fetched a1:ter all to regard it as a true passive. It is not

difficult to see the sleepers aroused or awakened by the midnight cry.
In fact 1 that is one of the points of the parable.

Wise and foolish

were aroused alike by the Bridegroom's (Christ's) arrival.

It is the

outcome of the matter that is different. A true passive fits into the
parable very easily as God's call to judgment.
With the passive

J.r/E.(4

39Robertaon, ~·

ill•,

arx>ther stroke of beauty is added to

p. 819.

40Ibid.
41Ibid.

42cr.

part g above and the reference to Gesenius.

43rII.l.h1 the raising of the widow's son at Nain.
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the parable.
phrase.

The Septuagint puts a touch of elegance on this little

It was God, vlh.o shut Noah and his family in the Ark, thus

passi~ judgment on a wicked world without (Genesis 7:6).

It is Job

who says of God, "if he shuts a man in., none can open" (Job 12:lh).

In

Isaiah 22:22 God says of Eliakim, "And I will place on his shoulder the
key of the house of David; he shall open, and none shall shut; and he

shall shut and none shall open."

Ezekiel speaks of God as ordering shut

the east gate of the Sanctuary (L4: 2 cf. 46sl) •

'l'hus a unique and

rather powerful touch is implied in the agency veiled in the passive
form.44
j.

'Ihe Talents, Matthew 25:14-30

Po/3qf}ttF- (verse 25) is listed by A. T. Robertson as a deponent passive. LS
He further says regarding this verb that "The distinctive passive sense
46
is absent. n
'.L'his verb may thereto~ be passed. It was treated in
chapter II on Form and Function.
The passive o f ~ (verse 29) was treated previous:iy.47

Tb.ere

it was pointed out that in the New Testament God is always the agent of
the passive of this verb, barring a few passages of no consequence.
may be added here that in the Septuagint· ~

meaning ot some fifty-two Hebrew verbs.

44cf. also Revelation 3:7.

45Robertson, .2£• ~.,
46
Ibid., P• 817.

47cr. III.3 n. 57.

P• 334.

It

is used to render the

The main Hebrew verb translated

62
b y ~ is

f['~.

Examining the renderings of the Niphal by

Zf$w,m

one is led to see that the idea of a God who is concealed in various
passives in the New Testament is so found also in the Old Testament.
In Genesis 9:2 much of creation is given into the hands of Noah and
his family by God.

In Nwnbers 26:62 it is God who has given allotments

to the tribes in the promised land (cf. 3:39). In Nehemiah 10:29(30) it
is God who had given the Law to Moses.
Israel the Land.

In Job 15:19 it is God who gave

In Jeremiah 41(34) :3 God gives Zedekiah into the hands

of Nebuchadnezzer; in 45(38) sl8 it is implied that God would give
Jerusalem over to Nebuchadnezzar; and in 46(39):17 Ebedmelech is given
his life by God.

Thus, behind the passives.- of

St<}wpi God veils his

activity.

1f;tU(trtcfw (verse 29) has no real background in the Septuagint,
'7hile the New Testament gives very little insight as to the agency of
its passive usage. Ephesians 1:8 alone mentions the fact that God made
his grace abound for the believer, a fact which ties in nicely here.
The analogy of

~o/'rc<crf}qVpt< 48

and -o;l9fun9ifv4<49 may however., supple~nt

the idea of God's activity of making man abound in his grace·.

R.

c.

H.

Lenski says of this verb, "and the effect shall be that this man shall
be ma.de to superabound (passive)., by his Lord's grace."50
~

48cf.

(verse 29) was treated in III.2.f.

m.2.d.

49cf. III.J.a.
50Lenski., ~ Interpretation

2£. fila•

Matthew'! Gospel, P• 985.
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k.

'lbe Seed Growing Secretlzy', Mark 4:26-29.

1.

T'ne Absent Householder, Mark 13 :33-37
Ink and l there are no passives.

m. The Two Debtors, Luke 7:40-50
The passives used in this parable were treated previously.
(verses 40,43) was treated in chapter II on Form and Function.
sives of

a.pzfl/,1',,

(verses ~7,48) were treated in III.3.d.

'A,w<,P,D,f
The pas-

?)670(,?'£~

(verse 44) will be treated in V .l.v.
n.

The Good Samaritan, Luke 10:30-37
The passive forms in this parable are easily disposed or.

'fw;,Ct{Ki<([Pr;.
of

ha;uRfQ/lrl>l

'Ezr"'f'~f1FJr is
He says,

11

or verse 33 was treated in III.2.e.
in verses 34 and

35

The two passive :Corms

also need no further explanation • .

given by Roberts~n as an example of the passive deponent.51

These passive aorists have precisely the construction that the

middle or active would have so far as the case is concerned.
tinctive passive sense is absent.n'
o.

The dis-

2

T'ne Importunate Friend, Luke llz5-l3
The passive 0£ ~ was treated in i above, the parable of the Ten

51Robertson, on. cit., p. 817.
,.
n'/~ ~ • .!22• El(<f,l~UOJI«' •

52Ibid.

er.

also Arndt-Gingrich, ££•

S!•,
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Virgins.

There God was shown in judgment to bar the door of salvation.

However, this parable is different. Here the door was not barred but
opened in answer to a friend's importunity. Applying the analogy to
God, the parable teaches that he opens to importunate persona (cf.
Revelation

J:7; Isaiah 22:22). Strictly speaking, this passive is a

matter of detail in the parable.
' ~ has been t1·eated above.53

Ao8qa-t,1:«<
of J. ~eremias

has also been treated above.
may

be added.

54

However, the observations

He points out that the passive voice is a

"circumlocution to indicate divine activity. 1155 In the footnote to this
observation he gives the passive form of

<gfSwLX. 56

Martin H. Franzmann

also points out in this connection that God is the Giver behind the
passive-of ~ . 57 Thus, this futu~e passive gives voice to the
veiled activity of God.

This veii, however, is lifted in Jesus' final

conment on the parable. Verse 13 says, "The father ••• shall· give. 11
The passive of gvolvw (verses 9 and 10) has been treated above in
0
the miracle of the healing of the two blind nen (III.l.a). A few remarks may_be added here.
opens.

For example:

In the Septuagint God is pictured as one who

God opeM the eyes of Hagar (Genesis 21:19); he

5Jcf. IV.l.i above and especially III.l.h.
54
er. III.J n. 57 and IV.l.j above.
55Jeremias, The Parables~ Jesus, P• 12.
56Ibid • ., p. 12, n. l.4. ·o ther references in Jeremias to this usage
are; p.--rJ;" n. 19; p. 15, n. 28; p. 98, n. 42; P• 102, n. 65; p. 112,
of the text; p. 113, n. 36; P• 135, n. 58; P• lhl, n. 91; P• 144., n.
19; P• 145, n. 20.
57Franzmann, ·-21?·

ill•i P• 112.
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opens Rachel's womb (Genesis 30:22); he opens Moses• mouth (Exodus 4:12.,
15); he opens the earth to swallow the rebellious (Numbers 16:32); he
opens the mouth .of Balaam•s ass (Numbers 22:18); he opens the heavens
(Deuterononv 28: 12; Micah 3 :10); he opens his eyes toward his house ( 2
Chronicles 7:15); he opens his band and gives good things (Psalm 103(104}
28; 144(145]:16); he opens rivers and fountains (Isaiah 41:18); he opens
the ear (Isaiah 50:5); the armory of the weapons or his wrath (Jeremiah
22(50]:25); the mouth of his prophet (Ezekiel 3:27; 29:21); he opens the
graves (Ezekiel 37:12.,13); and the heavenly books (Daniel 7:10). Thus.,
it is not surprising to find · the passives here as referring to ·divine activity.

This is especially true when the Hebrew Old Testament uses the
Niphal in the identical sense., as a veil for divine activity.58 The New

Testament carries this idiom right aloDg through its pages.59
P•

The Rich Fool., Luke 12:16-21
No passives.

q.

Servants Watching., Luke 12:35-40
The two passives used in this parable are used in an ordinary

adding simple details or features to the parable. The first.,

way.,

Ulfl<l}twrp/y"'

(verse 35)., the participial form of a periphrastic imperative., is the
command of Christ to his disciples.

In the Septuagint two commands of

58cf. Genesis 7:11; Isaiah 24:18; 35:5; Ezekiel 1:1; 33:22.

59cf. parallels to this passage, Matthew 7:7.,8; Matthew 3:16//
Luke 3:21; ·Matthew 9:30; 20:33; Matthew 27:52; Mark 1:35; Luke 1:64;
John 9 assim where this activity is applied to Jesus; Acts 12:10;
Revelation :l; 15:5; 19:11 (Ezekiel 1:1); 2 Corinthians 2:12 (Reve_lation 3:8); Revelation 10:2.,8; 11:19; 20:12.

God are given in a similar way.

The first is God's command to his

people in preparation for the Passover (Exodus 12:11).

The second is

God's command to his prophet Jeremiah (Jeremiah 1:17).

In addition it

is to be noted that God girds kings (Job 12:18), his people with strength
(Psalm 17(18):32,39) and gladness (Psalm 29(30):11). All this fits in
vzi. th

the overall picture of the parable.

In verse 37 it is the Lord

who girds himself ( a figure also found in the Old Testament) and serves
his slaves.

It may be said that God's power to gird underlies the

periphrastic passive imperative of verse
this passive.

35.

God is ultimately behind

The analogy behind this periphrastic form and

lv&buuiyq~

•

of Matthew 22:2-14 (h above) is very close and complementary.

/J.io,o"f4Ye<

(verse 39) is a simple passive form with its agency

directly implied in the condition in 'Which it is found.

The thief is

the agent of this passive.
r.

The Faithful Steward, Luke 12:41-48
The passives to be dealt with in this parable occur in verses 47 ·

and 48.
text.

The agency behind the passive forms is made obvious by the conIt is

.a_ x,pl.9f.

With regard to ~ this is particu.lar:cy- ob-

vious (cf. part o abo;e). It is clear that if the Giver is God ~en
he mo "seeks more" due to the gift given is also God. Zqzi'cµis a very
coimnon word in both the Septuagint and the New Testament.

In the New

Testament it tends to be used in a neutral to a base sense1 as is seen
in the attempt to murder Christ.6o . In the Septuagint it is simp:cy- a

6oThe best examples in regard to tbi~ text are Luke 19110; John

. 4:23; 5130 and l Corinthians 4:2.
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neutral word used main~ for the Piel of 'tl)~~· Of the many Septuagint
examples, four do show a God who seeks in some manner.
the Lord seeks to kill Moses' son.

In Exodus 4:24

In 1 King.do~ 13: 14 the Lord seeks

out a man after his own heart. 61 In 1 Chronicles 28:9 it is the Lord
'\'/ho searches all hearts and understands every plan and thought of man.
In this parable, then,

~xqOq<r{lD.< is the correlative of

Jil4·

I

~ i s of no significance in the Septuagint for our purpose.
From the context of this parable the agency of

fkp,f,u.@< is the same as

the previous two verbs. All three verbs circumscribe the divine agency
behind them.

That agency is God, here spoken of as .,.2. K'¥'Hl[' the re-

turning Lord Jesus Christ.
The third person plural

«cu/@w:<

(verse 48)

am

other such plurals

are treated in part x following
s.

The Barren Fig Tree, Luke 1316-9 .
God is the great Planter of old. According to the Septuagint God

planted a garden for Adam and Eve (Genesis 2:8). He is also the planter
of vines (Psalm 79[80]s15) and notab~ of choice vines (Isaiah 5:2;
Jeremiah 2:21). Significant is the fact that Go4 planted the cedar
trees of Lebanon (Psalm 103[104)116). He also plants wicked men (Jeremiah 12:2) but especially his people .(Jeremiah 39[32] :41; 49(42]:lO;

51:34(45:4)).

With this background KffLJfEYp/vqy of verse 6 becomes plain. The
passive form is again a veiling of .the divine name and activity.

61cr. Ezekiel 22,30 for a similar idea.

The

68

,1ords simply mean, "God had a vineyard in 'Which he had planted a figtree .11 Since this is not said directly, the hearer must apply his
Biblical background to get the meaning.

ihis veiling or circUllIY'enting

of the divine name and activity does force one to think. 62 It also
forces one into a decision.

Realizing the parable's import, he may

either accept it or reject it (Matthew 13:9-17).
t.

'Ihe Great Supper, Luke 14:15-24

J/Jnv,A"IJ~/r
~ .and

FJ"g;~fj
'

0 / have been treated above. 63
KEK)CJ)lf-Vor.

and U!}LJrJ!lJ.WYQY
•
r. .

Two remain,

.

Little can be· said f o r ~ ·

It is rare in the Septuagint and

the evidence found in the Septuagint is of no consequence for our purpose.

It

may

(III.3.a).
Filler.

be compared with

X'¥'rao:Pqv41

(III.2.d,e) am

~pw9q'M-'

God is the Supplier, the Fulfiller and in the same way, the

By virtue of his command his house is f;lled.

Behind the pas-

sive is the activity of God. 'Ihe passive veils the divine name and the
activity connected with it.
1
Schmoller64 labels tay',, t jMV1JY
as middle and passive.

99

It makes

little difference 'Which is understood since the result is merely a shift
in emJnasis.

The New Testament and Septuagint shed little light on

this word.
62cr. Introduction to the Parables. ·

63YJ,o/1.&tq-

e above; Kf~~,ufvtJ/ h above.

64Alfred Schmoller, Handkornkordanz ~ Griechischen Neuen TestaJIBnt
(Zehnte Auflage; Stuttgart: Privileg. Wurtt. Bibelanstalt. n.a.), !,!!2•

~· -mp«'a&.9a, •

u. Building a Tower and a King Going to War1 Luke 14:25-35

Mw;uv_Bfj and a,arllfJ,f,-IT4-<

have little background in the Septuagint.

The New Testament also offers little help. M. Black finds

µJJJJ'«v/kj a

~

C

mistranslation of the Aramaic original65 and so would remove part of
the difficulty.

However, 'both words may be simply understood by supp'.cy-

ing an indefinite agency from the context.

"But if the salt (the dis-

ciple) should become flat (by his clutching of possessions), how shall
it be
v.

made

salty (by anyone)?"

The Lost Coin1 Luke 15:8-10
The passive form

<WJn1dorp:t.
~,

may be easily disposed of.

The passive

of the simplex has the· same sense as the active. 66 This is probably

·
·
due to the active origin
of many
aorist passive forms. 67
w. The Prodigal Son1 Luke 15:11-32
There are maey passive verb forms in this parable.
plained in various ,vays. Robertson68 points oui that

They

may be

iKJ/q09

ex-

may 11 be

65Matthew Black, An Aramaic Awroach !2_ the Gospels ~ ~ (Second edition; Oxford; At The Clarendon Press, 1954) 1 p. 102.
6

6iienry George Liddell and Robert Scott1 !!, Greek-.English Lexicon;
A New Edition -Revised and Augmented throughout b.r Sir HenjY Stuart Jones
(Oxford: At. The Clarendon Press 1 1951) 1 II, ~._YE£. ;x!J§fl where it is
so stated. Cf. also Henry Lamar Crosby and John Nevi
aeffer1 !!!
Introduction to Greek (Chicago: A ~ and Bacon, 1949), P• 311 sub. voe.
~~UI; Moulton, .22• cit. 1 I 1 161.
-

r

61

Robertson, .2P•

68 Ibid.

ill•,

P•

817.

70
explained as. passive or middle in sense."

The middle is the more natu-

ral especially in view of the verb's usual or normal usage in the New
Testament.

The

Septuagint usage offers no aid.

lo,,.,T:c<~Bqvq(.(

of verse 16 has been treated above (d and e above).

Here, however, it appears with the preposition~ which is reall3 selfexplanatory as fa~ as the grammatical structure is concerned.

l(iq9qv«<

(verses 19,21) as well as

lm}J§x._v/d)q

have been

treated above.69
The passive form of

lU~a&wis found in verses 23,29 and 32.

A

simple solution of these passives w·o uld simply be to understand them as
active in nature or at most middle. This is col!llWn in

¥»wo{.

To press

for a true passive meaning imposes a rather artificial explanation.
Understanding these forms as active in nature harmonizes well with the
use of the passive form

Xo/1Qlfal,

whi~h in

Kotvq is

always active. 70

' { , J ~ is used the same way here as in part e above.

The cir-

cumstances precipitate those things by "Which the elder son is angered.
With

Etyif#r,- the implied agency ·i s God.

Septuagint use of the word.
gint.

Tb.is accords with the

It is found numerous times in the Septua-

In certain of these many uses God is the direct agency.

Thus in

Genesis 18:29,32 where Abraham bargains with God, God is always implied
as the Finder.

In Genesis 16:7 it is the Angel of the. Lord who finds

Hagar, and in Hosea 9:10 it is God vilo finds Israel. In the New Testanent Christ becomes the one who finds. 71 These several examples of a
6

9Kjqgijv«< see h above; io/"Mv<~

see IV.2.e.

70see previous section v above.
71.cr. Matthew 8:10; 18:13; 20:6; 21:19; 24:46; 26s40,43//Luke 22:

1

I

71
conmon word used rather extensively to indicate divine activi:ty suggest that the_passive form

FUfJO-q

veils the activity of a God who

seeks his own through the deep counsels of his providence. ·

x. The Unjust Steward, Luke 16:1-13
Close'.cy' allied to the numinous passive is the use of the third
person plural of the verb as seen in

¢lfww<,

verse 9. _Jeremias7 2

points out the Semitic background to .this particular usage. It ma.7 refer to angels, 73 angels as a circumlocution of God, or even good works.74
'1/ielhausen on the other hand limits the verb to God on~, sa":{ing, "Yet
there is here no thought of heave~ patrons, other than God himself-least of all of the poor and of the recipients of the alms, mo have
come into heaven. 1175

This Semi. tic background of the third personal.
plural is also pointed out by· M. Black, 76 J. H. Moulton, 77 Blass-

45//1,fark 14:37,40; Mark 13:36; Luke 15:4,S,6,8,9 (all imply God in
Christ); John 1:44; 2:14; 5:14; 11:17; 12sl.4.
72

.

Jeremas, The Parables of Jesus, P• 34, n.

53.

7
3iieinric.1l August Wilhelm Meyer, The Gos~~~~ and~ in
Critical and Exe~tical Commentacis.2,!! the New estament, the translation
revised al'cf'9ed.
William P. Die on and William Stewart (Edinburgh: T.
& T. Clark, 1880), II, 221.
74Jeremias, ~Parables~ Jesus, P• 34, n. 53.
75
John Martin Creedf ~ ~Fl !ccording ~ fil• ~ (New Yo~k:
St. Martin's Press, 1957>, P•
•
76
Black, .2£• cit., PP• 91ft. .
77:U:oulton, .2£• ~., I, 58f. 11a suppression of the subject in
'bringing emphasis on the action, that we get the effect of a passive."

-

72
Debrunner-Funk, 78 and c. F. D. Mou1e.79
Y•

The Rich Man and Lazarus, Luke 16:19-31
The passive verbs used in this parable divide themselves very nat-

uraly into those 'Which are divinely touched arxi those which are simply
regular narl"ative usage.

20).,
31).

lrcfF,q

(verse 22),

Under the latter are round;

µvryfJqn

f/3{,BJqrQ (verse

(verse 25)., and 1uurPq<r1JVTa1.< (verse

Those which are touched with the heavenly element are;

(verse 20), Bo

X°flT<t([OqYG<

(verse 21, III.2.d.,e).,

4fKv.Jpfvof

~1CEf$(Pijw,.< (verse
25)., 81 and Jaq/4KT«l

22, divine agency expressed)., 7B11J<t.w.}f,[(dt (verse
82
(verse 26).
'()$uv4<r4< (verse 25) will be treated in V.5.k following.
z.

Unprofitable Servants, Luke 17:5-10
Since the parable emphasizes the relation between master and slave,

that is, between God and his followers., the agency behind the aorist
passive participles.,

$41r#vrg,

78Blass-Debrunner-Funk., .2.E•
Roberts~n, E.E• cit., p. 820.

ot verses 9 atd 10 is obviously God.

£!!. .,

P• 72 (paragraph 130); cf. also

79c. F. D. Moule, !!} Idiom Book of New Testament Greek (Second
edition; Cambridge: At The University Press, 1957), pp. 27-29. 11 The
3rd person plural with a vague and unexpressed subject • • • which is
equivalent to a Passive • • • • ~is usage seems to have been encouraged by the influence of the Aramaic." Alsop. 180.f. "that Semitic influence has made this trick Dlii>re frequent in the New Testament than it
would otherwise have been."

Bo

er. ·III. n. 43.

8lood is the divine Comforter. er. Matthew .Sa4; 2 Corinthians l:
4£r; 7a6; 2 Thessalonians 2117.
82
God is the divine Stablisher. er. Romans 1:11; 16125; l 'l'hessalonians 3113; 2 The~salonians 2:17; 3:3; l Peter .$:lD.

73

Although the Septuagint throws no light on this usage, there are certain passages in the New Testament that do.

8:55

In Matthew 11:1 and Luke

Jesus is, so to speak, the Commander. He issues commands and ex-

pects obedience even to the extent of giving food for one to eat (Luke
8:55).

In Acts 7:44 the £act is alluded to that God gave commands

with regard to the Tabernacle. So also in I Corinthians 9:14 Paul makes
reference to a command of the Lord regarding the livelihood of those who
proclaim the Gospel.
veiled behind the

Thus it is not at all strange to find di.vinity

<;Jlgr~fvr:4. of verse

9 and 10. · Inverse

participle refers to the master of the parable.

9 the

passive

In verse 10 the passive

participle is in effect, the application of the truth taught.

This

omission of the divine name may be made more meaningful by translating,
11

So you too, 'Whenever you have done everything that God has commanded

you, say • • • 11 One might say that such an understanding of the passive makes one aware of a decisiveness in the words thijt one might
·otherwise have passed by without paying particua.ar attention.

'f,su,~.!sQqu

(verse 6) will be treated i~ V.4.b following.

Pvu&Oc;n

(verse 6) was treated in a above.
aa.

The Unrighteous Judge, Luke 18:1-8
No Passives.

bb.

The Pharisee and the Publican, Luke 18:9-14
The two most interesting passives in this parable are [«YflVl1lQQtTET#

and

ui'w9q<[£1plt

of verse 14. R. C. H. Lenski says regarding them,

74
"both passives have God as the agent.1183 This statement is totally
justified.

In the New Testament this may be seen to some degree.

In

2 Corinthians 12:21 Paul acknowledges God as the one who can humiliate

him.

l Peter 5:6 points in the same direction in that it is beneath

the mighty hand of God that one is humbled.

James 4:10 is similar.

In

Luke 1:.52 it is God v.ho exalts the lowly (cf. Psalm. 147:6) and in Acts

5:31 and 13:17 God's exalting powers are seen. The Septuagint is the
judge in this matter.

There it is pointed out time and again that it
is God who humbles and God who exalts. 84
Lenski says again viith regard to ZfbU{t1twul11nr (verse 14), "the
Ft

agent involved in the passive ia 'God' to whom he prayed.n85 Although
the Septuagint gives no light on this statement, the New Testament does.
Throughout the New Testament it is obviouszy- God alone who justifies

the

sinner.

Jeremias comments,

&'ait<cWJ:'JJ/llof ·

He goes home
with the passiv~ used as ·a circumlocution for the divin name, it means, 11 as one whom God
has justified (forgiven) 11; our passage is the only one in the
Gospels in which the ve 8o<estoµv is used in the sense in which
Paul generally uses it. 8

g

83R. c. H. Lenski, T'ne Interpretation of St. Luke's Gospel (Columbus, Ohio: The Wartburg Press, 1955), p. 905. 84J;rzn;,r/"1 Leviticus 16:29,31; 23:27,32; Judges 4:23; Ruth 1:21;
l Kingdoms 2:7 (he brings low and exalts); 2 Kingdoms 22:8; 3 Kingdoms
8:35; 2 Chronicles 6:26; 28:19; Job 22:12 (not in Hebrew); 22:29(abases
the proud but saves the lowly); Psalm. 17(18):27; 50(51):8; 54(55):19;
74(75):7; 89(90):l.5; 118(119):75; 146(147):6; Isaiah 2:12-17; 5:15;
10:33; 13:11; 25:11; 26:5; Lamentations 3:33; izekiel 17:24. 'YJ,/,f.JJ_
Genesis 24:3.5; Joshua J:7; 1 Kingdoms 2:10; 2 Kingdoms 22:49; ~doms
14:7; 16:2; l Chronicles 25:5; Psalm 3:3; 9:13; 17(18):48; 26E27):5;
36(37):34; 74(75):7 (lifts up ••• puts down); 88(89):19, 42; 91(92):
10; 148:14; Ezekiel 17:24; 21:26.
85
Lensld., '!he Interpretation EI_~. ~ · .! Gospel, P• 904.
86
Jeremias,~ Parables 91, ~ , P• 112.

75
Lenski also says t~e fallowing regarding

~frfa:Oqr< (verse 13),

'"be propitiated in regard to me'; or taking the passive in the middle
sense:

'let thyself be propi tia ted in regard to me. "' 87 The New Testa-

ment uses this verb twice.
forgive" and

In the Septuagint it stands f o r ~ "to

88
19.;)
.. . "to atone. u With the subject expressed in this

parable,~,

it

is readily discerned that God alone is the agent

behind all forgiveness.

Regardless of whether the verb is taken as

Middle or Passive God is always the chief actor:

middle or passive

here is merely. a shift in emphasis.
cc.

The Pounds, Luke 19:11-27

Ao9qa:r@t

and &p9~(1'ETot< of verse 26 have been treated above. 89

It may be added that

I
gpDqct~dJ..
is self-interpretive in this parable.

In verse 24 the nobleman, that is, Christ, gives the order to take away

t h e ~ that has not been put to use. -The passive in verse 26 therefore means to imply . that God, in his Christ, will take this judgmental
action.

<PwvqOqvd1

of verse 15 is used here in indirect discourse.

direct statement was, "Call these slaves to me. 11

The

Realizing the ~mport

of the parable certain other New Testament passages point to the Christ

87Lenski, The Interpretation

Ef ~. ~ '!

Gospel, P• 904.

88 rn both cases God of course is the only Forgiver of sins. Cf.
D;Jc>, 4 Kingdoms 5:18; 24:4; 2 Chronicles 6:30; Psalm 24(25) :11;
Lafudntations 3:42; Daniel Theodotion 9:19; )~.) Psalm 64(65)13; 77(78):
38; 78(79) :9.
...

89A Q?"9".tC, III.3 n.57 and IV.l.j;
9
IV.l.j.

o/'O,/,ca4h m.2.t and also

76
as one who calls in various ways.

lie calls the blind to himself (Mat-

thew 20:32; Mark 10:49); the twelve (Mark 9:35); to the young girl to
arise ( Luke 8 : 54) ; the unjust steward to an accounting (Luke 16: 2); the
dead to come forth (John 12:17).

Although this passive is of no momen-

tous import, still the fact of a God who calls men to life and judgment
helps in its interpretation.
The use of ~ o.f vers_e ll is puzzling.
only twice in the New Testament.

It is used

The other occurrence in Acts 21:3 is

of no consequence.
no help.

Its use in the Septuagint is also limited and o.f
90
Arndt-Gingrich
label it as passive although passive or

Il!,iddle here would merely be a matter of emphasis.

If it is passive,

which is allowable, it is simply a circumventing of the divine name and
a circumlocution o.f divine activity:
On the analogy- of

f«fvw

God would make his Kingdom appear.

in both Old and New Testament this is possible.91

In the Old Testament Septuagint

l.<pf'ICJ is used for/ the Niphal of DTT
2a

where God appeared to Jacob (Genesis 35:7).

'E'J"&Y9 is

also used in

Numbers 23 :4 for the Niphal of ~ where God appeared to Balaam.
Isaiah 47:3, 60:2 am Ezekiel 32:7 furnish· similar uses of the passive.
In the New Testament divine appearances are spoken of in the passive.
92
In Matthew 1:20 an angel appeared to Joseph.
In Mark 16:9 the Lord
appeared to Mary.

In Luke 9:8 it was thought by some that Elijah had

90
Arndt~ingrich, .2£•

.

ill•, ~. ~·

,
/
«Vd.!JM<VW-

91cr. a above and also III.l.b.
92 cr. also Matthew 2:13,19 where the passive may be in place. c.r.
also Robertson, ~· ill•, p. 816, 519, "So narrow is the dividing-lin~
between middle and passive."

11

appeared.

In Matthew 13:6 darnels seem to be made to appear by divine

intention.

In Matthew 24:30 the s:Lgn of the son of man shall be made

to appear. Matthew 2:7 the star, and 9:33 Jesus• miracle, may also be
considered as divine activity.

Keeping in mind, however, the active

· . 93 of so-called passive forms may explain
. these passives as simple
origin

passive forms with active meanings.

In regard to the Niphal the common

idea of passive meaning ought to be discarded.

It is "primarily reflexive of Qal. "94 With

all passive in meaning.
this understanding of

The Niphal is least of

lp:ufttrf and av«~&Ed"Po(,

and other passive ver-

bal forms of the Greek Septuagint and New Testament, the G:reek ·passive
may simply be a resolution into a Greek passive tense of what otherwise
is not passive at all in Hebrew.

~us when scanning a Septuagint con-

cordance one finds many Greek passives where the Hebrew is anything but
passive.
2.

a.

In Two Evangelists

The House on the Rock and The House on the Sarxi, Matthew 7:24-21}/
Luke 6:47-49
Matthew and Luke use two somewhat different phrases to express the

same meaning. Matthew says regarding the house built on the rock that
it did not fall becau~e it had been founded (verse 2~,

upon the rock foundation.

.93Moulton, ~·

ill•,

Luke in effect says the same thing, giving

p. 161 and also, Robertson, ~· cit., p~ 817.

9~esenius-Kautzsch-Cowley, El?•
uses

93',~or

o,uptwBqcEJC:J(

_l!.QLQt!_
ll[(<Y •
(

rtfk;ul!wro>

.ill•,

P• 137 (paragraph Slc) •

of verses 24 and 26 see IV.1.1 above. Luke

78
for the reason the fact that the house had been built well (verse 48,

~~g IQ.~ olKodQ.pij{{/k1

gunfv).

Both use passive verb forms.

main point is that behind these passives is the hand of God.

The

In the

last analysis it was God's deep working in the lives of men that made
the prudent man prudent. God alone was the active cause for the prudent man's action, mile on the other hand the foolish man can only
blame himself for his nonsensical action. He built his "CWn house without divine aid.
built or .founded.
the .facts.

No passives occur that state that the .foolish man was
0~ the active voice of the indicative mood states

In the one case, then, sole glory belongs to God .for his

worldng in the life of man.

In the other case, blame belongs to the

man alone for his foolish behavior.
used.

This is borne out by the passives

In the New Testament the writer to the Hebrews, in view of the

Old Testamnt, sees God as the Founder of the earth

UBq1i,PfwcTrA/,

Hebrews 1:10; cf. Psalm 102:25 English). In 1 Peter 5:10

(/1,tv,Rw~t[EL)

God is pointed out as the Founder of spiritual men's lives.

This is

also seen in Ephesians 3:17 and Colossians 1:23 where ~he passives of

~eaw

(refk,wjuilJlfVQl

) signify the agency of God.

ceive backing from the Septuagint.

These facts re-

In numerous places God is spoken of

as the Founder of the physical world.96 In a deeper sense God founds a
spiritual structure. He establishes his city forever (Psalm 47(48]::8);
he builds his sanctuary (Psalm 77(78):69); he establishes Zion (Psalm
86(87]:5; Isaiah 14:32; 44:28); and he founds his testimonies forever

96Job 38:4; Psalms 8:3; 23(24)i2; 88(89):11; 101(102):25; 103(104):

5; ll8(119):90; Proverbs 3:19; Amos 9:6; Zechariah 12:1; Isaiah 48:13;
51:13,16.

79
(Psalm 118(119):152).
In the same way God is the Builder in Old and New Testaments.
Christ, the Son of the Living God, builds his Church (Matthew 16:18;
Acts 9:31; 20:32); he builds the temple of his body (Matthew 26:61//
Mark lu,:58 also Matthevi 27:uO//i'f ark 15:29 and John 2:20~ God is the
builder of the vineyard tower in the parable (Matthew 21: 33; cf. Isaiah
5:lf.).

In the Septuagint this idea of God the Builder is prominent.

God will build himself a house (1 Kingdoms 2:35); he promises to build
a house for David (2 Kingdoms 7:11; 13:27//2 Chronicles 7:lOff., cf.

3 Kingdoms 11:38); he also will build up Zion (Psalm 101(102] :16) and
Jerusalem (Psalm 146[lu7]:2; Isaiah 44:26,28).

In fact, if the Lord is

not the builder of the house, those who labour do so in vain (Psalm 126
[127]:l).

Isaiah speaks of the God who planted a vineyard ani built a

tower in it (Isaiah 5:2) as in the ·parable of Matthew 21:33ff.

Jeremiah

says that when God builds there is no question as to the structure being
built (Jeremiah 38(31] :u,

ol11o8op(w· · · ob<aEoµqflc{qJ ).

Thus, behind these builder's activity is the hand of God.

In the

last anazy-sis this is not so strange. Man cannot build aey enduring
structure. Ezekiel 13:1-16 points out this fact.

Only God can build

a structure which shall stand up under the judgment of his wrath which
is symbolized in this parable by the storm.

Man

may

found something upon

the rock, but that rock is God. With all· of Scripture in mind, one may
say it is God's grace that accomplishes all, though perhaps for a time
that grace is veiled in man 1 s activities (Philippians 2:12,13).
b.

T'ne Leaven, Matthew 13:33//Luke 13:20-21
There is one passive in this parable used in common by :Matthew and

80
Luke.

It is the verb

fw,:Pr,•

Unfortunately the Septuagint affords

only examples of a dietary nature.

In the New Testament the word "leav-

en" is used with an evil connotation vr.i.th the exception of the case
under consideration.

The parable., nevertheless., explains the action by

the very words it uses.

The "Kingdom of the Heavens" (MattheVI) is re-

feITed to by Luke as the "Kingdom of God. 11
God's ld.ngly rule at work.
dough.

1.rup/i99

The parable thus refers to

This "rule" is like the action of yeast in

Thus, God's kinsly rule is veiled and revealed by the passive
much as yeast is hidden in the dough and yet shows itself pre-

sent. One may legitimately infer., then., that God is the agency behind
the passive verb.
c.

The Lost Sheep, Matthew 18:12-14//Luke 15:3-7
There are three verbs used in passive forms in this parable. One

is used in Luke., verse 6.,

I

q;uv~qn:.

.

It has been shovm above that the

form., though passive., is strictly active in mean1ng.97
The passive of the verb

wr~f{<r<J.$

of Luke 15:4.

;A.J.w used by Matthew interprets the active

Throughout the Septuagint.µ is used of the

deception exerted upon the Israelite from without or within that draws

him away from God.98 In fact., Ezekiel 34:11-16 after which this parable
97
Cf. IV.l.v.
98
c.r. Deuterononv 4:19 by the sun., moon., stars; 13:5(6) a relative
deceives; DeuteronoDzy" 30:17; Proverbs 1:10; 12:26 wicked men deceive;
Amos 2:4 one's own lies leads one astray; prophets and leaders lead people astray., Micah 3:5, Jeremiah 23:13.,32., Ezekiel 13:10, 44:10., Isaiah
3:12; in Job 12:24, Psalm lo6(107):40., Isaiah 63:17., Ezekiel 14:9 God
makes some wander; in Revelation 1219, 13:14., 19:20., 20:3,10 it is Satan
who deceives the whole world.
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may be modeled, speaks of sheep led astray by reason of self-seeld.ng
shepherds.

'mus, behind these words is operative the hand of diabolic

deception also veiled in the passive voice.
3.
a.

In Three Evangelists

Candle Under a Bushel, Matthew 5:13-16//M.ark 4:21-25//Luke 8:16-18
and 11:33-36
The parables in Mark and Luke constitute the real parallels here.

Matthew 5:14-16 will be treated later.

Luke 11:33-26 has no passives.

The passive~ of Mark 4:21 is indefinite.

This is seen by

the Lukan parallel (8:16) where the verb is in the active voice and
impersonal.

The p a s s i v e s ~ and

8:18) have been treated above (IV.l.j,o).

t1,POqar4,

(Mark 4:25//Luke

They refer here to the light

that has been given to one, which if it is not used, is taken away.
Parallel with the idea of giving and taking is that found in Mark 4:24,

pu,aq{)qq-t-r;,a • • • -n;oarrtFJt{((ffd: c •
agent behind the passive. R.
and

'1!()QQTtfh{([E[a.(

c.

As one might suspect God is the

H. Lenski says, "Both p.iifqgq<fE(~

are_impersonal and, as passive~, indicate that God

is the agent. 1199 'lhere is much justification for such a statement. In
the New Testamant God or Christ measures out the gift of faith to men
(Romans 12: 3); he has his ~asured rule ( 2 Corinthians 10:13); the noun

µfy;o'{ points in the· same direction (Ephes~ans 4:7). · The verb is
scarcely used in the Septuagint, only five times. However, in Isaiah
40:12 it is God who has measured the waters in the hollow of his hand.

99R. c. H. Lensld., 11!! rnte~retation _2! ~· ~ ' . ! Gos~l (Columbus, Ohio: The Wartburg Press, 19 6), P• 182.
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In Daniel 5:26 (Theodotion), it is God vtio measured the days of
Belshazzar's kingdom.
the same.

With regard to

7112ou:f&,pi

Many similar passages are found.loo

mentioned that God is the one who adds.
the nwnber of the saved.
add to his own

4g1K{<1:,..
I

the situation is much

In a few cases it is

In Acts 2:47 the Lord adds to

In Matthew 6:27 it is stated that man cannot
The Septuagint abounds with the fact that God

is the supreme Adder. He adds in many ways; in giving offspring (Genesis
30:24; Deuteronomy 1:11); in extra days to one's life (4 Kingdoms 20:6;
Isaian 38:5; Psalm 60(61]:6); in mercy (negatively Hosea 1:6; 9:5); in
possessions (2 Kingdoms 12:8; Job 42:10) and so forth. 101 In fact,

7f/2og'{f{)q/JJ. is used in the Septuagint as a translation of the Hebrew
passive with God as the agent. 102 Thus, to find God as the Measurer
and Adder here is very fitting.

fol""70uf/4

points in th~ same direction.

Though used largely in

the passive in the New Testament there are a few examples in the active
that show God or Jesus as the one who manifests.103 The word is used
only once in the Septuagint but significantly.
is God who

wj]_l

be obedient.

In Jeremi.ah 40(33):6 it

make manifest to Israel its fortunes so that they will

In view of this evidence it is safe to say that behind the

lOOcr. Matthew 6:33; Acts 2:41; 5:14; 11:24; 13:36; Galatians 3:19.
101cther examples are Genesis 8:21; Leviticus 26:18,21; Deuterononcr
5:22; Joshua 7:12; 23:13; Judges 10:13; 13:21; 1 Kingdoms 3:6,8,21; 2
Kingdoms 24:1; 4 Kingdoms 21:8; 22:20; 2 Chronicles 33:1; 34:28; Amos
7:8; 8:2; Isaiah 11:11; 26:15; 29:14; 50:5(.4); Jeremiah 51:33(45:.3);
Lamentations 4:16.
102
Genesis 25:8,17; 35:29; 49:29,33; Numbers 20:24,26; 27:lJ; 31:2;
Deuteronomy 32:40; Judges 2:10; ld.th the Hipiil 2 Chronicles 34:28; 4
Kingdoms 22:20.
l03John 2:11; 7:4; 17:6; 21:1; Romans 1:19.

'
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passive of

ff4V~

UE.vqrrw,,

a future middle. 104

is the hidden agency of God.

Luke 8 :17 uses instead

Thus, in Mark God shall make the hidden

manifest while in Luke the secrets of the Gospel will make themselves
manifest.

In both ways it is divine power at work.

The emphasis is

simp:cy shifted.

~ of Luke 8:17 implies some general agent of the action expressed by the passive verb, such as Uby men. 11

This is its general use

in the New Testament and the Septuagint (vhich has far too many examples
to list).

In o n:cy one place in the New Testament doe a Jesus ever make

something known (V.atthew 13:11) md that by means of the passive.

In

the Septuagint the passive voice is used to describe God making himself
105
known.
However, it is taken for granted in the Old an:l New Testaments that man will recognize divine influence in his life as an act of
God.

Life is so governed by God that when various things happen man

cannot but know that God is at work.
the New Testament and Septuagint,

M'¥4 v~7(M.atthew

Thus tm phrase so often occurs in

you shall know."

11

5:13) was treated in IV.l.u.

5:13) was treated in III.2.f.

BjqDfv

(Matthew

l(gTql1fqCTEt"tT.i;c, (Matthew 5:13) is self-

explanatory in view of the preposition

i1u/. used with it. <AO«rDqrl'l'"ot<
,

will be treated in V.l.v follow.Lng.
b.

New Cloth on Old Garmant, Matthew 9:16//Mark 2:21//Luke 5:36.
No passives.

lO~obertson, 2.E•

.ill•,

p. 820, hardly "medio-passive."

l05Exodus 25121(22); 29:42; 30:6; Numbers 12:6; 17:4(19); Deuteronomy 9:24.
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c.

New T.1n~ in Old Wine bottles, Matthew 9:17//Mark 2:22//Luke 5:37-39
The passives used in this parable hardly relate to any veiled,

divine activity or concealment of the divine name.

They simply relate

to the ordinary occurrences of life, observed as being axiomatic.
d.

The Sower, Matthew 13:1-23//Mark 4:1-20//Luke 8:4-15
Using Matthew's account of this parable as a nonn it is seen that

certain passives found therein have already been discussed as implying
God as the agent.l06
The verb

KguµarJ{u, is

not used in the Septuagint.

Outside this

parable it is used in the New Testament only in Revelation 16:8,9.
There the significant phrases are,

t,8'109 qurfi Y4Uj/dfl~J< Ii1i.;. a.v/Ja,k""f

( verse 8), and ®VJ,l«Ofr/)ql(~'(

ol f11{bwg4, wuµ(;( .µipJ (verse 9). This

is obvious'.cy' the work of God.

He pe~ssively grants i t ( ~ ) and

is therefore behind its execution (KgU, lu«uµu.rfof)qrre.v). In this . para.
ble the same applies. God, who is the Sower (as will be seen shortly),
acts in judgment on the shallow, roclcy' heart-soil. What amounts to the
greatest blessing for the seeded soil (the sun) is the very thing which
burns it out.

As the result, God in judgment withers

~),,!~'~D~

<lf~11f"Pr

the

of verse 6 in III[2.f., <lk~roec ($o~qrffd.' ),
IV.l.j., III.3, n. 57.
c. H. Lenski
sa s, uIn the verb 'has been given 1 lies the ideq of pure grace, and the
agent back of the passive is God.u Lensk1J. The Interpretation 2.f. _§!.
Matthew'! Gospel, p. 511. Meyer says, "A1'8iiii. by God, through the unfolding, that is, of your inward powers of perception." Meyer, !a!
Gospel of Matthew, I, 357.

.J.u,QUA~'l.!l.J.'Ju.{a!<_,

~Dq._,cl@<,

R.

I
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growth. 107

•'AVd.~{?flOIPis
A. /
used only here in the New Testament of the fulfillment
of Scripture.
ors.

In all its other occurrences it relates to human endeav-

In the Septuagint it is used in Genesis 2:21 for

1)0,

where God

T

closes up the side of Adam.

~cfl,
•• T

It is used in Exodus 23:26 for the Piel of

where God promises to fulfill the days of the obedient; and also

in Isaiah 60: 20 for
days of n>urning.

Delli
where
--,-

it is said that God will fill up the

Though these examples are not too weighty, there is

the analogy of ~?p/w(III.J.a) andi{~ (III.2.d) that ].ends
support for seeing divine action behind the passive.
With regard t o ~ ~ , divine action is indicated in a veiled
manner.

Isaiah, By God's command, was to make the heart of the people

dull or fat

(,~tf·[>).

Sine~ God's command is behind Isaiah's action,

it is God who effects the result.
In the Septuagint there are at least three places where God is mentioned as one who sows.

In Hosea 2:23(25) God sows his people.

idea is further substantiated by Jeremiah 38(31):27.

This

The name Jezreel

(God Sows) in Hosea 2:22 points also to God as the Sower.

Thus, God

sows his seed (the Vlord) in various types of heart-soil. All the passives
of

til(Ecf,w used in the parable thus point to the divine Sower a activity.
With <U<aY~&'lnw, liitle help is given by the Septuagint or the
I

New Testament.

It is best to regard the agency behind the passive as

the afflictions md persecutions that arise on account of the Word.
cause of these the stony-soil plunges into a "death-trap."
107
1 11
~f.'f~qp<*vu9 in III.2.f., lilere this is pointed out.

Be-
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There is yet one passive in the narrative framework of Matthew that
heightens the effect.
(4:1).

It is ~ of verse 2. Mark uses a-uv4®'

The Sower is here sowing in the hearts of those l'lhom God had

gathered together by his providential working (III.3.a).
Mark's account is substantially that of Matthew.
adds in verse 12 /,._~.

Mark., however.,

'lb.is passive has been treated in III.J.d above.

In Luke's account several different verbs occur.

Luke says that

the seed which fell along the road was trodden down (K4TEUd'CQ9',, verse

5).

It is significant to note that this verb occurs in the Septuagint

in many judgmental contexts.

In Hosea 5: 11 Ephraim v,as trodden down in

judgment (cf. Isaiah 28:3); so Moab (Isaiah 25:10); so Tyre (Ezekiel
26:11); also., Assyria is sent to tread down the godless people of Israel
(Isaiah 10:6); so also Cyrus shall trample in judgment (Isaiah 41:25).
God tramples the wine press ~f judgment (Isaiah 63:3.,6) as also the
righteous will tread down the lawless· in judgment (Malachi -4:3(3:21]).

,

In the New Testament., too., KgliXgaJ(W sounds an austere note.

Useless

salt is thrown out to be trodden under foot (Matthew 5:13).

So in this

parable.

Seed falling into "ditch-soil" is to be trodden upon and eaten

by birds.

The Word has been heard (verse 12); the Word has gotten into

the heart of the "ditch-soil" (also verse 12.,
but it does not grow., let alone produce.
1n the Septuagint.

«B Jqf.

Kd.p3~

«f>rwJ

So God's judgment strikes as

lhis heart-soil refused to be saved

(JJ!I <[UJ()(iiftll(,

God is always the agent in Old as well as New Testament., for example;
Septuagint Judges 2:16 ~ passim; New Testament., Titus 1:9).
With regard to

.1f1.1Jb1. (verses

6.,8) and fCUJlfYl({[ctel (verse 7)., both

may be regarded as second aorist passives used as intransitive ac- ·
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.
108
t ives.

XuuJCvlvovl.ql(
(verse
I
I)

14) is self-explanatory.

Worries, riches, and

the like are the stranglers.
e.

The Mustard Seed, Matt.~ew 13:31-32//Mark 4:30-32//Luke 13:18-19
'lhe passive voice of verbs used in this parable is readily ex-

plained by the parallel account which uses the active voice.
says a man sowed (indicative active) seed in his field.

Matthew

U~rk uses the

second aorist passive~leaving the agency to be implied.

As sho'Wtl

in the previous parable (d) God is the Sower. Matthew next says that
the mustard seed, though .smaller than all the seeds, when grown~~)
is larger t.~an other garden vegetables. R. C. H. ·Lenski says of this
verb,

11

'l'he pas~ive aorist subjunctive is to be understood in the middle

and the aorist points to the .end of the growing.nl09 '.lhis would mean
that the seed of its own power puts f~rth its own growth. -This ia just
what Luke says with the active aorist ~ · That God causes growth
is seen in the Septuagint and the New Testauant. 110 However, in the
Septuagint many apparentzy passive forms 'occur where the Hebrew is any
thing but passive. 111 The parallel accounts thus explain each other.
108
cf. Moulton-Milligan, 2£• cit., sub • .Y.2£• UlJ!m, and ~~Jw.
'!he Liddel-'>cott-Jones Greek_;English Lexicon point~ up the s
thing
under~·
.
l09Lensk1, The Interpretation.2£~· Matthew'! Gospel, p. 529.
110
·
Cf. Septuagint Genesis 1:22,18; 8:17; 9:1,7; God commands to grO\,
35:ll; 48:4; 17:6,20; 41:52; Leviticus 26:9; Joshua 4:14; Job 42:10 (no
Hebrew); Psalm 104(105):24. In the New Testament Acts 6:7; 12:24; 19:
20; l Corinthians 3:6; 2 Corinthians 9:10; Ephesians 2:21; Oolossians
1:6; 2:19.
111cr. Genesis 2118; 25:27; 30:JOr 47:27; Exodus 1:7; ~3:30; only
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f.

l'he Wicked Husbandmen, Matthew 21:33-46//Mark 12:1-12//Luke 20:9-18

'fVJ:,P<!:U!j@llto.t
/
(Matthew 21:37; Mark
posed of.

12:6; Luke 20:13) is easily dis-

A. T. Robertson lists it as a future passive devoid of the

.
•d
112 'A ll I
Passl.ve
1 ea.

1:inuqa:n:ols
J

Q

fl I

and ¢ouqtrfTou, here peculiar to Matthew,

113 >£ nln
h ave been treated above.'f9Pqlh:/([d.'{
was treated in the chapter on
Form and Function.
Common to Matthew and Luke is the passive

([lJVl)/1!,([{),fa,r«(

(Matthew 21:44; Luke 20:18).

l'h.e verb 1s found only in these two ac-

counts in the New TestaIIBnt.

The word, however, ·has a ready-made his-

tory from the Septuagint which makes it especially significant for this
parable.

God is seen imnediately to be the agent.

In Psalm 67(68):21

it is said that God will crush the heads of the ene~.
14 he crushes the heads of Leviathan.
off the horns of the wicked.
bronze.

In Psalm 73(74):

In Psalm 74(75):10 he will cut

In Psalm 106(107):16 he· shatters doors of

In Psalm 109(110)6 he shatters kings and chiefs.

to say that here the passive veils .God and his activity.

It is safe
The second

part of the verse brings this out by the use of the active; the stone,
which the Lord has made "head of the corner" (Matthew 21;42), shall grind

~n 1 Chronicles 14:2 is there a possible Niphal feminin~ participle.
Whether the Niphal is here passive is debatable (cf. Gesenius, E.E• ~ . ,
pp. 137-139, [paragraph 51, especially h]) let alone the form as participial (cf. Francis Brown, s. R. Driver and Charles A. Briggs,!
Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Q.J:g Testanent .!!!:!ill fill Appendix .£2!:!taining the Biblical Aramaic, based on the Lexicon of William Gesenius
as tr. By Edward Robinson [Oxford: At The Clarendon Press, 1959a, P•
670, ~ . :!2£• ~ ) .
.
112
T-r
Robertson, .2E.• ~., p. 819.
113 Ao9qcr£1«', III.3, n. 57 and IV.l.j;

/JpP{cud,< ,

IV.1.j.
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to powder any upon whom it falls.

a'(fcY.JJffvov
is
(J
•

a form peculiar to Luke ( verse 17).

The Revelation

to St. John brings out an important New Testament emphasls about this
word.

In several places in Revelation a divine imperative from heaven

comes to St. John to "Write!" (l;ll.,19; 10:4; llul3; 19:9; 21:S).

This

voice from heaven 1s none other than th~ voice of God and is therefore
a circumlocution for the divine act itself.

In Revelati on, the Spirit

of God also commands St. John to write (2:1,8,12,18; 3:1,7,14).

This

is all confirmed by the Septuagint. For there too, God gives the command
to write.114 It does not, of course., make much difference vhether God
gives the command to write or does the writing himself.

In the end it

is his Word that is there, whether by his 11finger 11 or the finger of one
o~ his penmen.

It is to be noted that from the Pentateuch onward the

idea of what has been written (usua~ the Qal passive participle

)•)Jl;)) always implies the activity of God.
:
ments,

11

'lhus behind a;u the state-

it has been written" and so on stands none other than God him-

self., the real Writer of the record. US

'£vEvqBn

o•

(Matthew 21:42; Mark 12:10; Luke 20:17) is so often used

in the Septuagint for the Qal perfect of

.Ir:Il
that
TT

it is hard to see
.
116
any real passive idea in it in either Septuagint or New Testament.

114cf. Deuteronom;y 6:9; 11:20; 17:18; 31:19; Habakkuk 2:2; Isaiah
8:1; 30:8; Jeremiah 22:30; 37(30):2; 38(31):33; 43(36):28; Ezekiel 24:
2; 37:16.
llSCf. Exodus 24:12; 31:18; 32:16,32; 24:1,28; DeuteronoJI\Y 4 :13;
9:10; 10:2,4.
ll6cr. Blass-Debrunner-Funk, .2E• ~-, p. 42 (paragraph 78), "The
later language preferred the aorist passive in the case of deponents
(where a real passive meaning is at best a possibility; ••• ) • • • n
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In this passage it reproduces

nn~n of PsalmllB:22.
T:T

g. The Fig Tree (and all the trees), Matthew 24:32-44//Mark 13:28-32//
Luke 21:29-33
Two passives are peculiar to Matthew in this parable.

They are

1&~µjl,fu1eu and «tplu«t

of verses 40 and 41. R. C. H. Lensld says
of them "The agent hidden 1n the pa_ssives is the Son of man. 11117 This
is shown to be so with 7Ptfla/tiµ/Jrf'{ra<in the New Testament because of
its use with Jesus as the subject (Matthew 17:1 and parallels; 26:37
and parallels; 20:17 and parallels; especially John 14:3). Of the several Septuagint uses of the v~rd only Lamentations 3:2 suggests a negative parallel.
The Passive of

j_~J,11- was treated in III.3.d. There it dealt with

the forgiveness of sins, and. the Septuagint supplied a number of illustrations.

Septuagint examples which :may parallel the use here may also
118
.
.
be found, but they are not as frequent.
In the New Testament God
ultimately stands behind this word, for good or bad. 119
'lhe passive of

gc~in

Matthew 24:43 and Luke 12:39 is found

elsewhere in the New Testament in Matthew 6:19.

It always refers to the

117Lenski., ~ Interpretation 2f. §!. Matthew':! Gospel, P• 956.
118
Cf. Genesis 18:26; 20:6; Exodus 12:23; Numbers 22:13; Joshua
2:23; 3:1; especia1]3r Jeremiah 12:7.
119cf. Matthew 6:12//Luke 11:4; Mark 6:14,15; 9:2,5,6//Mark 2:5,7,
9,10//Luke 5:20,21,23,24; Matthew 18:32; Mark 11:25; Luke 7:48; 1 John
1:9. From another angle Matthew 12:30,36; 15:14; 19:14 in particular
Matthew 23:38//Luke 13:35 which thought fits in well with the use of
the word in this parable; Matthew 26:44; 27:50; Mark 1:34; 5:37; 7:27;
11:16; John 4:3; 8:29; 12:7; 14:18,27; 16:28; Acts 14:17; Hebrews 2:8;
Revelation 11:9.
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thief as the actor, digging through the sun-baked brick wall of the
oriental house.
times.

'

It is used similarly in the Septuagint, but only few

CHAPTER V
IN NARRATIVE AND DISCOURSE1

l.
a.

Common to all Synoptists

The Baptist, Matthew 3:1-12//Mark 1:1-8//Luke 3:1-20
In these parallels one will find that the passives of~'1{'Cf~U/

(Matthew 3:6; Mark 1:.5; Luke 3:7),
3:14),

~4vW'n~aF

gtctJcrcrw

(Luke 3:13),

(Luke 3:19), and the fonn

gp~ (Luke

Ji. pq{)af

3) are self-explanatory by virtue of the context.

(Matthew 3:

The divine name or

di Vine activity is not present or veiled in any way.
The following passives have been treated previously.

3:10; Luke

B.J,,/,tu (Matth~,,

3:9) was treated ·in III.2.f and III.3.a and d; 2 ~ l

(Mark 1:2; Luke 3:4) in IV.3.f;

htg,~"P~YIJ.f (Mark 1:6)

in .IV.l.h;3

ll/r;pw/Jfo:w..t (Luke 3 :.5) in III.J.a; 4 am l(Q{Et'1w/)qd'Frdl (Luke 3:.5)

in

IV.l.bb.

"fu<~o:zrrra<

(Matthew 3:10; Luke 3:9) remains to be treated.

the companion passive

BJlft.y:J.t has

rr

Since

already been shom to veil divine ac-

.

~e categories in this and the following sections have been arranged according to Ernest De Witt Burton and Edgar Johnson Goodspeed
A Harmo, of the Synoptic Gospels in Greek (Chicago: The University of
nhicago ress;-1942}.
- 2.b.

2cr. also ~ used of God as the judgmental expeller in III.

3cr.

also q below on

4cr.

also

ur41~11v/J/X•

Xo/'™crDq w_

III. 2.d,e;

rtrt1"Pl}Pk

IV • .3 .d.
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tivity one would suspect the same of the present verb.

In the Septua-

g:int this verb is used frequently in commands of God, who orders the
idolatrous sacred groves cut down and destroyed (Exodus 34:13; Deuteronomy 7:5; 12:3; Judges 6:25; Micah 5:14(13)). Similar statements are
found in Deuteronomy 20:19 and Jeremiah 6:6.

In Job 19:10 Job says

that God cuts down hope as a tree and in 'lheodotion 1 s version of Daniel
4:11(14 English) a holy one from heaven orders the tree symbolizing
Nebuchadnezzar cut down.

This last example is very telling.

The holy

one is divine~ sent to perform a judgmental act. Actual~, all the examples mentioned are judgmental in character., but the last is outspokenly so.

In the New Testament Christ uses this same verb in a judgmental

sense (Luke 13:7,9).
,

It may be concluded, then, that the passive

I

EJ<KmtXE«M. conceals divine activity. As God gave the command to ''cut

down" in the Septuagint and the Christ likewise refers to the same divine
command in the New Testament, so here divinity moves behind the passive

fKKci,rraa,
b.

in a way that should actua~ be obvious.

The Baptism., Matthew 3:13-17//Mark 1:9-11//Luke }:21-22
The passive forms of /Jna:/µn(li.atthew 3:13,14,16; Mark 1:9; Luke
J

3:21) were treated in the previous section. The same conditions obtain

'AKoKp<Pe(r (Matthew 3:15) was treated under Form and Function.
'Avflf~ (Matthew 3:16; Luke 3:21) was treated previously in III.l.a
here.

and IV .1.0.
One passive remains to be examined.
1:10.

It is

tfxc{:opfvwf of Mark
,

/

.11

It is to be noted that this form is paralleled by ,tJ/E'fX<l!J®5t/

(3:16) and Luke's

,kvttpi,~,*'- (3:21) and is therefore sure1y a

true

f
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passive. One would suspect that as God is the agency behind the passives
of

&valvUl
(f

(cf. references above) in the parallel passages so in Mark's
.

~fE.~OUf. he ·would also be the agency implied. The Septuagint bears
out this surmise.
Sea.

In Exodus 14:21 God separates the waters of the Red

The whole context of the Exodus passage deals unmistakenly with

the activity of God.
water by

E<Tx(nf}q

The Septuagint transJa tes this rending of the

za ~

.l?.j.)1 which may here

Behind

mxlrr!Jr;

stands the Niphal of

be easily taken as passive. Veiled in these pas-

sives is the mighty working of God.

In Zechariah 14:4 it is prophesied

that the Mount of Olives shall be split.

The context shO\vs that it is

God who shall do the splitting. Again the Niphal of

~p-r)J is use~.

In

Isaiah 48:21 it is prophesied that for the Exiles returning through the
desert to their homeland God will cleave the rock and water will come
forth.

For this the Septu~nt has '!J.Uffhft[E1j,ll

zr~

a future ~s-

sive form with God as the definite agency implied in the passive.

It

is to be noted again that the Greek passive translates a simple Hebrew
Qal imperfect that is anything but passive.

This is a turn of expres-

sion that comes rather naturally in the Septuagint translation• . One
might perceive thus not only a Semitic background for the passive but,
equally important, a Septuagint background that by far outranges the
Semitic.
c.

The Temptation, Matthew 4:1-11//Mark 1:12-13//Luke 4:1-13
In this pericope there are certain passives that are used with

iJzaf. that
4:1) and

are therefore self-explanatory'.

ZC£f«<T9q'(d<

They are

a~

(Matthew

(Matthew 4:1; Mark 1:13; Luke 4:2). Others have
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been treated under Form and Function; Q(J(QKfUfk<~ (Matthew 4:4; Luke
4:12),

~{~

(Luke 4:4,8).

~fPO"{ (Matthew 4:6, 7,10; Luke 4:

4,8~10,12 E{aqir·t<) was also treated previously in r:v .3.r. " ~ .u,.

'llllJJpri,IL (Luke 4:1) is explained

by the use of'

Two passives remain to be examined.

<IiJ.YT$fu/)ua:liiv ~ (Luke
this word.

4: 2).

:rtj,

1v. for agency.5

The first is the phrase

The New Testament sheds no light on

The only Septuagint reference that helps is Genesis 2:12

where it is said that God brought the days of his creation to an end.
T'nat God concluded these days of wilderness temptation may be implied
by the same verse.

It is said that the Spirit was leading him in the

wilderness for forty days, mile at the same tima he was being tempted
by the devil.

The experience runs parallel to Israel's wilderness

wanderings where the same v.o.rd (7[.ip~~'") is used in the Septua~t.

6

Tb.us it is implied that the whole range of the temptation is governed
by God as Israel's was of old.

There ia justification in R.

Lenski 's com:n.ent, "The passive participle

wvrt}F.<£fJim:@v

c.

H.

in the geni-

tive absolute points to God as the agent 'Who brought the days to an end. 117
The second passive for consideration is

1ldf1<1.d/ir.u of Luke 4:6.

It occurs in the statement of the devil that the kingdoms of the world,

5F. Blass and A. Debrunner, ! Greek Grammar .2f ~ New Testament
and Other EaGq Christian· Literature; A Translation and Revision of the
Ninth-Tenth erman Edition Incorporating Supplementary Notes of A.
Debrunner by Robert w. Funk (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1961), pp. 117-118 (paragraph 219(1)).
6
cr. Deuteronomy 8:2,15; 29:5; 32:12; ·Joshua 24:8; Psalm 77(78):
52; Isaiah 48:21; 63:13; Jeremiah 2s7; Ezelo.el 20:10.
7R. C. H. Lenski, The Inte£retation 2f ~. ~ ' . ! Gospel (Columbus:
The Wartburg Press, 1955T'; p. 22 •
·
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their authority and glory, have been given to him and are for him to
give to others.

Here the commentators debate begins.

Lensld. maintains

that the devil is speaking a lie and is marely an illegitinate usurper
of v1orld power. 8 Meyer makes it plain that it is by God's grant that
the devil has been given such preeminence.9 Creed simply says, "The
devil is d e ~ ruler of this world ••• as in John 12:31; 14:30;
16:11. 1110 Rengstorf in more rounded fashion says,
Da Gottes Reich die Welt einschlieszt (8,4.ff.), so ist der
Teufel sein Konkurrent, ja sein 11Feind11 (Mt. 13,24.ff.).
Setzt sich Gott in seinem Reich durch, so stUrzt der Teufel
(10,18); v1ird er hingegen als Herrscher dieser Welt nerkannt,
so vlird Gottes Reich in seiner Ausbreitung gehemmt. 11

In the Septuagint God gives his people's enemies into their hand. 12
He also gives his people into the hand of the eneDzy". 13 Although these
two extremes are prevalent, still there is no sign of a use of 7fiS(hb{Z«Vll
to indicate that God delegates, or simply gives, world power to the
8
~ . , pp. 233-234.
9

Heinrich August Wilhelm Meyer, The Gospel of Matthew in Critical

~ Exegetical Commentary 2!! the New'Testament, the translation revised
and ed. by William P. Dickson andTrederi.ch Crombie (Edinburgh: T. & T.

Clark, 1880), II, 21•
.10John Martin Creed~~· Gospel According~§!.~ (New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1957J, p. 63.
llxarl Heinrich Rengstorf, Das Evangelium Nach Lukas in Das Neue
Testament Deutsch (Gottingen: Vandenhoech & Ruprecht, 1962), pp.° ~5.
12cr. Genesis 14:20; Exodus 23:31; Numbers 21:2,3,34; Deuteronollij"
2:23,31; 3:23; 7:2,23,24; 20:13 etc.; Joshua 2:14,24; 6:2,15(16); 8:18;
10:8,12,19,30,32 etc.; Judges 1:4; 3:10,28; 4:7,14; 7:2,7 etc.; Psalm
40(41):2; 105(lo6):41.

l3cr. Leviticus 26:25; Judges 2:14; 6:1,13;13:l; 1 Kingdoms
28:19; 3 Kingdoms 14:16; 2 Chronicles 6:36; 16:8; 24:24; 25:20; 28:5;
26:17.
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evil one. Matthew ll:27 says that all things were given over by the
Father to his son.

1 Corinthians 15:24 speaks of the Kingdom as giv.en

over to God the Father at the last.

Christ in turn is given ove~ to

death by divine will (Romans 4:25; 8:32; Galatians 2:20; Ephesians 5:2).
Nowhere, however, does God give over

(1&f'cx3'gQllt')

anything to Satan.

Satan is a Liar, Usurper, Konkurrent and Feind. He simply wishes to be
recognized as "Herrscher dieser Welt." His trick? It is to try to _
pull the veil of the divine passive over the eyes of Christ and his
followers.
d.

Departure to Galilee, Matthew 4:12-17//Mark 1:14-15//Luke 4:JJ~-15
The passives ~~ (Matthew 4:14) and

uvr;J,fpwra< (Mark 4:14)

have been treated previously. Reference may be made t o . (III.3.a)
and analogus verbs

1Tr;ipv~gu"Ut

«,w/rpfu~ (IV.J.d) and ,X'¥2I"J~, (III.2.d,e).

has been treated in the previous section. . Here it may

be added that the passive forms of Matthew 4:12 and Mark 1:14 are selfexplanatory in view of Matthew 14:3. Herod himself had John arrested
and thrown into prison.

It may be added, however, that human action

alone is apparently predicated also in Jesus• betrayal, arrest, and
crucifixion. Yet when reading Galatians 2:20, Ephesians

5:25,

and es-

pecially Romans 8:32, one soon realizes that behind the action of the
Jewish hierarchy and Roman Frinceps lurks the hidden hand of God.
is overshadowed by human activity.

It

It is covered over by the zeal of

wicked men; but in effect, God's mighty hand is veiled in every occurrence in the life of the :Messiah. God, as was pointed out in the previous section, both gives his people into the hands of the wicked and
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the wicked into the hands of his people; and so it would not be out of
the ~ay to see in John's arrest the veiled hand of God operative in the
tragic finale of the Forerunners life.
The phrase

rA pqfJ{v

(Matthev, 4:14) calls for little conment.

Seen against the background of the c0Dm1on ]!}.\' i)~ Yahweh in the Old
-T

Testament and such specific passages as Matthew 1:22, 2:15 and 22:31 in
the New Testament it is obvious that God is the agent in the passive
<

Cl. I

f9Vt~•
.1ofg~f5:'Qf (Luke 4:15) is self-explanatory.
e. Rejection at Nazareth, Matthew 13:53-58//Mark 6:l-6a//Luke 4:16-30
The majority of passives in this narrative have been treated above.

'£,gr/,ftfdL,Pd<

(Matthew 13:54; Mark 6:2) was treated in III.l.d;

(Matthew 13:55), on the analogy of

~Roupivqr:,

in III.l.h;

//YL&,(

> D

lmv&l~Ef()

~Matthew 13:57; Mark 6:3) in IV.3.d; ·,)ppEll[d. (Mark 6:2) in IV.l.j,o;

f,/

I

~v411

(Luke 4:18) in IV.3.f; K~(j/Jtl/1al (Luke 4;21) in III.3.a;

al,so IV·.3.d

<&uu/')ftJ

and III.2.d ( ~ ) ;

wfk/8~!)'}

(Luke 4:27) in III.l.k.

0

in IV.l.i;

i,/£~

(Luke 4:25)

Certain other passives in the narrative are self-explanatory.

IE.f},a,tpp/ro.c of ·Luke 4:16 is one.

Although it is true that God nour-

ishes or feeds his own (Septuagint Genesis 48:15; 50:20; DeuteronOJI\Y'
32:18) the context of this story makes it cle~r that the passive refers
simply to his days of parental upbringing.

,E:rribb99 of ~uke

(Cf. 2,,1).

4:17 is explained by verse 20.

Neither the New

Testament or Septuagint contribute anything in the way of a divine
background.

'WKoZ£µqu,of
C

Luke 4:29 is also self-explanatory.

Though
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there is in some cases a divine overtone to this verb (cf.
IV.2.a), none is found here.

Qll(Qbop/m

The city was built by previous inhabi-

tants.

Lflpgua:p{vQCJf (Luke
ment.

4: 18) is used only here in the New Testa-

In the Septuagint the verb is used in several passages that show

direct divine activity. 14 Numbers 17:11 (Septuagint) is particularly
important in that the Lord crushes his · people for their evil-doing • .
In Luke 4:18 the passive verb would suggest that it is in the last analysis, the crushing hand of God which weighs heavily- upon the· 11 oppressedJ1

The Christ has come to deliver from this immense weight.

Thus, behind

the passive stands the living God.
>~

(Luke 4:26) finds little background in the Septuagint.

In the New Testament it is used frequently- of the divine activity of
sending • 15 In this present ~ssage, however, the background of 1 Kingdoms 17:Bff shows without a doubt that God is the agent behind the passive.
With

btj,frr/Jq@.-t (Luke 4:28)

difficulties arise. Only one of about

two dozen occurrences of the verb in the New Testament is oot passive.
16
A noun in the genitive is frequent with the passive forms.
In the
Septuagint the verb is used frequently but there is hardly a case where
God is the agent as was the case w i t h ~ '

~~p{w,

and

Ktarl<lui•

14Exodus 15:6; Numbers 16:46;(17:ll); 24:17; 2 Kingdoms 12:15;
2 Chronicles 20:37; Isaiah 2:19,21.
l5Cf. Luke 20:11-13 (Parabolic); John 1:33; 4:34; 5:23,24,30,27

~ passim; Romans 8:3; 2 Thessalonians 2:ll; Revelation l:ll; 22:16.

l6Cf. Blass-Debrunner-Funk, El?•

ill•, ·p.

95 (paragraph 97( l]) •

l
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The genitive, similar to the genitive of material or content, is in

itself that which fills.

It is very near to an expression of agency.

Thus the context must decide the issue of divine initiative. As may
be seen above ( ~ God never fills with evil.

In this case divine

action in the verb is clearly absent. ·
f.

Call of the Four, Matthew 4:18-22//Mark 1:16-20//Luke 5:1-11
In the Matthew account the only passive occu?Ting is dE,,,~l(l{QV of

.

verse 18.

r iJ

It is treated in the previous section above.

pericope has no passive forms.

The Markan

The Lukan account was treated under the

miracle of the Draught of Fishes, III.1.g.
g.

Response to Jesus' Work, Matthew 4:23-25//Mark 1:28,39//Luke 4:40,
42-44
All the passives in these marratives have been treated previously.

In the Matthew account (verse 24) the following references may be made;

Ai,pev<~p/v~.,
3.k.

III.l.b;

<1u11w,p£~,,

III.3.a;

u,.A,v,«°{op/,.,qgp rn.

The Markan pericope has been treated in part (l:28-34) under the

section on the Miracles, III.J.a.
tain no passive forms.
treated in III.2.d;

The remaining verses (1:35-39) con-

In the Lukan narrative

i1'~

u~/qr (verse

43) was

(verse 42) was treated in the chapter on

Form and Function.
h.

Call of Levi, Matthew 9:9-13//Mark 2:13-20//Luke 5127-35.

A~"~k'o>c', Matthew 9:9 was treated in e above. 1Tqa1ufh~rq:,
0
n /
Matthew 9:13 aid Jgorp,tt~t,c, Luke 5:.31 were treated under Form and
Function. One form remains which is comnon to all three naITatives.
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It is

~pf}.§.. (Matthew 9:15; Mark

2:20; Luke 5:35).

on~ in these accounts in the New Testament.
used numerous times for the colorless

The verb is found

In the Septuagint it is

:X 'iiJ]. About the o~ v,ay to view
TT

this verb is by its analogy to the simplex ~ v.hen ~ is used in conjunction with ~ ( c f . IV.l.j,o; III.3, footnote 57 may be added for
the passive o f ~ ) . 1',hen this is done it is rather certain that
God is again behind the passive of
i.

«mip(}Jj•

Plucking Grain on the Sabbath, Matthew 12:1-8//Mark 2:23-28//Luke
6:1-5
In the Markan account there are no passives.

D(QfE~
j.

dl{0"/2'/kfr

and Luke 6:J

Matthe,, 12:l

were treated under Form and Function.

The Fame of Jesus, Matthew 12:15-21//Mark J:7-12//Luke 6:17-19
Both Matthev,•s and Mark's account were treated in the miracles,

III.J.e.
l.k and
k.

In the Lukan account,

kOEOdl{ci)q'{"(a
,

(verse :,1 7) was treated in Ill.

in III.J.c.

Choosing of the Twelve, Matthew 10:2-4//Mark J:13-19//Luke 6:12-16

AEviiLgy~

(Matthew 10:2) and

If I

in IlI.l.h and e above.
1.

l«BQVd..l

WJjo,/p,voc' (Luke 6:16) were treated

Mark uses no passive form in this pericope.

Casting Out Demons by Beelzebub, Matthew 12:24-37//Mark 3:20-30//
Luke 11:15-16
The first passive met in this narrative is Uf(,lllf{)E((d. (Matthew
i

12:25; Matthew 12:26

iµt;;/([f)~;

lrlark 12:24; Luke 11:17,

$«1,llffl<1'9Elfq. ).

It seems best to regard the verb as a true passive., the agency of mi.ch
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is the Satanic kingdom itself.

The picture that Jesus paints is that

of a kingdom divided by internal upheaval or discension.

There is no

Septuagint or New Testament reference that would indicate God as the
agent behind this specific verb and action.

The closest is perhaps

Daniel (Septuagint) 11:4 where God divides up the kingdom of Greece.
Regarding

~/2'~f)f«fd.. one might quote Psalm

59(60)16, 107(108):7,

Micah 2:4, Zechariah 14:1, Isaiah 34:17 where it is Iil8ntioned that God
divides the wicked in judgment. Should these be applied to these pericopes, however, an adverse interpretation would be derived.

Besides,

the wicked and Satan are not the sqme. Moreover, Christ has not caused
a di vision in the Satanic realm, he has completely conquered Satan
(1f.atthew 12:29) and does vii.th Satan's captives as he pleases (Matthew

12:22). There is no divine agency behind these passives. The very
logic of Christ's presentation rules this out.
With the passive form

gr<19c{g:rr~<

(Matthew 12:25,26; Mark 3:24-26,

tnq(f}qw; Luke 11:18) one might say that no vestige of the passive
force is left in any passive form of this verb in the New Testairent.
To try to press into the translation the "shall be ~ to stand" idea
really violates the nature of t~e verbs etymlogy. 17 Moulton says,

11

w.

F. Moulton was inclined to see 'a faint passive force ••• in :nr:,st of
the instances I n of

JnrJ9qr in the New Testament, though observing that

it 11 is in regular use as an intransitive aorist j,.n MGr. 1118 A similar
comment is found in Blass-Debrunner-Funk where it is said, "There is not

1 7James Hope Moulton, Prolegomena in! Grammar of~ Testament

Greek (Third edition with Corrections and additions;,-dinburgh: T. & T.

Cl.ark, 1957), p. 109.
18.ill.£., P• 162.
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sufficient reason to attribute a pass. sense to the simple

rrr«IJqv«<

··· h complex forms of the verb it is obviously different ( cf.
• • • ul9 ~ilJ.t

Matthew 12:13; Romans 5:19).

In the Septuagint these passive forms are

used eight or nine times in eleven columns of Hatch-Redpath.

Out of

these, two passages may be spoken of as decidedly passive (Exodus 40:17;
Theodotion Daniel 5:27), two as possibly faintly passive (Leviticus 27:

14;

Numbers 9:15) and four as decidedly not passive (Judges 20:2; Job

28:15; Ecclesiastes 2:9; Daniel [Septuagint] 7:4,5).

Cutting all

foreign ideas out (like •to be made to 11 or ncaused to stand 11 ) of

lfr91µ1

one might strike all ideas of passive sense out of the Old Testament
Septuagint examples.

'l'here is, therefore, no divine agency involved

in these passages.
'11Kato'(.() (Matthew 12:37) is used in the Septuagint of a God who

justifies.

20

This sense is also obvious in the New Testament.

21

It is

thus not difficult to see here divine agency standing veiled in the
passive.

1{0

r4du~:z; (lfiatthew 12 :37) is found only one place in the Septua-

gint of God who condemns and that onily negatively. (Psalm 36(37] :33).
In the New Testament this verb does not appear .as ~pplied to God except
in the passive forms of this passage and Luke 6:37.

It is similar to

Luke 19:22 in contrast to Matthew 12:7. Since both verbs are used together mutual support and evidence permits the conclusion that the agent

m•,

4;

l9Blass-D~brunner-.Funk, .2E•
PP• 48-49 (paragraph 97(1]).
20Genesis 23:7; 3 Kingdoms 8:32//2 Chronicles 6:23; Psalms 50(51):
81(82):3; Micah 6:11; 7:9; Isaiah 42:21; 50:8; 53:11.
21A.cts 13:38,39; Romans 3:26,30,33; Galatians 3:8.

lOi~

of the passive is God.

The analogy of tle Scriptures., which uniform];r

assigns ultimate judgment ·to God., also supports this fact.
Lenski says.,

R.

c.

H.

Note the forensic sense of both passive verbs which have
God as their agent.11 22
11

The passive form of /{o~(Luke 11:25//Matthew 12:44) obviously
suggest outside aeency.

Someone did the adorning.

It is astonishing

to note that Ezekiel 16:11.,13 speaks of God as adorning his people~
Revelation 21:2.,19 suggests something similar. With only these references one might ask, "To whom else would the adorning be ascribed?"
The passive o f ~ (Luke 11:25) is much the same.
the Septuagint.

It is not found in

It is used in the same sense in ijatthew 12:44.

of its connection in these two parallels with
expect the same agency.

.UJ

Because

one would rightly

The passives here indicate what God has done

for his people through his Christ.

:4_~~9q1rrc1<

(Matthew 12:31.,33) has been treated previously ~n III.

3.d.
m.

The Kindred of Jesus., Matt.he" 12:46-50//Mark 3:31-35//Luke 8:19-21
>

{)

I .

~1{Dty21 Elf (Matthew

12:48;_Mark 3:33; Luke 8:21) was treated in

the chap~r on Form and Function.
to be examined.

This leaves o~ ~ (Luke 8:20)

It may be explained a<;"si.Irpcy':lmplying the person of one

present in the crowd.

It could be translated., 11And so11M:tone said to

him ••• "
22R. c. H. I.ensld.., The Interpretation of St. Matthew's Gospel
(Columbus., Ohio: The Wartburg Press, 1956) ,p.488.
-
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n.

The Sending Forth of the Apostles, Matthew 9:35-lOil//Mark 6:7//
Luke 9:1; 10
The Mark~n pericope contains no passive form.

Matthew 9:38

~

Form and Function.
2 .e.

'Tl..

•vlo

In Luke 10:2 and

appears; this has been treated in the chapter on

'¥-;x..Jl..fr~ of Matthew 9:36 was treated in III.

•
passives
remain,

'~/vol { ~ )

!..r,/" II. /
~~

,
I of Matthew 9:36 •
and l/P'f/ll.1/{)L

does not appear in the Septuagint.

in its usage here in the Uew Testament.

1

~SJ¥1/vot

It is unique

is also used here

in the New Testament in a singular way. However, it is used in the
Septuagint.

There the word is used in a judgmental sense of God who
hurls the nations to their fate, 23 and judges his ~wn people. 24 With
this thought mzekiel 34:1-6 and Jeremiah 50:6-7 tie in.

In these two

passages the sheep are crippled, strayed, lost,and led astray because
of their Shepherds.

'lhese two thoughts could be tied together. Jesus

was moved to pity when seeing the people helpless.

This ,vas because

judgment had fallen upon them because of their inability to cope with
the false Shepherd·s who had perverted the sound teaching of God.

The

passive once agijin veils the divine judgment of God.
o.

Instructions for the Journey, Matthew. 10:5-15//Mark 6:8-13//Luke
9:1-6; 10:3-12
1
· these narratives. .,...__.
>
F•our pas·s ives occur in
...w.s r·irs t , EJt;lfflfMf/'r.JTW

23cf. Isaiah 14:19 and 34:3, passives themselves; 22:18; Ezela.el
28:17; Nehemiah 9:11.
24cr. Jeremiah 14:16; .43(36):30; Ezekiel 19:12; these passages
use the Hoi:hal of :1'2 't)"J, thus veiling divine activity also in the
Hebrew Old Testame~
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(Matthew 10:13), is passive in form only.

This may be seen by its

usage in the Septuagint. An examination of the Septuagint usage shows
that

1zc«DpEf1W occurs

in passive forms but not in passive meaning. 25

Moreover, these passive forms in the Septuagint for the most part trans-·
late the Qal form of the Hebrew verb, very rarely a Niphal; and where
the Niphal is used the Septuagint has in the vast majority of places
the active indicative.
meaning is active.

The form used in this pericope is passive; its

<-YiraAEiEp/vQYf (Mark

6:9) and

mif1anfk}uv0

10:8; cf. 1 Corinthians 10:27) are self-explanatory.

(Luke

J<cJ!qOE~ was

treated in IV.l.w.
P•

The Death of the Baptist, Matthew 14:1-12/fivfark 6:14-29//Luke 9:7-9
One passive common to all three narratives is ~ (Matthew

14:2; Mark 6:lh,16

#fflii;;

Luke 9:7).

It was treated in III.l.h.

It may be added that what was said there may be further substantiated
by Mark's use of the perfect passive

lvrf
wp&c
if o

(Mark 6:14). Further

passives of this sort are found in Matthew 11:11, 1 Corinthians 15:4,
12-17,20 and 2 ·Timothy 2:8.

Certain cases of

'!l'fW in the active voice

may be cited as in support of the idea that such passives suggest divine
agency:

Romans 4:24; 8:11, 1 Corinthians 6:14, 2 Corinthians 1:9,

Hebrews 11:19 and 1 Peter 1:21. Outside a few examples, particular~
of the aorist passive participle, it seems safe to say that a true passive sense is intended.

'E~v,q

(Luke 9:8) was treated in III.l.b.

'£rpo(lqPq (Mark 14:5)

25cr. Exodus 7:23; 16:10; 34:31; Numbers 14:25; 23:5; Deuteronomy
1:7,24,40; 2:1,3; 4:30; 20:5-7 (identical forms as used above) passim
Septuagint.
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Tias treated under Form and Function.

All the rest, of the passives in

t hese accounts are self-eJC?l anat or-.r.

The a gency behi nd ~ (rf. at-

i...'Jl2f
.
, ~g
behind rpl{X...!L!/-

thew 14:9) and

(Matthew 14:11) is Herod (Mark 6:22,23,25).

The

agent

(Matthew ll~:ll) is the executioner (Mark 6:27,28).

}/.wr~) is the oaths and guests
(1fiatthew 14:8) and )ipflfu (Luke 9:7)

The cause of grief (Matthew 14:9
Cr.lark 6:26).

Tfp.o~&fd

are made clear by the use of the preposition
q.

iJd. used with each.

Demanding a Si gn, Matthew 12:38-45; 16:1-4//Mark 8:11-13//Luke ll:
29-32; 12:54-56
Common to all Evangelj.sts is

Mark 8:12; Luke 11:29).
note 57.

'£;¥'J2rff[E@l

'i_QQ{<f~lolt

(Matthew 12:39; 16:4;

I t was treated in Iv.l.j and o and III.J foot(Matthew 12 :42; .Luke ll:31) v1as treated in p

9~

above and III.l.h; <l{drJflWJL{w,,and ll.£K¥.µ
above.

'A,rt::,Kfll/)l<f-

Form and Function.

(Matthew 12:44) in 1

(Matthew 12:38; 16:2) was treated in ~'1.e chapter on

'A,7f/rfx!Jdl . (Luke 12:58) is self-explanatory

where the subject of the infinitive is the same as the subject of the
sentence and the proposition~ indicates agency. 26
r.

Peter's Confession, Matthew 16:13-20//Mark 8:27-JO//Luke 9:18-21
Two passives occur in the Matthean narrative,

both in verse 19.

$iSeplv« and}4.u.p/1/a'/,

The first verb occurs in the Septuagint of Job 36:13

Vlhere according to Elihu God binds the godless.

This is the on:cy Septua-

gint reference where God is shown as one who binds.

However, this is

similar to Matthew 12:29 and Ii!ark 3:27 where, the narrative indicates

26
Blass-Debrunner-Funk, .2E• cit., p. 113 (paragraph 210(2]).

lo8
that Christ is the one who binds the devil.

This again is aptly illus-

trated by Matthew 13:30 where the Lord orders the tares to be bound and
burned.

Parallel to these is Matthew 22:13 ,·,here the King orders the

man vdthout a wedding gannent to be bound and cast into outer darkness.
The point is that behind ~ - stands (by t.li.e analogy of Scripture) .
the God who binds in judgment.

The modifier

iJt.. ~ oqposyo~ makes

the

allusion to divine activity unmistakable.
With

A,q~ufvw the

same thing is found.

From the utter simplicity

of a God who looses the wild ass (Job 39:5) and orders Moses shoes to
be loosed (Exodus 30:5; Acts 7:33), one may progress to a Lord who
looses those doomed to die (Psalm 101(102]:20), those shackled (Psalm
145(146]:7), especially to a God who looses the sins of Job 1 s antagonists (Job 42:9), and last but far from least, a God who looses the

· of his people (Isaiah 40:2
. ~
O!P..)
-.,.
sins
progression of facts may also be found.

In the New Testament such a
Lazarus is ordered to be loosed

from his bandages or grave-cloths by Jesus (John 11:44), a woman bound
by Satan is loosed by Christ (Luke 13:16), even a bound tongue is loosed
by him (Mark 7:35).

From such simple, naive beginnings one may progress

to gigantic, earth-m:>ving facts.

Christ looses (destroys) the dividing

wall of enmity (Ephesians 2:14). He c~me to loose (destroy) the works
of the devil (1 John 3:8), to loose us from our sins (Revelation l:S),
and to unloose (reveal) the whole scope of salvation (Revelation 5:2).
The passives indicate divine activity-.

V1hen this verse is compared

with John 20:23 it is readily seen that God stands behind these passives.
In John 20: 23

«r/w@t is without ·doubt a passive periphrasis for the

divine name a·nd activity (III.3.d). Although the passive

KEKfJirqvr41
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has nothing to support it in either Septuagint or the New Testament; the
use as the corresponding action to
Veiled passive.

rL<//wV-,:gt

labels it as a divinely

R. C. H. Lenski speaks of the agency behind both verbs

in Matthew 16:19 as Christ himself. 27

The only ~ther passive used is

fl /

>

Ma«pcPf.t~ (Matthew 16:16,17; Mark 8:29; Luke 9:19,20) Vihich was
treated in the chapter on Form and Function.
s.

Jesus Foretells His Death, Matthew 16:21-23; 17:22-23; 20:17-19//
Mark 8:31-33; 9:30-32; 10:32-34//Luke 9:22; 9:43b-45; 17:25; 18:31-34
The passives in these parallels may be divided into three classes.

Those that are self-explanatory are .the first class.

Here the passives

have their agency explained by some active statement («ztoK@VIJqVdt,
Matthew 16:21; Mark 8:31; Luke 9:22, explained by «zf'')J{TEVOV<CO' of Mark
10:33,34) or by syntax
8:31;

cbz-a&,KS'4NPij\tl<

(dzrogo&,wa:f2f/11t<

and the preposition

l/kp/Joavro

44e{(rfJq<f£Tdl,

Mark

and the preposition Jd, 28 Luke 9:22; 17:25) or

by the innate features of the narrative itself

17:23;

a:a:£.,

a n d ~ · Mark 10:32,

(/Jumjfk,.tf~V, Matthew

if'~',

lp,aurr.f)rpud, Luke 18:32; .j.e.p{p.t.Yr', Luke 18:32). The

second class is composed of those verbs passive in form only but not
in function or use

<rn:pttff'Zt(,

[cf. part v following]).

Matthew 16s23 and

brllfefk'pvq:,

Mark 8:33

The third class is made up of those verbs

which are true passives with di1line factors involved.

They have been

treated previously~29

27

Lenski, The Interoretation

2f .§!• Matthew'! Gospel,

p. 631.

28
Blass-Debrunner-Funk, EE.• £ll•, p. ll3 (paragraph 210[ 2]).
29
> I
qf(l
For passives of ~ see III.1.h and p above; 1ft:lfld.Qt(.}IJ4Jl -part
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t. Gaining and Losing, Matthew 16:24-28//1'.ark 8:34-9:1//Luke 9:23-27
There are three passives used in these narratives.

All are used

sparse'.cy- in the Septuagint; the Septuagint usage is of little help.
is interesting to note that Matthew 16: 26 uses
1.1ark 8:36 has ~ and Luke 9:25

WfJefqP,{trfµ:J.C

!r&<p.,/«Ti,l!.

Vie,·1 the same fact from a difi'erent perspective.

,

n nt

u.Lfl¥l}l:lqll7plt

It

whereas

All three narratives
The passive

·

used by Matthew (16:26) does not impzy any divine acti-

vity or the veiling thereof; the protasis of the conditional sentence
makes it clear that human activity is meant.
The passives o f ~ (Mattheu 16:26; Mark 8:36; Luke 9:25) may
imp'.cy- divine action.

The analogy of

0.JV:,

which it transl.ates in

-r

the Septuagint, particularly Exodus 21:22 and DeuteronoIJtY 22:19, would
point in this direction.

The law given in these two Old Testament pas-

sages is divinezy sanctioned.
the Hebrew

0 J 'V');
-r

He who transgresses is fined (fttp,fwfor

this implies divine sanction.

It would not be out

of the way to understand the present narratives in this way.JO Man may
gain the vhole world but in the end he must pay the fine, his life.31

~f:~ct
o

c. and d above;
part j j following; ~ a n d
~Q&'lllU>on the analogy
in IV.l.b. It is used only here in the
New Testament (Luke 9 :45):
two Septuagint references help none.
It is interesting to note that this phrase may be translated, 11 It was
veiled from them." n, f'PP{'ttli (Luke 18:31) was tit'eated in IV.J.f.

~

5

3
°tfenry Bal:'clay Swete, ~ Goseel Accordi~ .:!:?_ St. Mark (Grand
Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing ompany, 19 ) , PP• 183-184 vlhere
similar conunents are made.
31
A. T. Robertson, ! Gramma1· of the Greek New Testament in the
of Historical Research (Fourth edition; ~ville: Broadma'ii'"l>ress,
,p. 485 where he gives Guu/u, as a passive that retains the accusative. Hence, the fine would~life eteroalzy' destroyed. Blass-

LigRJ

lll

This is God's demnd. He stands behind the passive.
A. T. Robertson says vd.. th regard to the passives of

lzr41'/JYOfd1,

llTo all intents and purposes these 'deponent' forms are not regarded as
32
passive. n
An examination of the New Testament usage of this verb confirms Robertson's judgment.
u.

The Transfiguration., Matthew 17:1-13//Mark 9:2-13//Luke 9:28-36

Mmµopfck~
in the Septuagint.
ment.

(Matthew 17:2; Mark 9:3) does not find any precedent
The verb is used only four times in the New Testa-

In all four places it is used in the passive voice.33 In Matthew

17:2 and Mark 9:3 it is obviously passive and the agency may be surmized.
Hcmever, in Romans 12:2 the form could be mi.ddle; however., the action
of inner renewal there prescribed is the work of God (cf. Titus 3:5).
So like,vise in 2 Corinthians· 3:18 the transformation is one purely due
to the work of the Lord as the verse itself states.

These. two examples

lead one to look for divine agency in the use of this passive in Gospel
narratives.

The following points make it plain that divine agency is

involved.

First., the voice from heaven is directly connected with the

incident.

Secondly, ffllat·rnight be called the forlmlla for divine appear-

ances, sfi..~ (to be discussed later)., introduces Moses and Elijah in
their conversation with Jesus.

thirdly., t.he appearance of Jesus· dis-

Debrunner-Funk., S?• ill•., p. 87 (paragraph 159[2]) may be compared.
2
3 Robertson, 22.• .2ll•, P• L85.

33Y:illiam F. Arndt and F. \'i"ilbw Gingrich., A Greek-Enrlish Lexicon
of the~ Testament.!!!!! Other Early Christian Litera'tureCambridge:
It.The University Press., 1952), ~ • .!2£•

pra~

ll2
plays div.i.ne actiVity by the very nature of the narrative. Fourthly,
the disciples' reaction is shown by the Evangelists to be indicative
of an encounter with divine manifestation. Thus, one could translate
actively, "And God transformed him before them." Of many commentators,
R. C. H. Lenski alone says, "The passive aorist }'UE.),IOff'A&, simply
records the fact and involves the Father as the agent. 11 34
Used in close proximity to

~ (Matthev, 17:3; Mark 9:4;

}IFrf/J1)/JlJ2J;f)r; is the
AL oyu9f~TEp Luke

aorist passive
9:31).

This verb

form is in itself a patent way of introducing a divine manifestation in
the Septuagint ·where

it translates the Niphal of i].\'J•
T'

-r

It is used

numerous times of the Lord (Yahweh) who appeared to certain people.35
It is also used 6f the appearances of the lord's glory.36 Out of all
occurrences of this form in the New Testament one only does not treat
of a diVine manifestation (Acts 7:26). Realizing these facts one can
not but conclude that God, in a very natural sense, is the force operative in the passive form.

The form may be said to retain a 1'ull pas-

sive sense and be translated rather pleonastically,

11

there was made to

appear • • • u The form is thus a · true passive· form which may be said

to use the dative of person idiomatically)7 This form is a parallel
3
4i.enski,

~

Interpretation

2f ~. Matthew'.! Gospel, P• 651.

35Genesis 12:7; 17:1; 18:1; 22:14; 26:2,24; 31:13; 35:1,9; 48:3;
Exodus 3:2; 6:3; 16:10; 33:23; Leviticus 16:3; 2 Kingdoms 22:11; 3
Kingdoms 3:4; 9:2; 11:9; 2 Chronicles 1:7; 3:1; 7:12; Psalm 16(17):
15; Jeremiah 38(31):3.
36r,eviticus 9:4,6,23.; Numbers 14:10; 16:19,42; 20:6.
37Robertson, .2E.• ~., p. 820.

ll3
to

1,Jt.t; (III .1. b) as Jeremias points out. 38

1'1hat holds for the one

therefore holds for the other; both may indicate divine activity.

>fK/.IJz11-µfvof.

(Luke 9:35) also implies God's agency as the Chooser.

Numerous Septuagint passages speak of God as choosing his place of
abode and men of his liking.39 The same is shown in the New Testament.4°
Especially significant in the Septuagint is Isaiah 42:1, where the
Servant is designated by the passive verbal, 1._

£1(jtKT4f..•

Other passives have been treated previously.

'Auqt<p,Pt(t (Matthew

17:4,11; Mark 9:5,6} a n d ~ ~ (Matthev, 17:6; Luke 9:34) were
treated in the chapter on Form and Function.

'H,r,
1,/1.>llqrE (Matthe'R 17: 8)

nas treated in III.1.h and o above; ~'T(Ti:,ll (Mark 9:12,13) in ~.3.f.
The remaining passives are sell-explanatory.

>'f{.q/lu.vw'J§ (Mark 9:12)

implies the action of the men involved (cf. Acts 4:11; Psalm 118:22).

fu{kp?µfva,

(Luke 9:32) i~ explai~ed by

&mp.• ~JfJq

(~uke 9:36),

though at times implying divine agency (cf. IV.l.w), here simply refers
to Jesus' being found by the disciples.
38Joachim Jeremias, The Eucharistic Words£!~, tr. from the
second German edition by Arnold Ehrhardt (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1955),
p. 130.

39

Numbers 16:5,7; 17:5(20); Deuteronomy 4:37; 7:7; 10:15; 12:5,11,
14,18,21,26; 14:2,23,24,25; 15:20; 16:2,6,1,11,15,16; 17:8,10,15(18:5);
18:6; 21:5; 26:2; Ji:11; Joshua 9:27; 1 Kingdoms 10:24; negatively l
Kingdoms 16:8,9,10; 2 Kingdoms 6:21 (David); 16:18; 3 Kingdoms 3:8;
8:16,44,48; li.:13,32,34,36; 14:21; 4 Kingdoms 21:7; 23:27; 1 Chronicles
15:2; 28:4,5; · 2 Chronicles 6:5,6 34,38; 7:12,16; 12:13; 33:7; Nehemiah
1:9; 9:7; Psalm 32(33):12; 46(47~:4; 64(65):4; 67(68):10;_104(105):26;
131(132):13; 134(135):4; Zechariah 3:3(2); Isaiah 14:1; 4.1-:8,9; 43:10;
L4:l,2; 49:7; 66:4.
40God chooses followers, Mark 13:20; Acts 1:24; 13:17; 15:7;
Ephesians 1:4; James 2:5; l Corinthians 1:27,28; Jesus chooses the
twelve, Luke 6:13; Acts 1:2; John 6:70; 13:18.

v.

Greatness and Offence, Matthew 18:1-10//Mark 9:33-50//Luke 9:46-50;
17:1-2
The second aorist passive ~ (Matthev, 18:3) is used reflex-

ively. 41 It is an a?parent Attic leftover.4 2 This idiom is found often
in the New Testament (1!'atthew 7:6; 9:22; 16:23; Luke 7:9,44, and passim;
John 1:38; 20:14; Acts 7:39) and often in the Septuagint.43 Regardless,
the action is still basically divine (Jeremiah 31:18 English).
In Matthev, 18 :6 two passives occur.

The first,

K/Jl~'

is used

in the Septuagint a few times, but the usage there is of no help.

No

diVine agency is there expressed or implied. The New Testament also
has few examples of this verb; they generally refer to human activity.
May one say, then, that God is_the agent of this passive? The answer,
even though there is no support from Septuagint or New Testament usage,

may be a positive nyes" when all the .evidence is weighed.
verb Udrr11COV(Lqf)

Its· partner

9 (used elsewhere in the New Testament only in Matthew

1

14:30) is used a half-dozen times or more in the Septuagint of God, who
41
James Hope Moulton and George Milligan,~ Vocabulary 2f ~
Greek Testament Illustrated From The PapYri and Other Non-Literary
Sources {G;t-and Rapids: Wm. B:---Eerdmans Publishing Company, 19.57), sub.

~· crrpl(fw·~

-

2
4 Blass-Deb:runnar-Funk, 2E• _ill., p. 162 (paragraph 308).

43Robertson ~· cit., p. 819. Septuagint examples of the aorist

passives of <Tlil~{CJ show this to be true. At ti..~es it is hard to decide
whether the pass ve form is reflexive or purely passive. 'lhe HeJ:?rew
often fails to help matters since the Niphal often takes on this reflex:i.ve idea. A division as follows may be made; true passive, Exodus
4:17; 7:15; 1 Kingdoms 10:6; Esther 9:22; Job 28:4; Psalm 31(32):4;
Isaiah 34:9; Jeremiah 2:21; 37(30):6; Laioontations 1:20; 5:15; Daniel
'I'heodotion 10:16. Reflexive passive, Deuterononzy- 3:1; l · Kingdo~ 14:47;
3 Kingdoms 2:14(15); Job 41:16(17); Psalms 77(78):9; 113(114):3,5;
Isaiah 63:10; Ezekiel 4:8.
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either literally plunges men to their watery end in judgment (Exodus
15:4) or figuratively speaking overwhelms them with the flood-like
onslaught of his judgmental wrath.44 Tb.us., behind this passive., stands
the God of judgioont.

In addition to this, the parallel passage Mark

9:42 u s e s ~ and Luke 17:2 uses lf'fUZTdt; both verbs have been
sho~n previously to veil divine judgmental activity.45 Thus the evidence mounts that

KpEJIJIIJJ/j..

veils the divine name am activity.

So .

also ~/.J(ll,UTdl
in Mark 9:42 and Luke 17:2 seems to be a true passive
I
veiling God's activity.

In effect., t.~en., the narratives say that it

would be advantageous for an offenaer of the little ones to have God
tie him to a mill stone and droi'm him in the depths of the sea.

The

implied contrast, found especially in the further context., cannot be
overlooked.

This type of judgment is preferable to the judgment of God

upon the man vm.o causes offence.
Gehenna • 1~6

At.sf/xBq((qy
the Hew TestaI:1ent.

For then God will surely cast into

(Mark 9:34) is used only here in the passive form in
There is no passive idea in its present _use.

Blass-

Debrunner-Funk note that., "The later language preferred the aorist passive in the case of deponents (where a real passive meaning is at best
a possibility ••• )u47

~salm 68(69):2.,5; 123(124):4; Lamentation 2:2.,5; cf. also Psalm
54(55):9 where the Psalmist invokes God of this type of Judgment on the
enemy.

45~
.,,
~JJ7e(h III.2.f and III.2.b for analogy of ¥4fk' ; Ef!IYOTq.l,

n above.

'

4~tthew 18:8,~; Mark 9:45.,4189.{);,u, concealing God's judgmental acti.Vity. Cf. ~ re:ference a v •
47Blass-Debrunner-Funk, 2.E.• ill•, P• 42 (paragraph 78).

ll6
'!he agent of the passive ~VVUTit,l (Matthew 5:13; Mark 9:48) is
very likely anyone who would try to extinguish the j'udgmental fires of
God's wrat.'1 and not God himseJ.f. 4B On the other hand God is often
spoken of by implication as the one who extinguishes. 49 Very clear~
Amos 5:6 states that none quenches the fire of God.So lhu.s there is
documentation for both facts; (1) God does extinguish and (2) none can
extinguish God's judgmental fires.

The latter idea predominates in this

context.
The a gent of the future passive
taken to be God.

~fc&,{nrdt

(Mark 9 :49) is best

Of the many interpretations of£ered5l that of Swete

seems best;
In the case of every disciple of Christ the salt o~ the cove;
nant is. a Divine Fire (Mt. 3:11
,Jr id1t'f((I< .U 7NZµp!,U
' ~ which puri·r·ies, pres
·
~< ~
~
es 'I":.
an conswnmat es sacri~ t g ~ a ternative to the fire which consumes (Mt. 3:12; Heb.
12: 29).

~f~c

In this sense the agent is God.

This interpretation also takes into

consideration the use of salt in the Old Testament and does not introduce foreign ideas into the context but keeps a good Biblical perspective.

~l@K/JlBtfc (Luke 9:49) was treated in the chapter on Form and
r

'

48

cf. Septuagint 4 Kingdoms 22:17; 2 Chronicles 34:25; especially
Jeremiah 4:4 11none to quench~ n 7:20; 17:27; 21:12; Ezekiel 20:47,48
(21:3,4).
49Job 18:5.,6; 21:17; Proverbs 13:9; 20:20; 24:20; Isaiah 43:17.

50Cf. also Septuagint Isaiah 1:31; 34:10; 66:24 •
. 51ifeyer.,
tations.
2
5 swete,

~ Gospel£! Matthew,

~

I,

155££. lists fourteen interpre-

Gospel According ,!e §!• Mark., P• 213.
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Function.
w.

Departure From Galilee, Matthew 19:1-2//Mark 10:1//Luke 9:51-56
The Matthew and Mark parallels contain no passives.

Those pas-

sives used in the Luke passage have been treated previously;

lfl¥'ro/J/m;

(verse 52) a n d ~ (verse 56) were treated in the chapter on
Form and Function.
x.

Iz-pmfE~

(verse 55) was treated in part v above.

Blessing the Little Child~en, Matthew 19:13-15//¥iark 10:13-16//Luke
18:15-17
In the Mark and Luke parallels no passives occur.

have been treated previously.

Tfr:zogrp,fx.Pv

III.2.c and especially in IV.l.J.

'Ezco,az&fk,

Those in Matthew

<verse 13) was treated in
(verse 15) was treated in

the ch.apter on Form and Fu11ction.
Y•

The Rich Young Man, Matthew 19:16-30//Mark 10:17-31//Luke 18:18-30
The passives in these narratives have either been examined pre-

Viously or are made intelligible by nature of the text.
(Matthew 19:25; Mark 10:26) was treated in llI.l.d;
.

'f.fm/{(<11Nro

lfwgq&

19:25; Mark 10:26; Luke 18:26) was treated in III.J.g;

(Matthew
I)

I

4(7{4/<fl(l/E.Lf

(Matthew 19:27; Mark 10:24) was treated under Form and Function.

Amrm-I

(Matthew 19:22; Mark 10:22) is self-explanatory. The rich young
rUlvt,C.
<
man v1as grieved by the words of Jesus.
(Luke 18: 23).

However, Luke's expression,

23), is somewhat different.
say,

11 The

Luke's account points this out

70pftnr1Jf. ~ (verse

Concerning~ Blass-Debrunner-Funk

later language prefened the aorist passive in the case of

118
deponents (where a real passive meaning is at best a possibility) •• • 1153
z.

The Triumphal Entry, Matthe,11 21:1-11//, tark 11:1-11//Luke 19:29-Lh
Certain passives in these narrat ives have been treated previously.

Jfupu$f)qu._

(Matthew 21:2) and

~
Function.

~pEofJ/vr(f.

(Jl!iatthew 21:6) together with

(Luke 19 :40) were treated under the chapter on Form and

Ifj.qp.MJB/j (Matthew 21:4)

was treated in III-3.a, III.3.d, and

III.2.d w h i l e ~ (Matthew 21:4) was treated in part d above;

~µ/trµt. in part

e above.

Certain other passives are self-explanatory

from the context of the narrative, name~,

~~

and

(}.1ark 11:2,4; Luke 19:30).

The agent of the passive participle
11:9,10

ZtZl,u{rqrt (Matthew 21:2)

E~fl-µ'1£1p

Luke 19:.3 8) is God.

E,~fedCJ.',JillQf

(Matthew 21:9; Luke

This is · seen in the New Testa-

ment in such passages as Matthew 25:34 where the genitive m::>dil'ier, ~
is a genitive of agent;54 and in Acts 3:26; Ephesians 1:3, and

Z{d~,

Hebrews 6:14 where God himself is spoken of as the one who blesses.
These fev, New Testament passages receive abundant support from the Septuagint.55

Thus once again the passive serves to veil God's name and

53

Blass-Debrunner-Funk, .21?.•

ill•,

p. 42 (paragr.api 78).

54Ibid., p~ 98 (paragraph 183).

55

God the Blesser, Genesis 1:22,28; 2:3; 5:2;

~

12j2,3; 1{1•19;,

17:16,20; 22:17; 24:1,35; 25:11; 26:3,12,24; 26:29 'o~zv'f, CB:!~
l!.Qp[9fl; 27:27; 28:3; 30:27,30; 35:9; 39:5; 48:3 and pasi ineptuagint;
pertinent forms for the present discussion, Numbers 2 2 : 1 ~' " ~fo.,n~1fvri~ (for the Niphal); Deuteronomy 28:3 EOPIJ1,
4
'~
~ s 5,6 for the Niphal passive participfei1"2 soeuteron
33:20,
24; Judges 17 :2 fl~(},
1,_ .JJ1k:_ ni} ~ (Dative of Agent). Cf.
also Ruth 3:10; i"R~'ciomse23:21; 2 Kihgdoms 2:5; Isaiah 61:9 aQ:C9<
4l' ~ fkoD , also Isaiah 65: 23.

rlv"6'

,,ivor

••• i4fotfqpa
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actiV:i.ty.
The agent of ff[ft~ (Matthew 21:10) is also God. Eve:r-.r form of
this verb in the New Testament is passive.
living God.
the word.

This

Behind each form stands the

is clearly seen from the Septuagint background of

The earth trembles when God marches for:'-11!1 (Judges 5:4; Psalm

67(68):8), because of his anger (2 Kingdoms 22:8), simp~ because he
himself deigns to shake it (Job 9:6). Heaven and eart.~ shake at his
Voice (Joel 3[4]:16; Haggai 2:22(21]1 the mountains also (Naham 1:5).
He orders the capitals smitten until the threshholds shake (Amos 9:1).
He will shake the nations (Haggai 2:7[6]). Closest to the present passage are those of the Septuagint vhere the framework of beings is
6
shaken.5 One therefore sees in the background of this Matthean passive
the hand of God •.
Tne passive participle J.l[EdT~J~~Ql of Luke 19:32 is easily explained by

J.u-ke1k
I

of verse 29.

lurks the hidden hand of God.

However, here too in the background

The participle in effect tells the reader

that Jesus is no less than God. The New Testament simply takes this
for granted.

It is only when the Septuagint background is taken into

account that the depth dimension becomes apparent.57
6
5 Isaiah 19:l, the idols of Egypt; Jeremiah 28(51):29, the land,
that is, the inhabitants; 29(49):21, the earth, that is, the inhabitants; Ezekiel 31:16 nations, that is, the people; 38:20 even animal
life. Other general passages are Isaiah 10:14; l3:1J; 24:18.
57
Jesus sends, Matthew 10:5,16//Luke 10:3; 13:41(24:31//Mark
13:27); 23:34; Matthew 21:1; 8:26; 11:1; 14:13; 6:7//Luke 10:1; Luke
9:2,52; 19:29; 22:35; John 4:38. God as sending Matthew 10:40//Mark
9:37//Luke 9:48 and 10:16; Luke 4:18 (Old Testament quote); John 5:36;
6:29,57; 8:42; 10:36; 11:42; 17:J,8,18,21,23,25; 20:21; 1 John 4:9,10,
14. Parobolic utterances of God's sending, Matthew 20:2; 21:34,36//
Mark 12:2,3,4,5,6 and Luke 20:10; 22:3,4//tuke 14:17. God as Sender,
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The passive of

,<p&aw (verse 42) was treated in IV.l.b. There it

,·,as pointed out th.art God is actua~ the one responsible for hiding a
treasure ·within man's reach. He is the agent behind the passive.

This

point also receives good support from the Septuagint as was shoVlll there.
Thus it is not difficult to see behind the passive used here and in
John 8:59 and 12:36 the concealing or hiding hand of God.

That the form

is truly passive in meaning as well as form is expressed by .Moulton;

"l.xpi/!r; is

not middle in form, nor does the verb show any distinct
8
middle in NT. 115 V!ith this A. T: Robertson agrees.59 In three of the
six passages (Luke 19:42; John 8:59 and 12:36) where the distinctively
aorist passive form is used it is safe to conclude that God is the agent
of the hiding activity.

In the other three (Matthevi 5:14; 1 Timothy

5 :25; Hebrews ll:23) the agent is obviously human. One need not be surprised; however, if in the S~ptuagint marzy- aorist and future passive
forms are actually middle in meaning." Genesis 3:8, 1 Kingdoms 13:6 are

Acts 10:20.

Christ as Sender, 1 Corinthians 1:17. Cf. also 1uke 1:26,
&zz:c#~ ~ :buJtJ~ PrtB.p.tql ~ ItJii,./b.aQ_; Joh9 1:6,, dT[R[JiJ.{;.,if4~ ~
&oo ; Pete'i":fi12, li. ~ fWl/!Cf,
John 3:17,34; 7:29 for the active'voice. Cf. ~
i'nthe Septuagint; God the Sender, Genesis 24:7 and 40 of an ange; S:5,7 and 8 of
Joseph; Exodus 3:10,12,13,14,15 all of Moses; 4:13,28; 5:22; 7:16; 9:
15 of his hand; ll:l of a plague; 15:7 of his fury, 10; 23:20 of an
angel; 21:6 of serpents; Deu·t;erononzy- 9:23; 28:8 of blessing, 20 of
curse; 29:22(21) of affliction, of sickne~s; 32:24 of the teeth of
beasts; 34:11; 1 Kingdoms 12:8 of Moses and Aaron, ll of deliverers;
15:1 of Samuel; 2 Kingdoms 12:ll of Nathan, 25 of a messenger; 4 Kingdoms 2:2,4, Elijah; 17:25 of lions; 24:2 of bands of raiders; Job 5:10
of rain; Psalm 106(107):20 of his word; llO(lll):9 of redemption; Proverbs 21:8 of crooked ways for the crooked; Amos 1:4 of fire; Isaiah
9:8(7) .= of death; 10:6 of wrath; 61:1 of the Servant; Jeremiah 14:14,
15 of the prophets; 16:16 of fishers; 24:10 of famine; 25:9 of the en~;
etc.

W<CI!if~:a4««\""""1XJ•

5~oulton, E.E.• cit., I, 156.
59Robertson, EE•~., p. 807.
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simple examples v.here the passive form reproduces the Niphal Reflexive
and the Hithpael and is actually middle reflexive in meaning rather than
passive.
aa.

The Cleansing of the Temple, Matthew 21:12-17//1'.ark 11:15-19//Luke
19:45-48; 21:37-38
Four of the five passives have been treated previously.

Uuom:r«L

(Matthew 21:13; Mark 11:17; Luke 19:46) was treated in IV.3.f;

K),.9.tfarou

(Matthew 21:13; Mark 11:17) and

in IIl.l.h and e a~ove;
passive,

q4ffg:Bq

In Luke 21:37
bb.

Krt./o/µt'(QY

(Luke 21:37)

1Wef~ (V.ark 11:18) in III.l.d.

The fifth
60
(Matthew 21:17)., may be rightly termed deponent.

qii/f{aa.. is used to describe the same event.

Jesus' Authority Challenged., Matthew 21:23-27//Mark 11:27-33//Luke
20:1-8
.
'I\~o passives are used in these accounts •. Variations of the aorist

passive of
20:3.,6).

cxzro~(vqµtt

occur (Matthe·w 21:24,27; Mark 11:29.,31.,33; Luke

These were treated in the chapter on Form and Function.

remaining periphrastic passive.,

7{"lll'E«rjl/vo_r la:a.v (Luke

implies the reason for its suasion from the context.

The

20:6)., always
I~ this narrative

the crO\"id was persuaded by its observation of John., his IIJ3ssage and baptism., that it was from heaven.

Neither the Septuagint nor the New Tes-

tament add any touch of the divine to the passive forms.

In this par-

ticular case; however., the passive represents the people as acted upon

60so listed in James M. Whiton., ! Lexicon Abridged~ Liddell
~ Scott 1 ~ Greek..:.English Le.."'dcon (Seventeenth edition; Boston: Ginn
& Company., 1B88)., ~ • .!2£•

rt4i{fo•
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and conVinced by the mission of John.
God.

It is from heaven or from God.

1'his in itself is the work of
Thus, even here, the hand of God

lurks in the background and is the ultimate reason for the peoples'
feelings.
cc.

Paying Tribute to Caesar, Matthew 22:15-22//Mark 12:13-17//Luke
20:19-26
The only passives occurring in these three narratives are

K<pt:u/){vr{f...

(Matthew 22:15) and

;d) tl.fPt;{{dt
i

9

(Luke 20:19) which were

treated in the chapter on Form and Function.
dd.

The Question About the Resurrection, Matthew 22:23-33//Mark 12:
18-27//Luke 20:27-40
All but two passives in these narratives were previously treated.

fll{o/Se?u9t:tf

(Matthew 22:29) and

wra~a9fvu+

in the chapter on Form and Function.
treated ind above;
>

it€,~r.{({([4vro

I

·"f?qfJ{v

(Luke 20:39) were treated
(Matthew 22:31) was

(Wiatthew 22:33) was treated in III.l.
.

d; f/'e)4pyrpL1 (Mark 12:26; Luke 20:37) in III.l.h and also p above.
Two passives remain.

The passives of t h e ~ forms (Matthew

22:30; Mark 12:25; Luke 20:35) are self-explanatory bringing to mind
the marriage ceremony.
ent.

However,

K«T«fWRfrrf.(.

of Luke 20: 35 is differ-

It is not used in the canonical Septuagint.

It is used o~

three times in the New Testa~nt, A.cts 5:41, 2 Thessalonians 1:5, and
the present passage.

It is always ~n _the passive voice.

1:.5 intimates that God is behind the passive.

2 Thessalonians

The simplex is used in

2 Th.essalonians 1:11 of God as the one vb.a deems a person worthy of
the call.

One may View the question of the agency of

two ways to arrive at some type o:f solution.

rarrtf:c.w/)f,cref

in

The :first way is ·to con-
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sider the vast use of the numinous or veiled passive for divine activity
thus far examined.

To ascribe ·~he agency of this passive to God, then,

would not be simply an arbitrary decision but the result of accumulated
evidence.

The second way is to simply ask, in the light of scripture

as a ,•mole, who would be most likely the one to deem another worthy of
the age to come.

It is certainly not man, nor the church, nor angels,

nor, for that matter, the devil.

Without citing a compendium of pas-

sages the answer is totally obvious.
and the dead.
v.ould read,

11

It is God who judges the living

If the thought of the verse w.ere expressed actively it

But those whom God deems vorthy • • • " Once again it

may

be safely concluded in the words of Martin Albertz, "hinter die sen

Passiven steht der lebendige Gott.11 61
ee.

Jesus• Question Ab.o ut the Son of David, Matthew 22:41-46//uark
12:35-37//Luke 20:41-44

'bp,fqw,

(Matthev, 22:46) and

d7fQf(./JtPtlf (Mark 12:35) were

treated in the chapter on Form and Function. Luke has no passives in
his account.

ff.

Ostentation, Matthew 23:1-12//Mark 12:38-40//Luke 20:16-47
Mark and Luke have no passives in their .narratives.

In Matthew's

a,;J,/lf&l (verse 12; cf• rl .1.
sense of fJf«OqV4< of verse 5 is made

account all but lWC{l(lJ.l){a&l and
bb) are self-explanatory; the

61
Martin Albertz, Die Botschaft Des Neuen Testanents (ZollikonZurich; Evangelischer Verlag Ag., 19S4J"; II/1, 99. Lenski also understands this passive in this way, cf. Lenski, The Interpretation 2£.
~. ~ ' ! Gospel, p. 996.
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evi,dent by the dative
preposition

tl.tlt:{_;

z:0 ~ «:x4al»uJl,.S.;

~~qrz of verse

tional phrase of verse 7, Ul.CQ. ~
gg.

Ka}EMtf.t

of verse 7, by the

8 and 10, by the implied preposi-

«vQ.a/mwv-

Discourse on Last 'lhings, Matthew 24:1-31//&ark 13:1-27//Luke 21:
5-28,34-36
Since there is an abundance of passives in these accounts, those

occuring in all three Evangelists vtill be treated first.

1A?M~9

(Matthew 24:2; Mark 13:2; Luke 21:6

«r;uOf([ETd.( ) has been

treated in III.3.d where God was shown to be the God of Forgiveness
veiled by the passive voice.

In these discourses, however, forgiveness

is not the question but the allowing, permitting, or leaving of the
stones of the Temple to be torn asunder. One might immediately say
that the agent of this passive is the Roman al'Icy'·Which destroyed Jerusalem.

True as this may be, · the shadow cast by the Roman Arur:, is still

overshadowed by divine agency operative behind the scenes of history.
'lhe New Testament gives simple clues as to the deeper aspects of this
simple passive.

Jesus him.self is shown as one vbo does not allow deioons

to speak (Mark 1:34), or the cured demoniac to follow him (Mark 5:19),
or the crowds to witness a miraculous event (Mark 5:37; Luke 8:51), or
the people to cross the Temple grounds (Mark 11:46). Jesus looks to the
Father as one who has not left him alone (John 8:29}, and he himself promises the disciples that they shall not be left as.orphans (John 14:8).
The writer of Acts (14:7) says that God has not left himself without witness while the writer to the Hebrews (2:8) says that God has left nothing
unsubjected to the Son.

These facts are undergirded by the Septuagint.

In Genesis 18:26 God promises to allow Sodom to remain if righteous men
are found in it, a positive example neatly complementing the negative
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example of this discourse.
leaves the heathen.

In Judges 2:23 and 3:1 God forsakes or

In particular, God says in Jeremiah 12:7 that he

has left his inheritance.

Other examples of a lesser nature may also

be cited (Genesis 20:6; Numbers 22:13; l Cnronicles 16:21; Psalms 104

[105] :14).

It may then be put in this way:

"God w.i.11 not allow stone

to remain upon stone. n This is further justified by the use of

Kdr:~fu89t[E'lj;('
same sentence.
2 Esdras

(Matthew 24:2; Mark 13:2

Ka~fuBn;

Luke 21:6) in the

In the Septuagint this verb is used significantly in

5: 12, where it is said that God gives his people into the hands

of Nebuchadnezzer who in turn will destroy the Temple-a very telling
parallel.

In Psalm 8:2 God is spoken of as the destroyer of the eneiey"

and in Jeremiah 7:34 and Ezekiel 26:13 as the destroyer of mirth.
Slight as the examples may be, they, together with numerous other examples, point to God as the hl.dden agent of the passive. God shall not
allow, permit, or leave stone upon stone which he himself shall not
destroy.
Though~ is scarcely used in the Septuagint (one time) the
same may not be said of

lII!JIJ!/ (Luke

21:9).

It is used of divine com-

mands to his chosen ones, not to be terrified by anything that transpires.62 It is also used regarding divine occurrences which shock
63
people.
Thus the meaning is, "Do not be made afraid by these occurrences.- · Goa has necessitated them.n One may therefore see that the
62
cf. l Chronicles 22:13; 2 Chronicles 20:15,17; Jeremiah 1:17;
Ezekiel 3:9.
63
cf. Exodus 19:16; Job 23:15; Obadiah 1:9; Habakkuk 2:17; 3:16;
Jeremiah 25:16(49:37).
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direct agency of the imperatives is "by the rumors of wars and wars
themselves • 11
the use of

i3ut behind this stands the living God.

&1_ ~fl _£Vf.~{),q,

1

This is seen by

(Matthew 24:6; Mark 13:7; Luke 21:6) and

the Septuagint usage of QTQ@•
The passive of
Luke 21:26.

rrJEJw occurs in Matthew 24:29., Mark 13:25.,

The Septuagint gives the clue to the fact that this shaking

of the powers of the heavens is divinely initiated.
in several places that Qod shakes up men
at times from shald.ng up his own people
33:8).

It is pointed out

(4 Kingdoms 17:20) and refrains
(4 Kingdoms 21:8//2 Chronicles

God is also the one who shakes the very foundations and pillars

of the earth (Job 9:6;

'lne

and

~/<Tii}nfw)

and ·the earth itself (Amos 9:5). 64

New Testament continues the figure under the unmistakeable use of

the passive voice for divine activity.
shaken (

lqq/,J/Jr;

In Acts 4:31 the place was

...Q. r/,r()~) ~he~e the_ believers were gathered. That

this may be spoken of as a divine occurrence couched in the use of the
passive voice rray be seen by; (1) the use of ·1vv9J.pk0t, depic.t ing by
the passive the divinely providenti~l nature of

~e

that the believers were filled with the Holy Spirit.
similar passage occurs.
shaken.
of the

In Acts 16:26 a

This tizoo the foundations of the prison were

That this also was a divine act may be inferred from the use
11

divine 11 passive

«Yt~*°9flil.Y for the opening of

(III.l.a; ~specially IV.l.o).

6

gathering 65 and (2)

4uany

the prison doors

Hebrews 12:26-27 quotes Haggai 2:6., ,1here

passive forms of 1rr4/E/u; occur in the Septuagint that infer
God as the agent of the act of' shaking. Oricy' the direct active examples
are given here. Cf. part z above on ~ .
6
5III.2.c; III.3.a.,i; IV.1.e.
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it is said that God will once again shake the earth and not only the

26//qr1../£/w, verse 27).
agent of {[t/./euD,/ovr«l.

earth but also the heavens ( ~ , verse
a shadow of a doubt, then, God is the

;

Beyond
The

fact of the matter plainly stated is, "God shall shake the poviers of
the heavens. 11

,E.p~

(Matthew 24:7,ll,24; Mark 13:8,22; Luke 21:10) has

been treated previously. 66

The passives o f ~ (Mark 24:9; Mark 13:

13; Luke 21:17) are self-explanatory by virtue of the prepositional
ru

<'
m

.t"nrase

,

/

lCo{'l@J.1/•

T'nose passives occurring in t wo discourses rray be treated as
follows.

The passives of

IS!J~ (Matthew

their agent men whom God employs.

24:lh; Mark 13:10) have as

In the New Testai:oont it is always

used of men who bring the Gospel of the Kingdom to others with exception of Revelation 5:2, where an angel is the proclaimer.

Initially

these men where chosen by Christ and sent out to proclaim the message
of the Kingdom (Matthew 10:7).

In this sense the background of this

passive brings to the fore the God who calls men (Matthew 4:27) and
sends them out with a message (Matthew 10:7).

The preaching of the

Gospel ~J men in all the world is then the cryptic hand of God moving
in the environs of his creation.
The passives of

~ $0~ (Matthew 24: 22, twice) are easizy- explained
I

by Mark I s account (Mark 13:20,21). · Mark says that the Lo~d has cut the

days short for the ·salvation of the elect.

Thus, vbere Matthew uses a

passive, Mark uses the active voice with the nama of God expressed.

66

Seep above and III.l.h.
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This helps to substantiate wha·l; might be called the numi.nous use of the
passive voice.
The passives of ~ (Ma ·t;thew 24:13,22; Mark 13:13,20) were treated
previously in III.3. g .

?KorcrcBr{cEraf.L
behi·na' i·t.

(Y.ia ·tt~1ew 24:29; Mark 13:24) has God as the agent

I saiah
·
13:10 is in the background; there Isaiah speak s

the Day of the Lord and the darkness connected with it.

~

0.1.

David also in

Psalm 68(69):23 implores God to darken the eyes of his enemies. However, in these sidereal ca·t;astrophes God is the priIOO mover, as Isaiah
13:10 shows and as Revelation 8:12 implies.

The darkness of men's minds

is the result of God I s judgment on their own will and desires (Romans
1:21).

So also the darkening of the universe for its cataclysmic end

is God's judgment.

Strange if God would not be the agent or force behind

the great Day of the Lord!
The remaining passives are singular in usage in this discourse and
will be treated consecutively as they occur in :Matthew, Mark, and Luke.

In Matthew 24: 2

ko1<,4J)EL~

on Form and Function.
Viously in
above.

rv .J.d. Li

occurs; this was treated in the chapter

~142(\/~PuJ,;~mt{i,(< (Matthew
l

AqB/v

(Matthew .24:15) was treated in a and d

Zuvr1x/)r{itJYfoU (Matthew 24:28)

III.2.c, III.3.a, IV.l.e, and IV.J.d.
numinous to the context.
previous:iy.

was also treated previously in
It lends a strong touch of the

4>,t.V,P-Efqll (Matthew 24:30) was also treated

67 In Matthew's account there remain, then, three passives

not treated previously.

67

24:10) was treated pre-

The first is

7!frJOuv9fj,r41

of verse 12.

III.l.b; IV.l.cc; see a l s o ~ in part u ~bove.
Robertson, .2.E• ~., p. 334.

One

Cf. also
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might be inclined here to show that it is God who stands behind this
passive as the cause of the increase of evil in the world.

It is true

that in the Septuagint many passages occur which could at first glance
encourage this view.

68 However, in these passages God never l!Ullti-

plies eVil, sin, wickodness, or anything of such a nature.
trary!

On the con-

Looking f urther in the Septuagint one soon finds that only man

Illl.lltiplies what is wretched and ev:i.l. 69 Therefore, this particular
passive cannot be said to allude to divine activity.

1!u.iwu:o(<
II
-

(Matthew 24:12) is used only here in the New Testament.

It occurs a few times in the Septuagint.

In Jeremiah 6:7 it is said

that as a well keeps its water fresh, so Jerusalem keeps her wickedness
fresh.

If the i'orm is passive in meaning it is effected by the~

~

phrase.

.ra

Love passively passes out of the picture where

man's iniquitiJ abounds.
The passives found only in the Markan passage have all been treated
previously.

68

L<ivu,Ru"drtc

of verse 4 ·was treated in b above (Luke 21:7

cf. t..~e conmiand to the creatures to multiply, Genesis 1:22,28;
8:17; 9:1, 7; his word to Hagar., Genesis 16:10; to Abraham, Genesis 17:2;
22:17; 26:4.,24; Joshua 24:3; Isaiah 51:2; about Ishmael, Genesis 17:20;
to Jacob, Genesis 28:3; 35:11; 48:4; God will multiply signs in Egypt,
Exodus 7:3; JJ.:9; Israel as a nation, Leviticus 26:9; Deuterononzy- 1:10~
7:13; 13:17(18); 28:11; 1 Chronicles 27:23; Nehemiah 9:23; Psalm 39(40J:
5; the days of Solomon, 3 Kingdoms 3:14; God multiplies mourning and
lamentation, Lamentations 2:5; pain to woman in childbirth, Genesis 3:16.
69
ct. 4 Kingdoms 21:6 Manasseh multiplies fortunetellers; evil 2
Chronicles 33:6; Amon does the same, 2 Chronicles 33:22. Other things
man multiplies are unfaithfulness, 2 Chronicles 36:14; iniquity, 2
E~d~as 9:6; 10:13; Psalm 39(40):12; altars for sinning, Ho~ea 8:11;
vanity and deceit, Hosea 12:1(2); impiety., Amos 4:4; Je:remJ.ah 5:6;
sin, Jeremiah 37(30):14; fornication., Ezekiel 16:25.,29; 23:19; lawlessness., Ezekiel 17:51; 28:16; other passages l'tdch show the perversity, of
·man's ability to "multiply" are Genesis 6:5; DeuteronoJI\Y' 17:16.,17;
Judges 9:29.
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has

f'Yt([/11); ~

of verse

9 in

IV.l.r;

wP{quA,

of verse

9 in 1 above;~ in III.3, footnote 57 and also IV.l.j and o.
The passives peculiar to Luke t hat have been treated previously
a:e;

}'I}

KE.K<qlqrac

(verse 5) in 1 above;~

.zr~pm/kjrz. (verse

qc<vq8fu (verse 7) in IV.2.c;

8) in the chapter on Form and Function;

(verse 22) in IV .1, footnote 36;

vFl

11/t;~Vdl

(verse 22) in IV.3.f;

4i;pPmra (verse 24) in III.2.d:e, and III.3.a. Those that are selfexplanatory With 1ll'£i and the gentive are l('c!pxsl)~,{t[~ (verse 16),
/
,1{1}'>~Qll)lll//1'
(verse

I

20), and l@T{)VPFY,J (verse 24).

1
T'1
·
· d7[°7!°ff.l(Qtl$
~
'
e f.l.rs t pass1.· ve peculiar
to the Lukan account is

(verse 12).

Generally speaking it is used of a rather human activity

in the l'Jew Testament.

In the Septuagint this present form is matched

in Genesis 39:22 vhere it is apparently the result of human activity.
It borders there upon being
prisoners.

a technical

term for the treatment of

In the Septuagint two types of usage may be di~tinguished.

First, there is the purely human activity of leading as a normal course
of various aspects of life.

Secondly, there are passages that defini-

tely implicate God as the leader in the events mentioned. He leads the
foe to slaughter at the hand of his people (Judges 4:7); he leads the
crooked away with the evildoers (Psalm 124(125]:5). As a consequence
of their disobedience the Israelites will be led by the Lord to foreign
nations where they will be a horror, proverb, and a bY'•JOrd (Deuteronoiey28:36,37).

God also leads one under his wrath into darkness without

any light (Lamentation 3:2). He also leads in revelatory visions
(Ezekiel 47:6).

Regardless of the rather negative aspect of these pas-

sages one thing is certain, God leads.

Thus, this Lukan passive (21:12)

has an aura of divine action cast about it by virtue of the context it-

--·-

..........

---
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self and the very suggestive, though perll.aps negative, use of the verb.
l'

:.1en may lead the disciples away for trial before rulers but God is bah.ind it all.

Men may thus lead but God directs the footsteps.

Here is

another case ,vnere the agent of the passive is man but with a hint that
the ultimate agent is God.
in verse 12

This is confirmed by the concluding phrase

iSa.KfJL.. I1lU. JvM /J.fUJ and by verse

13.

'A,,-o)_Q.l'/}l)'QY4l. (verse 14) may be dismissed as a deponent passive
Q

'\'lithout any passive idea. 70
The final passive pecuJiar to Luke in this discourse is

~~fwrurBqg-ov@

(21:24).

The New Testament gives no hint as to

the possibilities of divine influence on this verb.

The Septuagint,

however, makes certain in its use of the verb that God gives and predicts the leading into captivity of a sinful and transgressing people

(3 Kingdoms 8:46; Amos 1:5; Ezekiel 12:3; 30:17). 'Ihis fits the context of the Lukan passage very well.

Foreigners may lead the Jews into

captivity, but once again men are seen to be acting merely as the instruments of the divine will.
hh.

Conspiracy of the Chief Priests, Matthew 26:1-5//Mark 14:1-2//Luke
22:1-2
Three of the four passives used in these narratives have been

Jfocogh/dqJi# (Matthew 26:2) was treated in part c
and d above; !(uvl7X{)q((oN (Matthau 26:3) in III.3.a and J, o'µlV4't (Mat0
the,, 26:4) or b.i-apfVl/ (Luke 22:l) according to the analogy of *'>fogp/vqv
,, 0
treated previously.

I

7
~obertson~ .2E• cit., p. 334; Blass-Debrurmer-Funk, El?•
42 (paragraph 78 J.
-

ill•,

P•
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in III.1.h.

The remaining passive is

([Tdldflw.iquc of Matthew 26:2.

The Septuagint gives t wo examples of this verb, but they are of no
significance for the New Testament.

'Ihe New Testamant uses this verb

many times, some times actively, sometimes passively.

It is felt that

suc.'ri active usa.g e as Matthew 20:19, Luke 24:20, Acts 2:36, 4:10 points
to man as the agent of the treacherous act.

Actives and passives occur

in parallel accounts (lfatthew 27:22,23//Mark lS:13,14//Luke 23:21,23;
John 19:6,l0,15).

The present verse, however, must

be taken as a v;hole.

God would give his son over to crucifixion (cf. c and d above).

The

thus crucified the Christ (Luke 24:20; Acts 2:36; 4:10) but God

Je'\'is

concuITed with the act (cf. c and d above).

Behind the

~ijµa

of the

·world and its everJ move lies the hand of the living and true God.
ii.

Plot of Judas and the Rulers, Matt..~ew 26:14-16//Mark 14:10-11//
Luke 22:3-6
All passives in these narratives have been treated previously.

IJiy;,EuQ~

(Y.atthew 26:14) was treated in the chapter on Form and Func-

&./Jl1:vfJi (Matthew 26:14) and Ktt,kfµcvov (Luke 22:3)
III.1.h; iX~aq<TdV (Mark 14:11; Luke 22:5) in IV.l.v.

tion.
in
jj.

v,ere treated

The Last Supper., Matthew 26:17-35//Mark 14:12-31//Luke 22:7-38
Three passives occur in all narratives.

The first,

fi°,plµ,11

(Matthew 26:24,31; Mark 14:21,27; Luke 22:37) was treated in

JrapaglgoTe<c

IV.J.f.

(Matthew 26:24; Mark 14:21; Luke 22:22) was treated in part

c and d above.

Jeremias' comment may be added here. He says,

Q'dl.Jdgfdqfr/Jd,

for
refers ~o an a?tion of God, when ~t is "?-sed
absolutely. ihe passive is, as in Rom. 4.25, a periphrasis
for the Divine name (translate: 11 in the night in which God
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dili. ver
Is. 53.

7~Him up"),

and one cannot fail to hear the echo of

Thus, human action is plainly evidenced in the narratives by the prepositional phrase

&_ ~

(1".:.atthew 26:24; Mark 14:21; Luke 22:22).

Matthew even calls Judas ..Q.

~fe(g<gmk ~ (26:25).

Still, the hand

of God (as shown clearly in part d above) pervades the course of events.
The third passive used is ~jlE'{QV (Matthew 26:28; Mark 14:24;
Luke 22: 20).

The New Testament gives a hint regarding the agent of

this passive participle.

Acts 2:17 (cf. also Titus 3:6) says that God

Will pour out his spirit on all men (cf. Joel 3:1-5).

In Acts 10:45

the gift of the Holy Spirit is poured upon the Gentiles.
states that God 1 s love has been poured into our hearts.

Romans

5:5

In Revelation

16:lff • a voice from heaven orders the cups of wrath to be poured out.
God thus pours out his spir:i,t, his love, and his wrath.
these gospel narratives blood is :referred to.

However, in

Verbal correspondence

With the Septuagint leads one to the sacrifices of the Old Testament
'\'here God requires the blood of the victim to be poured out (Exodus
29:12; Leviticus 4:7,18,25,30,34; 17:13).

Behind this passive stands

the Old Testament sacrifice, commanded by God.
l'ihich God requires.
death (Isaiah 53:12).

The blood shed is that

It is God's servant who poured out his soul to
Thus this passive is "an expression where the

passive reverently veils God's action in this death. 11 72
There are seven passives that occur in two narratives.
(Matthew 26:22; Mark 14:19
/

71Jeremias,
72

fom&B4 ,)

is self-explanatory by nature of

Words of Jesus,
-The Eucharistic --

~ . , p. 148.

Au1l"o0,ViY9'

P• 107.
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the sentence.

The disciples were simply grieved by the statenent Jesus

made, "Somebody viill betray me .11 ~~ (Matthew 26:23,25,3.3)
and

JlDf'EU/)fvre~

Function.

(Luke 22:8) were treated in the chapter on Fom and

'~avvq9q.

the mother.

(Matthew 26:24; Mark 14:21) implies the agency of

In the Hew Testament the preposition LJS. is linked at times

,'li. th this verb (Matthew 1:16,20; 19:12; John 3:6; 8:41).

(Matthew 26:31,33; Mark lh:27) was treated in IV.3.d.

Xt«./1,Jg:Pqc«&

It may be added

that when the passive is used the agency is implied °b'J the context.
T'ne simple passive of this verb is also used with the preposition

_u as

here (cf. Matthew 11:6//Luke 7:23; Matthew 13:57//Mark 6:3). Such a
use of

a. may be call~d personal agent, 73 causal, 74 or simply to desig-

nate the person. 75 All these express agency of some sort.

A{Sloopzc/{:nll...

is used once in the New Test~ment of God. Luke 1:51

says that God scatters the proud.
lies Psalm 88(89):10.

In the background of this thought

This already gives a clue to the Septuagint

usage of the verb. lh.e 1erb :is found in numerous Septuagint passages
'7here God is portrayed as scattering his people for their sins.76 God
also is implored in Psalms 58(59) :11 and 67(68) :30 to scatter his ene:iies.

Jeremiah 28(51)° :20-23 portrays God as us~~g Babylon as his agent

to scat~er the nations.
in similar ways.

The simplex O<qt21(4Z>is used in the Septuagint

In 2 Kingdoms 22:15, Psalms 17(18) :14, 143(144) :6 the

73
Blass-Debrunner-Funk, .££• ~., pp. ll7i'. (paragraph 219[1]).

74Ibid., p. 105 (paragraph 196).
?5Robertson, .232• cit., p. 587.
76neuteronomy 30:1,3; Nehemiah 1:8; Psalm 105(106):27; Jeremiah
9:16(15); 13:14; Ezekiel 5:10; 6:5; 11:16; 12:15; 20:23; 22:15.
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lightning of a storm is vievred as God• s activity.
lightning.

He scatters the

He also scatters disobedient Israel (Ezekiel 5:12).

If we

keep this background in mind, especially the f act that Zechariah 13:7
is alluded to in t h is passa ge, we have ample reason to view the agent
of the passive as God himself.

The verse itself implies this much.

God strikes the Shepherd; and the sheep, as a result of this, are scattered.

'f"t7"Bqr«t

(Matthew 26:32; Mark ll+:28) was treated in III.l.h and

P above.

'E fip<Mp1.11.1JY,
/
hunan actiVity.

used in Mark 14:15 and Luke 22:12, denotes a purely
The room shown them would be prepared and ready for

them with the necessary arrangements for the Passover celebration.
the Septuagint the verb is used in nmch the sane way.

In

In only two

passages (Job 14:11, Isaiah 26:12) might it signify an act of God.
The Lukan narrative contains seven passives not found· in its parallels.

Four of these have been treated previously.

was treated in III.3.a;
J.j and o;

g,goµ,vov (22:19) in III.3

1l/q,1JW$p (22:16)
footnote 57 and r:v.

JolltlvJ.L (22.:25) in III.1.h; El?uff}qv (22:32) in the chapte:r

on Form and Function.
The verb ~ is used in the Septuagint mainly as a term for the
determining of the boundaries of the Promised Land and the allotments
therein.

Therefore, it does not give any help fo_r understanding the

passive participle

~((rp{vav.

of Luke 22: 22.

The use of the verb i -n

the New Testament, however, is sufficient to determine its implications
here.

It is used in the New Testament in three ways.

It is used in

the active voice, with God as the certain subject of the verb (Acts 17:
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26,31; Hebrews 4:7).

It is used in the passive voice, and God is defini-

tely mentioned as the agent of the action (Acts 2:23; 10:42).

It is

used f inally in t wo places (Romans 1:4 and the present passage, both
passives) where the agency is not expressed.

Because of the previous

two cat egories and t he context of Romans 1:14 and .the present passage,
it is legitimate and natural to conclude that God is the implied agent
of the passive(s) under consideration.

This may be further substanti-

umf0VE/

ated by 1.!ark 1.li.:21 where it is said of the Son of Man,

22:37 is the last to be treated.

KaD~f

The Septua-

gint though using the word, offers little in the v1ay of help.

Several

things may be noted in the verse that establish the verb as a passive
veiling divine action and the divine nam:3.
as the author-agent behind ; 00 rq

First of all, God stands

IQ. £'ffot.ll.)lfva'{ (cg.

50

IV.3.f).

Secondly,

J

Mis frequently used as denoting the divine necessity•
passive o f ~ is often linked vlith God's word. 77

.Tairdly, the

It is felt that

these three reasons justly imply a veiled reference to God in the passive.

Moreover, the accumulation of such passives now under considera-

tion also directs one in this direction.
11

It might further be asked,

If God is not I The Accomplisher' of t,he Servant's redemptive purpose,

who is? 11

Moreover, the thing to be accomplished,~

,kwfµw11 l/o/dlh:r,

is stamped as God's reckoning (Isaiah 53:12). Tha results may be rendered in a paraphrase something like this, "For I say to you, what God
has recorded of me he must accomplish in ma, that is,

1

I have reckoned

77John 19:28; Luke 18:31; Acts 13:29; and this passage. Cf. also
Isaiah 55:11; the Word of God shall accomplish what God so desired it to.
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him with sinne rs!

For as the case of the matter s ·liands

(w i'fi., ellip-

sis) ·what God has written of me finds its fulfillment. 11
kk.

'£he Agony in Gethsemane, Matthew 26:36-46//Mark 14:32-42//Luke 22:
39-46
All but onG of the passi ves in these narratives have been treated

previously.

1t~vliLJE!ltJ1/ (Matthew
---rr--

26:36) was treated in III.l.h;

I

/u,rij6"P«<

(1Ia tthew 26:37) in y above; ~ (Matthew 26:42) in III.1.;_\; (one
may also consult Blass-Debrunner-Funk paragraph 78, page 42);
(Matthe,·: 26:43) i n u above; (Mark

14:40

has

¥dIJi/J«;,uvopU'1.•

Matt.'rlew and Mark are further helped by Luke 22:45, ~ ~

"llbpa3/lo@t,

Both

.j.~p;

(1'iaM;hew 26:L~5; Mark 14:41) inc and d above; «KQK/U/)W41.

(Mark 14:40); and

bopuf/Jr; (Luke 22:39) in the chapter on Form and

Function; ~ in u above .( cf.
only

~9p/r~

«JCEOK/u-fh

l.rp/rq

also in III.l.b).

(Luke 22:41) to comment upon.

This leaves

Lensl:d, ref~rring to the

Bauer-Preuschens UGriechisch-Deutsches Woerterbuch, 11 states that 11The
verb i s passive but middle in sense. 11 78
ll.

'Ihe Betrayal and Arrest, 1,iatthew 26:47-56//Mark 14:43-52//Luke 22:
47-53
All the passives in these narratives have been treated previously.

1[1,pwf)!&JL.L (Matthew 26:54,56; Mark 14:49) was treated in III.J.a (cf.
d above for analogies);

JaaKfZ,f)E.,f-

(Mark 14:48; Luke 22:50) in the

chapter on Form and Function; /Re//,tJEKQf in e above.

7 8Lenski, The Interpretatio~

2£. ~. ~·~ Gospel,

P• 1072.
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mm.

The trial Before Jewish Authorities, Matthew 26:57-75//JJark llp
53-72//Luke 22:54-71
Tne followi ng passives occurring in these accounts have been treated

~~ (Matthew 26:57; Luke 22:66

previously.

treated in IV.l.e;

f1.lI.!Uif212f.v:a.~

.a.waf.x.0.q) was

(Matthew 26:66; Luke 22:68

/

hfoKpt~re)

.

and .J£:rjJ.BL~ (Luke 22:61; cf. also o and v above) under the chapter on
Form and Function.

The only passives remaining are forms of ptPVQ(KIJJ-

,£µvr{a:fJ9.

occurs in Matthew 26:75;

JLqcr9q_

in Luke 22:61.

in the gra1mnars.

~ in Mark 14:72 and

WI£µ:

Little if anything is said about these verbs

T'ney are treated in both New Testament Grammars and

Lexicons as passive forms but hardly ever with any obvious passive meaning.

It is usually translated by a resolved meaning "remember." 79 How-

ever, if one is going to derive aey passive feeling from the verb it
will have to be translated by some form of "remind."

Thus these verses

would have to be translated, "Peter was reminded (by the rooster call
and the look of Jesus) of the v,ord which Jesus spoke."

As a true pas-

sive then, it is self-explanatory by the nature of the context; and
needless to say God's hand looms large in the background (Matthew 26:3135).
nn.

The Trial Before Pilate, Matthew 27:1-31//Mark 15:1-20//Luke 23:1-

25

Of the seventeen passives used in these narratives on:cy, one has
not been treated previously.

It is

Ka-CEJffl/Oq

of Matthew 27:3.

One

79Robertson says, IIW'e are so prone to read the English into the
Greek, 11 .2£• ill•, p. 541.
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might easily guess at the agency.
use of this verb.

T'ne Septuagint gives no help in the

The New Testament uses the verb actively twice where

God is the subject (Romans 8:3; 2 Peter 2:6), arxi once in the passive
where the Lord God is stated as the agent (1 Corinthians 11:32). Regarding the simpl e x ~ one finds God often as the subject of the
verb in the active in the New Testament.BO The same is found in the
Septuagint. 81 Thus, it may be possible to view this passive as portraying the dreadful fact of God's condemnation resting upon Judas for
his act of betrayal.

One may compare comments on

f<dTagtKJ{w in

part l

above.
The remaining passives have been treated previously.
(Matthew 27 :3) was treated in IV .1.g;
h;
(.

~Br;

i.JJ,f/h:;

ME[c1.µJ?Pt,~

{Wiatthew 27 :8) in III.l. ·

(:Matthew 27:9) in III.3.a (cf. d above for analogies);

('I /

.

fU]IZEY (Matthew 27:9) ind above;

Id

«TTEKf21/}q and similar forms (Matthew

27:14,21,25; Mark 15:2,5,9,12; Luke 23:3) under Form and Function;

.J.pp..lJU1!1 (Matthew

27:16,17.,22; Mark 15:7) in III.l.h; quvqpd'flo'I/,

(Matthew 27: ~ 7, if construed as passive) in IV .1. e;

«r«upwDqrwand

similar forms (Matthew 27:22,23,26; Luke 23:23; Mark 15:15) in ff above;

#lJ.1l (Luke 23:8) in IV.l.v.

Certain other passive forms are self-

explanatory either by the presence o f ~ or by virtue of the context.

Boer. Acts 7:7; 17:31; Romans 2:16; 3:4,6; 1 Corinthians 5:13;
2 Timothy 4:1; Hebrews 10:30; 13:4; 1 Peter 1:17; Revel~ti.on 6:10 (neg.);
16 : 5; 18: 8, 20.
81
Cf. Genesis 15:14; 16:4; 18:25; 30:6; 31:53; Exodus 5:21;
Deuterononor 32:36; Judges 11:27; 1 Kingdoms 2:10; 25:39; 2 Kingdoms
18:19,31; 8:32; 1 Chronicles 16:33; 2 Chronicles 6:23; 20:12; 24:22;
Job 7:18; 8:3; Psalms 5:10; 7:8; 9:4,8 passim; Ecclesiastes 3:17; Micah
4:3; Isaiah 2:4; 51:2; Jeremiah 2:35; 11:20; 32(25):31; Lamentations
3:59; Ezekiel 7:8; 11:10,11; 18:30 passim.
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Wi!'11Ji!vav (Matthew 27:10); mrqf<l(1E&:/k, (Matthe;v 27:12);
_gEAEp{yq~ (Mark 15: 7); u-y~u11m/ (Luke 23 :8); Kf7Tf'dvuf'{ff/ (Lul<.a 23:16); ·
_;,.,.,...,...,-.
(J'
They are

./3Jr:JfJe~
oo.

(Luke 23:19); and

fo!J/r;µiw

(Lul<:e 23:25).

The crucifixion of Jesus, Matthew 27:32-.56//Mark 15:21-41//Luke
23:26-49
Of the rnany passives used in these narratives only two have not

been treated preViously.

The fi;st is

l.ptptv&f}q([c<I(

of Matthew 27 :53.

It is used t-wice elsewhere in the New Testament of Jesus who will manifest himself to those who love him (John 14:21,22).
ples the New Testament offers nothing helpful.
only two verrres that may be of some benefit.

Beyond these exam-

The Septuagint yields

In Exodus 33:13 and 18

Moses prays God to show himself and his glory to him.

In both of the

New Testament verses cited and those cited from the Septuagint God or
his son Jesus is the agent qf divine -s elf-manifestation.

In the verse

here under consideration (Matthew 27:53) the passive may veil the actiVi ty of God.

To translate this aorist passive by "appeared" is merely

to resolve the passive idea "where made to appear" into a mre neatly
attired translation.

Behind these diVinely caused appearances of the

risen saints stands the living God.

~e passives used in the immediate

context help to substantiate this fact. 82
The second passive not treated previously is Kf.KQL,LIQl'/110\( of
Matthew 27:52.

8~\'.t~t9n

It is used frequently in the Septuagint in a way foreign

verse 51 and kY..,~flr(4V verse 52 of divine action.
Cf. p a r ~ ~ e . These passi1,gs~ also used in Mark 15:38 and Luke
23:4;; also l,r~,{;{)n ·· verse 51 of divine action. Of. also z above; also
rlvtf.#X9qf«V~ 2 of divine action., cf. III.l.a., especia~ IV .l.o.
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to the New Tes.tament ( transl.a ting the Hebrew ;JJtJj).

In this Ma tthean

--r

account it seems to be used in an adjectival sense the meaning of which
is impossible to translate into English except by a circumlocution.
That the verb is always passive as Arndt-Gingrich state 83 is perhaps
a matter of opinion. That the aorist passive might be a true passive
8
in sense 4 may also be questioned since it is a stock phrase in the
Septuagint that hardly implies a passive idea.

That God puts his saints

to sleep after their earthly toil is no doubt true but if that sense is
implied here it is a matter of question.
The remaining passives have either been treated previously or are
self-explanatory by the nature of the context.

µ;fµvn: and )t/Jll.!I~ (Matthew 27:33)
analogy to these is

µd}.E;;µqt'EU6f1E.Vt"{

Treated previously are

in III.l.h and e above.

(Mark 15:22,.34).

(Matthew 27 :52) was treated in III.l.h and p above;

27:54),

rJ.a.oKjJJJr4,..

In

'_
H{o/1/JqtfrxV

E<fojJ,/!},p[ri:V

(Matthew

(Luke 23:40) and ·{['(,Pd</f/f (Luke 23:28·, cf. espe-

cially o and v above) were treated in the chapter on Form and Function;
/~
µvq<Lf.)[l

.

(Luke 23:42) in kk above.

The remaining passive verbs are

self-explanatory by the nature of the context;
and

l.rrpqaVU[JJ{"""

-u{'d.f!-Jl,'f?

JV}lrav

(Matthe'\l 27:34)

(Mark 15:23), ,.,G~I//I,., (Matthew 27:37) and
(d

·r-

io:Jp=..

(Mark 15:26, cf. Luke 23:38), ({U<TrtilljdwPlvrq. (Matthew 27:44,

cf. verse .38) and <IUVE.f@V.(Ju;p/ytJI (Wark 15:32, cf. ff above),

t&f/4t/U8qitll

(Luke 23:32) and K/Ufa<1/)/vrwJ1, which was explained in v above as concealing divine activity. Here it is purely the human act of hanging

83
Arndt-Gingrich, 2.E• cit., sub. ~ · l(QlJljo.µe.<•
8
4Moulton, .2E• ill•, I, 162; Robertson, .2E• ill•, P• 817.

I

another human.
PP•

The Burial of Jesus, Matthew 27:57-61//.rfark 15:42-47//Luke 23:50-56
The passives in these narratives are all self-explanato:ry. ~zroAa-

. . (Matthew 27:58) is indirect discourse for what Pilate had ordered,
"Give him the body •.11

IJ.xju:.Q.JJ.t.J.~ (Mark 15:46)

active voice used in Matthew 27:60.

Ti!}Ltrr;!l

(Mark 15:47) and

anyone. 11
qq.

Joseph had hewn out the tomb.

izl.i?- (Luke

placing Christ in the tomb.

is e:>..1>lained by the

23:55) impzy Joseph's actions of

KE/~; (Luke

23:53) simpzy implies 11 by

No "divine passivesn are present.

The Resurrection Morning, Matthew 28:1-10//Mark 16:1-11//Luke 24:
1-12
Of the many passives used in these narratives only five have not

been treated previously.

Two of these, t;VdKEK~flfl;l,l (Niark 16:4) and

JzroKfE<IJ/<,~~ (Luke 24:2), are aptzy e:1-.-plained by Matthew 28:1-4.
'Piere t~e divinely sent angel is responsible for the removal of the
stone.

The Septuagint provides no help;

in a context colored by divine activity.

it does not use these verbs
The first is not used at all

in the Septuagint, and the s econd is used a few times bµt in a way that
offers no help to the present narrative.
The third passive to be treated is tr1(l~~µfr4f("Ma.rk 16:5).

It

is used of the appearance of divine persons in Dani.el 12:6,7. On several occurrences in the Septuagint it is used as an activity of God.
He clothes the maiden Jerusalem (Ezekiel 16:10), the heavens with the
clouds (Psalm 146(147]:8~ himself with vengeance ·(Isaiah 59:17).
Zechariah 3 :6(5) Joshua is clothed by divine action.

In

In the New Testa-

lh3
l'IBnt all uses of the passive of this verb have an aura of the numinous.
Revelation 19:8 alone of all examples gives a ray of divine activity,

1.C:!n~ • • • .1.JLa...
,, za,a.rperµr«<.
.JJ!D
liJ.YJlI/-

lJJ.JZ.uµfvov

Analogous to this verb is the use of

(IV.l.h) i,·1hich beyond doubt establishes the divine activity

envolved in the verb.
The fourth passive,

L..&rJe~Bi/PtJ/[ql'/. (Mark 16:5), is self-explanatory.

The divine appearance of God's heavenly messenger is the causal agency.
In Mark 9:15 the crowds experience a similar reaction at the sudden
appearance of Christ.

The verb

&pjl/w is

used in Daniel (Theodotion)

8:17 of the astonishment caused by a divine appearance.

These two

verbs, used only by Mark are self-explanatory by virtue of the context.
The forzrer occurs only in Sirach in the Septuagint.
The fifth passive is
explanatory.

<X7l!'fU&:flu

(Luke 24:4).

It too is self-

It is significant to note that this verb is also used in

the Septuagint v.here divine encounter occurs (Genesis 32:7; Isaiah 8:22;
24:19; 51:20).
The remaining passives have all been treated previously.

>£1Ef~f}qattJl

(Matthew 28 :4) was treated in z above (cf. ~ in ee above);

b-o~a,&/;

(Matthew 28:5) and l{~t2tot9Ef'rroll (Matthew 28:7; Mark 16:10

in the chapter on Form and Function; lwo/)"#/E(Qt/ (Mat~hew 28:5; Mark
16:6; Luke 24:7) in "ff above; ~ (Matthew 28:6; Mark 16:6; Luke

1Jvqo:/eyr£. (Luke

24:6) in III.l.h and o and p above;

K.of/2«8o~q114t

24:6,9) in kk above;

f

in c and d above;

Ji(!)!),.,

E,1119

>f.g/f

(Mark 16:9) in III.l.b.

85

I

>f/]EgQq

85cf.
in u above.
v~trdJI may be explained the. sare v,~...
Which may i n ~ a little s t r e t o the imagination or as SlJllP}y a
second aorist passive used actively according to its formation, cf.
Robertson, ..2E• ill•, p. 817; Moulton, .2,2• ill•, I, 161.

11~4
(Mark 16:11) is explained by the preposition
2.
a.

fJT(d used with it.

Peculiar to Matthew

Annunciation to Joseph, Matthew 1:18-25
Three passives in this narrative have not been treated previously.

The first is fJJLI)tfCfU!k~

of verse 18.

The agency behind this pas-

sive genitive absolute is the relative or relatives who had contracted
the pa:rty in ma·r riaee.
20.

86 The next passive is

}v!Juµq!)/vro~

of verse

It is plainly deponent in the Septuagint and it is to be so under-

stood in this its only passive use in the New Testament. 87 The third
passive preViously not treated is ~ also of verse 20.
be e::....-plained by the use of the preposition

.1K which

It may

follows it.

>Eis

is

at times used to express agency88 and may so be taken here (cf. part b
beloV1).
The remaining passi ves have been treated previously.

E!J,af/J9

(verse 18) was treated in IV.l.w, where it was shown to imply God's
activity.

Here, however, it refers not to God but to the contracting

parties.

>f~o~"fPr;. (verse 19) and ?'~~/J;ir (verse 20) were treated in

the chapter on Form, and Function;

liplvq

(verse 20) in III.l.b (cf. also

~ in v.1.u); ~~,. !,. ,.,(),~a...w_~...,.if (verse 22) in III.J.a; ~Ptl'amfµ1vov
(verse 23) in V.l.e · and mm (cf •. III.l.h); }Yfl)f)E,~ (verse 24) in III.

07

86John

'

D. David, "Marriage,n The Westminster Dictionazy .2f ~
Bible; reVised and rewritten by Henry Synder Gehman {Philadelphia: The
Westminster Press, 1944), p. 378.

87Robertson, £:2• ~., p. 334.

88 Ibid., P• 534.
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l.h (cf• V.l.p).

Td. f/q9/v

of the preposition

(verse 22) is self-explanatory by reason

.tan£.. used with it

(cf. V.l.d).

b. Wise Men from the East, Matthew 2:1-12
Three passives may be treated together in this narrative.
are
2) •

-p=vvqOivrQ1-

(verse 1)' ff-VVavit (verse 4), and

rEx/k,1

They
(verse

That they portray a divinely veiled action per ,22. can not be sub-

stantiated.

Their wide use in the Septuagint authenticates the fact

that the mother who bears or delivers the offspring is always taken for
granted and quite naturally so.

This is easily seen in such passages

as Matthew 1:21,23,25 and in the Lukan parallels 1:31, 2:6,7.
bears•

V1hat is born comes naturally from or by her.

times qualified in the New Testament.
by (.it,) Mary that Christ is born.

This fact is at

In Matthew 1:16 it is from or

This substantiates previous rem.arks.

So in Luke 1:35 a variant (C~6alit(s;,.) Ir18 ~;hr) reads
Vulgate having quod nascetur ~ te.

T'ne woman

lJ!. ·~ ,

the

Nevertheless, the backdrQp to the

whole proceedings is in the divine counsel of God.

(Cf. Matthew 1:20,

pa rt a above.)
Another passive previously not treated is
)/

J1Jld/} of verse 12.

Xf qµc<udhaf ~

In the Septuagint ten examples occur of this verb,

eight of which are used as translations of Hebrew verbs.

These eight

all occur in Jeremiah, and all of them are directly tied up with God.
He stands directly behind each use of the verb.
of every passive of

V(29",I.Jdf/Lw.

/Ii!

1;y linked up ·with it.

dream.

I

The same

used in the New Testament.

may be

said

God is direct-

(

In the case under consideration the link is the

It is significant to note that etyzoologically speaking the pre-
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position

Kdrs,{ is

instrumental in nature. 89

warned them by means of a dream. n

The plain fact is:

11 God

Thus a· circumlocution is used to con-·

ceal the divine name .
The remaining passives have been treat ed previously.

'frdprl~

(verse 3) was treated in III.3.j; jl/t.tJdlrti,(I (verse 4) in III.3.f;
I
/nO/
.
lliJj2EU/)£.VrEf- (verse 8) and m;u.v!Jqt&Jrt (verse 9) in the chapter on Form
and Function; and
c.

I .

qdf2qd"dv (verse

10) in V .1. v.

Flight to Egypt, Matthew 2:13-23
Of the many passives used in this narrative, t wo have not been

treated preViously.

The first,

hKoJafhJ. (verse 18),

has the prophet

and the remnant of the people of .Ramah as the agent as the Hebrew text
makes plain.

The second pas~ive is '1l1Jfl«¥./q/)qlld1also of verse 18. As

the context of the Jeremiah passage (Jeremiah 31:16ff.) referred to by
the verse shows, God is the Comforter.

God is frequently the Comforter

in the Septuagint,90 and the idea is carried on in the New Testament
(2 Corinthians 1:4; 7:6; 2 Thessalonians 2:17).
great, needed the future promises of God:
comfortless and unresponsive.

Rachel's sorrow, so

\'lithout them her state is

God I s name is veiled.

The remaining passives have been treated preViously or are selfexplanatory.

pd(VETdi~ (verse 13) Tias treated in III.1.b;

'{¥iluf

(verses 13,14,20,21) in III.l.h; 1l/tJaw9§(verses 15,17,23) in V.l..e
with analogies;

89

1.fo_/J//)?

(verse 22) in the chapter of Form and Function;

Ibid., p. 605.

90cf. Exodus 15:13; Psalms 22(23):4; 70(71):21; 85(86):17; 118
(119):76,82; Isaiah 40:1,2; 49:13; 51:3,12; 57:18; 61:2;

66:13.
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X.-!UJ~&~

(verse · 22) in b above; J.efJµb.tp/and

23) in III.1.h and V.l.e.

'£Jt.co:4 /x.iJJ-

by Virtue of the preposition

li,tti•

(verse 16) is self-explanatory

'ffi.µJ~ is

H

e1•od was enraged by the actions of ·the

4r}J.,/.arr:1., (verse

also self-explanatory.

/
fl/
.
J/J!f/JL•
LJ. pqt1£,)I
(verse

.

17) ·was treated in V.l.d which in part refers to this uassa17e.
"'
present passages the contrast between
The

ZiJ.. of verse

s1zl... and~ should be

In the

noted.91

17 does not conceal the implied~ KUf'f«r

latter is still present.

15,

T'ne

The divine side of the written word, with its

far-reachj.ng implications, is again concealed.
d.

Righteousness and the Law, Matthew 5:17-20
The only passive in this narrative is the twice r e c u r r i n g ~

in verse 19.

~

Lenski says regarding this verb, "Back of the two passive
stands God hims~lf .1192

This accords well with the pre~ous

deductions about the passive use of this verb in V.l.h, v.here the same
conclusion was reached.
e.

Righteousness and Ostentation, Matthew 6:1-18
The following passives have already been treated.

5,16,18) was treated in III.l.b.

4>4' '{@~<

(verse

There the divine .side was stressed;

here, the action is purely human.93

M-9 opou.µflqr~

(verse 8) was

9
1Robertson, .2E• ~ . , 636.
92
Lensld, The Interpretation .£! §!• Matthew' 2. Gosoel, P• 212.
93
one may refer to Blass-Debrunner-Funk, .2E• ill•, P• 102, (paragraph 191(1]), pp. 164f. (paragraph 313) for the construction; also
~obertson, .£E·.~·, p. 817, the second aorist used actively; also
1.oulton, .£E.• ~-, I, 161; also V.l.nn above.
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Vf-UJ&fm, (verse

treated in J.V .l.a;

10) in III.l.a. The following are

of their grammatical construction; /Je«/)qv41
(verse 1) where the Dative is used instead of ~ 94 and

self-explan'a tory

olUTQ'f.,

(/
by virtue

gofct.,11"8wg-JJ{ Jd.,

where the more normal expression of agency is em-.

ployed.
The first is F.L<f<iKauo:f),{([9 v,at (verse 7).

Two passives remain.
The implied agency is God.

The casual reader ..,ould infer this from such

New Testament -passages as Luke 1:13, 10:37, and Hebrews 1:6, However,
the Septuagint leaves no question about God as Hearer.95 This is further substantiated

by

the frequent exhortations in the Septuagint to

God that he should give ear to the prayers of his people.96
The second passive is ~[-{a{q'9,{11» (verse 9, cf. also Luke 11:2).
The New Testament points to God the Father as Hallower (John 10:36; 17:
17; 1 Thessalonians 5:23), also Christ (Ephesians 5:26) and the Word
(1 Timothy 4:5).

The Septuagint substantiates the same idea. God

94Ni gel Turner, Syntax in Jams Hope Moulton, ! Grammar 2f. ~
Testament Greek (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1963), III, 58 (c).

95

cr. Genesis 21:17; Exodus 2:24; 6:4; 16:7,8,9,12; 22:23(22),27
(26); Nwnhers 20:16; 21:3; Deuterononzy- 1:45; 3:26; 9:19; 10:10; 23:5(6);
26:7; Judges 13:9; 4 Kingdoms 19:4; l Chronicles 21:28; 2 Chronicles 7:
14; Job 22:27; 30:20 (neg.); 34:28; 35:12 (neg.); Psalms 3:4; 5:3; 6:8,
9; 17(18):41 (neg.); 21(22):2 (neg.), 24; 27(28):6; 31(32):22; 33(34):
6,17; 37(38):15; 39(40):1; 60(61):5; 65(66):18,19; 85(86):7; 90(91):15;
98(99):6; 105(106):44; 114(116):1; 144(145):19; 151:3; Micah 3:4; 7:7;
Jonah 2:3; Habakkuk 1:2 (neg.); Zechariah 7:13; Malachi 3:16; Isaiah 1:
15 (neg.); 19:22; 37:4; 58:9; Jeremiah 7:16; 11:11,14; 14:12; 36(39):
12; Ezekiel 8:18; Daniel 10:12.
963 Kingdoms 8:29 pas
Job 9:16; Psalms 4:1• 12(13):3; 16(17):
1,6; 26(27):7; 27(28):2; 3 39):12; 53(54):2; 54(55j:2,17; 60(61):l;
64(65):2; 68(69):16; 83(84):8; 85(86):1; 101(102):1,2; 119(120):1; 129
(130):1; 140(141):1; 142(143):1; Isaiah 37:16; 59:l; Jeremiah 18:19;
Daniel 9:17,19 (Theodotion).

6tm;
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hallo'\'1s 97 and al.so commands the same to be done by others.98
These t wo passives veil the divine name.
each verse is;

11

The underlying idea in

They think God shall hearken to them" (verse 7) and

"llake your name holy, O God11 ( verse 9).
f.

Persecution Predicted, Matthew 10:16-23
Four passives occur in this narrative.

viously.

!J.oQr{a:.Ui;!!.

Two have been treated pre-

(verse 20) was treated in III.3 footnote 57 and

IV.1.j and o; ~ (verse 22) in III.3.g and IV.3.d.
maining passives are self-explanatory.

:A.x0,/1:1.gDi

The two re-

<verse 18) implies

as agents the hateful persecutors of Christ's followers.99 Nevertheless,
t.~e Septuagint points to God as the age old Controller of the destiny
of his people who leads His people from ever so simple a beginning to
ever so complex an end.lOO Therefore it is not presuming too much to
say that hidden in this passive is the providential hand of God.

To

the Christian this fact may be obvious. However, when this passive is
given a better hearing, this fact becomes concrete. The remaining passive ~ r & J . . (verse 22) is explained by the preposition

sJa:i..

97
Genesis 2:3; Exodus 20:11; 29:44; 31:13; Leviticus 11:44; 20:8;
21:8,15,23; 22:9,16,32; Numbers 3:13; 8:17; 3 Kingdoms 9:3,7; 2 Chronicles 7:16,20; Jeremiah 1:5; Ezekiel 20:13; 36:23; 37:28.
98
Exodus 13:2; 19:14,22; 20:8; 29:1,27,36,37; 30:29,30; 40:9,10,
13; Leviticus 8:11,12,15; Joshua 7:13.
.
99cr. however, the analogies; J.,nll"IJl/.1,u,.,, III.3.a,d (q:u*), and
i; also IV.J.d; ~ III.2.c w h ~ action is veil 1:i.
lOOcf. Genesis 2:19,22; Leviticus 26:13; Numbers 14:13; DeuteronollG"
8:2,15; 29:5; 32:12; Joshua 24:8; 2 Chronicles 33:11; Psalm 77(78):52;
Ecclesiastes 11:9; 12:14; Isaiah 42:16; 43:5; 46:11; 48:15,21; 49:10;
63:12,13,14; Jeremiah 2:7; 25:9; 38(31):8; Ezekiel 7:24; 8:3; 11:1,24;
20:10,35; 32:9; 38:17; 40:2; 47:6.
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g.

Concerning Reconciliation, Matthew 18:15-20

u:za.12,fJ- (verse 16) was
R.,J(.)jlflfe (verse 18) were

The passive form
sives

h.

~ and

l

treated in V.1.1.

The

pas-

treated in V.l.r.

Concerning the Judgment, Matthew 25:31-46
Three of the five passives have been treated previously.

9t¥rETdL (verse

32) was treated in f above. lOl

(verse 34) ·was treated in V .l.z.

It,v«x;-

r.uJ.a.r:nliv« rou @tfJt4

'A,rnKp,8qrrnvrdl.

(verses 37,40,44,45)

was treated under the chanter on Form and Function.
4

The remaining two passives are strongly colored by the divine
element.

<fhwpctcrµ/vqi<

(verses 34,35) is used of God the Father in the

New Testament, 102 and once of Jesus (John 14:2).

In the Septuagint
many passages occur which substantiate the idea of God as Preparer. 103
It is hard to conclude anything other. than that this passive conceals
divine activity as well as the divine name.

This fact

may be

inferred

from the context itself. The long array of correlative passages confims the fact.
10
Icr • iK.~, III.3.a,d <o:uv~) and i; III.2.c, rq,0"4w;
also IV.3.d. The f!ase for a strong d ·ne coloring for~ and compounds seemingly at this point becomes sell-evident.
102
Matt.'li.ew 20:23; 22:4 (the King of the Parable); Luke 2:31; 1
Corinthians 2:9; Hebrews 11:16; Revelation 12:6; ·19:7.
103
Exodus 5:17; 23:20; l Kingdoms 2:3; 12:12; 2 Kingdoms 5:12;
7:12,24; 1 Chronicles 17;11; 2 Chronicles 29:36· Job 38:25,41 (by
implication); Psalms 7:13; 9:7; 22(23):2; 23(24~:2; 64(65):6,9; 67(68):
10; 77(78):19; 88(89):4; 98(99):4; 102(103):19; 131(132):17; 146(147):
8; Proverbs 3:19; 8:27; Zephaniah 1:7; Jeremiah 28(51):15; Ezekiel 20:
6; Malachi 2:2.
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The same is true of the remaining passive

lf.r!.IIJ.fldpfl/Qt (verse

41).

In the New Testament the verb is used once of Jesus when he cursed the
fig-tr ee (Mark 11: 21).

The Sept uagint leaves no doubt as to ,1ho is

behind the curse. 104 T'ne context of t his passage itself implies God 1 s
acti on.

The cor r elative passages substantiate the fact.

God has prepared and God has cursed.

In both cases

But the absence of any express

mention of God as a gent of the curse is significant.

Cursing is the

work of his left hand.
i.

Watch At The Sepulchre, Matthew 27:62-66
All but one passive in t his narrative have been treated before.

For ref erences to

'£~

11.QJa),x~ (verse 62)

one may consult h above.

(verse 63) was treated in V.1.11;

1,t/1-Ufoll- (verse 63) and

4~ (verse 64) in III.l."h and V.l.p; ,c~oEv,9/v-r~ (verse 66) in the
chapter on Fonn and Function.
The remaining passive is
is self-explanatory.

~'{.f«r$qv0 <

(verse 66).
1

l~ql/To, verse

j.

64).

This passive

It takes for granted that Pilate will ~ppoint the

agents to seal and guard the tomb.
"You have a guard.

(verse

Go!

Secure

Pilate does this.

He tells them,

<«<r<jl<X,ff1wr/JE, ) it as you

know hovJ"

The Jews in turn went away and secured the tomb (IJ(f<fld.,f-

66).

Report on the Watch, Matt.~ew. 28:11-15

>r.&3«x.Bqo:ctv

(verse 15) is self~lanatory.

They did as they

104cr. Genesis 5:29; 8:21; 12:3· Numbers 23:8 (neg.); Deuteronomy
21:23; 2 Kingdoms 16:10; Psalm 36(37~:22.
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were instructed by the Jev,s.
explanatory.

~ (also verse 1.5) is also sell'-

The v10rd was spread abroad among the Jev1s.

T'ne tenor of

the narrative indicates that it was the Jews themselves V1ho circulated
the tale.
References to

1ilJJLJ:;(._x/)fvn>-

(verse 1~) may be found in h above.

As evidence accumulates, it becomes more and more probable that this
verb in the passive always connotes divine activity obscured in the .
(apparent) actions of men.

>A l<OtJ(j~q. ( verse 11.i.) is explained b'IJ the preposition m:f. This
preposition with the genitive frequently means 11 before, 11
sence of. nl0.5

11

in the pre-

Here it means if this matter is heard before the gover-

nor, that is, b'IJ the governor and court associates, the Jews would set
matters right by a bribe.

3. Common to Matthew and Luke
a.

Genealogy, Matthew 1:1-17//Luke 3:23-34
The Lukan genealogy contains no passives.

Matthean narrative have been treated previously.
1:16) was treated in V.2.b;

!Er)!EJ/4/ (also

Those found in_the

>ftivvqDq
0

(Matthew

Matthew 1:16) was treated

in III.1.h.
b.

Character and Duties of Disciples, Matthew 5:1-12//Luke 6:20-26
Three passives in these narratives have not been treated pre-

l0.5Robertson, op. ill•, p. 603; Blass-Debrunner-Funk, .2E,•
122 (paragraph 234(41"); Turner, .212.• cit., p. 271.

ill•,

P•

•
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viously.

The first is ~ (!.fatthew 5:7).

The New Testament

~oints to Christ as a person of merciful demeanor by recording the many
requests to him for mercy. 106 It also points to God as a God of mercy.JO?
T'ne Septuagint underscores these same New Testament facts.

In numerous

Psalms God's mercy is appealed to. 108 God is also the God of mercy in
'h s
109 Thus, the passive veils the divine name and his
~ e eptuagint.
merciful action.

Actively rendered, "Blessed are the merciful, for God

shall be merciful to them."
The second passive,

dEdu&JIJ-~

(Matthew 5:10), is best explained

as ref erring to agents who spite the righteousness of God.

The verb

~ i s never used of God in the NelV Testament and only once of God in
the Septuagint (Job 19:22) in a sense that is not adverse.
The third passive is J~~ of Luke 6:25.llO God is twice
the subject of this verb in the New Testament (Luke .1:53; Acts :ili:17).
The Septuagint yields the same evidence, often using God as the subject
111
of this verb.
However, from the nature of the context one may con106
ct. Matthew 9:27; 15:22; 17:15; 20:30,31; Mark 10:47,48; Luke
16:24; 17:13; 18:38,39.
107
Romans 9:15,16,19; 11:32; 1 Corinthians 7:25; Philippians 2:27;
cf. also Matthew 18:33; Mark 5:19.
108
Psalms 6:20; 9:13; 24(25):16; 25(26):11; 26(27):7; 29(30):9;
40(41) :l~,10; 50(51) :l; 55(56) :l; 56(57) :l; 66(67) :l; 85(86) :3,16; 118
(119) :58,132; Isaiah 30:19; 33: 2• .
109Genesis 33:5,11; Exodus 33:19; Numbers 6:25; DeuteronoIIzy" 13:17
(18); 30:3; 2 Kingdoms 12:22; 4 Kingdoms 13:22; Psalm 114(115):5; Hosea
1:6 (neg.), 7; 2:4 (neg.), 23; Amos 5:15; Isaiah 12:l; 27:11; 30:18;
44:23; 52:9; 54:7; 39:25.
·110Cf. analogy in III.2.d,e, ~ ; also III.3.a, .-1
... .,.L.
~
·
111Exodus 31:3; 35:31,35; 40:35; Nur;ibers 14:21; Deute~onomy 23:23;
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elude that man, seli'-enriched, is here n:eant.
The remaining passives have been treated previously.

Tfap«K,/qQ,/fo'lfJI

(Yi.atthew 5 :4) was treated in IV .l.y footnote 81; ~!JliPf.Pqrrq11ro{l
thew 5:6; Luke 6:20) in III.2.d and e (cf. also

')Rq8r{cravrqlL
c.

(Matthew 5:9) in IV .l.h and

11/t;p/w,

~/pqr&

(Mat-

III.J.a);

(Luke 6:23) in IV.l.v.

Righteousness of the Kingdom, Matthew 5:21-48//Luke 6:27-36
This may be taken

Luke's parallel narrative contains no passives.

to show once again Matthew's preference for· the passive voice (cf. III.
3.m).
The first passive met in Matthew's narrative is
21,27,31,33,38,43).

It was treated under

fev, comnents may be added.

R..

a.

r1 fqDlv

1PA

(verses

in V.l.d.

Here a

H. Lenski gives as the agent Moses.

It was said "by Moses.nll2 Superficially this may be true. Honever,

--

vlnen consulting Schmoller I s HancUwnkordanz Zuro Griechischen Neuen Testa-

------ -

~ under the above form a somevhat startling fact becomes apparent.

This group of passages suggests a hidden activity of God.
analysis God is concealed in each of these forms.

~ is speaking,

whether Moses1 mouth is used or Isaiah's or St. Paul's.
cannot be avoided.
(JOrL).

In the last

This conclusion

In some cases God is specifically marked as agent

In others God is implied and the intermediary mentioned (.£.J).

In another a circumlocution for God's voice is used (Galatians 3:16).

2 Chronicles 5 :lh; Job 8 :21; 22:18; Psalms 89(90) :14; 90(91) :16; 102
(103):5; 106(107):9; 14h(l45):16; 147:3(14);· Joel 2:19; Isaiah 33:5;
38(31):14,25; 32:4,5,6; 35:8; 39:20.
112
Lenski, The Interpretation Ef St. Matt.liew'~ Gospel, P• 216.
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In still others the nur.rl.nous quality is obvious.

Thus, Scripture is the

voice of the living God penned by holy men moved by his Spirit. He
stands veiled in his ·word.

Mvqn:Pnf (Matthew 5:23)
The compound

was treated in V.l.kk.

~~ (Matthev1 5:24) is the only form of the

ve1·b occurring in the New Testament.
rences are of no help.
the analogy of

~ffd'/)tJTl

The Septuagint I s handful of occur-

Perhaps the onzy way to view this verb is on
in Luke 18:13.

Blass-Debrunner-Funk take up

this kind of passive as permissive in nature, "allo,, oneself to be. 11 ll3
The passive idea is then found in the context.

What is recalled to

memory at the altar is the causal agent that brings about the reconcilinc activity.

Though not explicitly stated, the providential hand of

God is present in such action even though the verb itself is not a circwnlocution for the divine name or divine activity.
.

/

~lqfJrptfJ

(Matthev, 5:25; ~ ' Matthew 5:29) was treated previous-

ly in III.2.f.
The remaining three passives are self-explanatory.
(Matthew

5:32) is to be understood as caused

Mo4XwPqv41

by the action of man.

man makes the woman to be adulterous by his release of her.

piiap:. of the same verse implies the woman who
~pclJqvd( (Matthew 5:40) implies the judgment

The

>fl.«11,,fu'-

is released by the man.
given by the court.

In

none of these is the verb a veiling of the divine name or a concealing
of divine activity.

ll3Blass-Debrunner-Funk, ~·

ill•,

p. 16.5 (paragraph 314).
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d.

Trusting and Serving God Alone., Matthew 6:19-34//Luke 12:22-34
Two passi ves occur in these narratives in exact parallelism. 'The

first inM/JlV/JV (Matthev1 6:30; Luke 12:28). Though -

often

conceals the divine name and activity (cf. c above), no such implication is intended in this case. Here the simple activity of men supplying fuel for the stove is in mind.
The second passive, l{i20t[TE<2ql[l&' (Matthew 6:33; Luke 12:31), was
treated in IV.J.a.
e • On Judging, Matthew 7: 1-6//Luke 6: 36-42
In Matthe"1 7:1,2 the passive o:f i){?l(llJ occurs three times. ~
is used in the New Testament of a God who judges, 114 and of Christ as
11
judge. 5 The New Testament. well establishes t~e divinity of the God
who judges.

a

The Septuagint supplies solid substructure for this idea.
116
God judges.
Thus the numinous quality of these passives somewhat

recedes as the Judge of all the earth is made manifest. Luke 6:37 in

ll4Luke 19:22 (parable); Acts 7:7; 17:31; Romans 2:16; 3:4,6; 1
Corinthians 5:13; Hebrews 10:30; 13:·4; 1 Peter 1:17; Revelation 6:10;
16:5; 18:8,20; 19:2.
115
John 5:30; 8:26; 1 Corinthians li:32; 2 Timotby 4:1.
116
Genesis 15:14; 18:25; 30:6; Judges 11:27; 1 Kingdoms 2:10; 25:
39; 2 Kingdoms 18:19,31; 3 Kingdoms 8:32; 1 Chronicles 16:33; 2 Chronicles 6:23; 20:12; Job 7:18; 8:3; 10:2; 27:2; Psalms 7:8; 9:4,8; 50(51):
4; 57(58):11; 66(67):4; 95(96):10,13;97(98):9; 109(110):6; 134(135):lh;
Proverbs 22:23; 23:11; Ecclesiastes 3:17; Micah 4:3; Isaiah 2:4; 11:3,
4; 51:22; Jeremiah 2:9,35; 11:20; 27(50):34; 28(51):36; 32(25):31;
Lamentations 3:59; Ezeldel 7:8; 11:10,11; 18.: 30; 20:36; 24:lh; 33:20;
34:22; 35:11; 36:19; 29:22. God is also appealed to as Judge; Genesis
16:5; 31:53; Exodus 5:21· 2 Chronicles 24:22; Job 22:13· Psalms 5:10; 7:
8; 9:19; 25(26):1; 34(35):24; 42(43):l; 53(54):l; 81(82~:8; 93(94):2.

1.57
t\ll'n uses the passive J(::fu;!g(l<aurlJ[j:r.L. which was shown to veil the divine
name and activity (cf. V.1.1).

JJik.~

(Matthew 7:2) was also

shown to be cryptic for the divine name and action of God (cf. IV.J.a).
It is therefore quite easily seen that God per100ates each of these passives.

11

Do not judge, and God will not judge you.

God will judge you.

The measure you give out, God will give out to you."

Luke, however, adds a phrase using the passive of
Cf• III.1.i).

11

J.mJ/w (Luke

6:37.

The Septuagint gives no background for the New Testarent

use of the word.
shed some

The v,ay you judge,

-In the New Testament there are a few passages that·

divine 11 light on the verb. 117 With this scant ~ght shed

upon the word another fact must not be overlooked.

The context itself

has been shown above to yield one divinely veiled passive after another.
They may be said to rub off their quality on «uojtfw.
between«izr~&ka. and

The similarity

~JJ1- ~lso aids in viewing the verb

as concealing

divine activity (cf. III.J.d).
With regard to the three participles in Luke 6:38, this much may
They are governed by $t.6q;otX[l, a verb which, as has been shown,
often indicates God•s· veiled hand at work in the activities of men. 118

be said.

God gives, and the participles tell his manner of giving.

This is said

because the first, 1ll7({£rt;Ufvolf, is used only here in the New Testament
and not at all in the canonical Septuagint.

The second,

([t.~v.p{r,v,

has been shown to be colored by divine activity, however, of a zoore
catastrophic natu:t;'e (cf. V.l.z).

The third,

UfC¥2£Kxuv6µi.vov,

is also

117Matthew 18:27 (parable); Luke 2:29; .8:38; 13:12; 14:4.
118
cf. III.3 n• .57; also IV.l.j,o; for the third person plural
cf. rv .l.x.
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only used here in the New Testament.

In the Septuagint it is used in

Joel 2 :24 of God who blesses man so that his winevats overflow.
all is considered, the verse points to the Giver-God.

When

'Avnptrp9Bqnrac

with which the verse closes is used only here in the New Testament.
is not found in the Septuagint.

It

It is a more forceful ·way of stating

Matthew 7:2.
One 1•1ord remains.

It is lfd+V]p.r<ff'pfl!Qf, in Luke 6:40.

This woi:d

is used in the New Testament as applying to the direct activity of
God.

11
9

It is so used also in the Septuagint. 120 It is thus God who

fits out his followers to be as their Teacher, the Christ.
the passive voice conceals the work of God:

Once again,

t1But everyone, when God

has fitted him out, shall be as his Teacher. 11
f.

On Asking of God, Matthev1 7:7-12//Luke 11:9-13
The passives in these accounts were treated in IV.l.o.

g.

On Doing Righteousness, Matthew 7:13-27//Luke 6:43-49
liatthew 7:24-27 and parallel, Luke 6:46-49, were treated previously

in IV. 2. a. 'EKK£llTU<!C£ (Ma tthe1•; 7: 19) was also treated previously ·in V•
l.a.

~ was also treated previously in III.2.f (cf. especially

~ , IV.2.b).
The remaining passive is Tff/,Rt.ppht} (Matthew 7 :14) •

It is a des-

1191,I atthew 21:16; (Psalm 8 :2); Hebrews 10:5 (Psalm 39[40] =6 not in
the Hebrew); 11:3; 13:21; l Peter 5:10.
120Exodus 15:7; Psalms 17(18):33; 28(29):9; 68(69):9, 28 ; 73 <74 ):
16; 79(80) :15.
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cri.ptive element in the narrative and is or" ll ttle significance.

h.

1-Iessa ge from John the Baptist, l\~atthew 11:2-30//Luke 7:18-)5,· lO·.
12-16, 21-22
The following passives have been t~ated previously.

(llatthew 11:4,25; Luke 7:2 2, also 10:27,28) and

'Auoq.)(IJ£L';:..

Irtl(lEVOe~[E~

22) ·w ere treated in the chapter on Form and Function;

(Luke 7:

l{f/J/J/Jr!Gwc
r
~

(Matthew 11:S; Luke 7: 22) in III.1.k; 1.~f~oVC,tC (Matthew 11:5; Luke
7:22; 10:20,26;
(Luke 7:27) in

J.ff(,!Isil- Matthew 11:ll) in III.J..h, IV .l.i;
Dl.3.f; J~..q_ (Luke 10:15) in rv.l.bb.

The following passives are self-explanatory.

Mq 'I.I!.('!~~

(Matthew 11:6; Luke 7:23) is explained by the preposition
agent of the passive. 121

lli¥2l~

(Matthew 11: 27; Luke 10:22), and

'E8,Kettk9lj

position

f.1..

used as

Wr4ll(<>I/. (1-iatthew 11:7; Luke 7:24),

are e:;,.-plained by the preposition
agency.

flf'lQiil

Jd. as

pi/. (.k,aa[Bf'lrEf..

(Luke 7:30)

the normal ·way of expressing

(Matthew 11:19; Luke 7:35) is explained by the pre-

t.mJ. used as agent of the passive. 122 B<,&lrTlg:B/va~

(Luke · 7:

29) is explained by its cognate object qualified by the genitive
1

lwill)(QU.•

'£Utvq99([4y

(Luke 10:13) is a deponent passive "where a real

passive meaning is at best a possibility.

1112

3

Four passives remain that have not been previously explained.
first is

~JI}{{ovr,t.(

(Matthew 11:S; Luke 7:22).

The

~n the New Testament

the active voice is used once with God as the subject (Revelation 10:7).

121Blass-Debrunner-Funk, ~·

ill•,

pp. 117-118 (paragraph 219[:J,]).

122 Ibid., p. 113 (paragraph 210(2}).
123Ib"d
_J._., p. 42 (paragraph 78).
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All other examples in the :Hew Testament understand some intermediarJ
human or divine.

The word in the Septuagint is always used of a good

report, , 1hich is sometimes the Gospel, always delivered by man.
present passage the word is virtually self-explanatory.

In the

The Gospel is

preached by Ch rist principally and his company of disciples generally.
The second passive is

qµ.t/1£1lp/lflJ1L (tli atthe,·1

ll:8; Luke 7·:25).

Septuagint offers no help w:i.. th regard to- this word.

Tre

In the Hew Testa-

merit it is used in Matthew 6: 30 of God who clothes the fields with
grass.

'%hen analogus examples are com.vared

..,.

/

llf~..Jl.lfl/lELloll

)

(Jv8iSQJ1ft1orh

TY .l.h and q

'

which have been shown to veil divine activity it be-

comes· obvious that this word may possibly tell the reader that God
clothes all men as he sees fit.
The third passive i s ~ (Matthew 11:28).

Besides this

passage it is used only in the New Testament in Luke 11:46. However,
Luke 11:46 is the key to its understanding.

There it is pointed out

that the Scribes bind burdens upon men that they themselves do not and
cannot carry.
God.

Those who are burdened are not so because of the hand of

It is the visible hand of man, who has weighed down his brother.

It is Jesus who wishes to relieve this visible weight.

The Septuagint

contributes nothing in the way of understanding this verb.
The fourth and final passive i s ~ found in some texts
(Aleph,C,k,~) only in Matthew 11:23 and Luke 10:15.
main it too shows the veiled h.a nd of God.

If allowed to re-

The Septuagint uses the word

very plain'.cy of God 1 s destructive power in the downfall of Babylon
(Jeremiah 28(51):40), of his thrusting of Tyre down to the Pit (Ezeldel

26:20; 28:8), and his casting Pharoah down to Sheol (cf. Ezekiel 32:18).

161
~·.rith this background from the Septuagint the passive form mentioned
above (if allowed to remain) i mplies divine agency.

Should the fonn be

rejected and J!d.Tli~ be accepted, the accepted form might be termed
11

medio-passive.11124

i.

Courage and Faith, Mat thev, 10: 24-33//Luke 12:1-12
The first passive occurring in common ' to both Evangelists is

IHu,n

I

O

·

I

~µ~ (Matthew 10:26; Luke 12:2 <l«Jl/l{EKq1...u.µµEV1JV).

In the New

Testament all other occurrences of this word point in the direction of
human activity.
human

.... · · ty •
ac1.11v1

All the Septuagint examples, more in number, are purely

125

<c"
/JI
,h.,UI/Jl'4llJ.TflW)

which occurs in the New Tes tament only

in the present Lukan narrative, is used some eighteen t:iJlles in the Septuagint; all the examples point to human activity, sometimes to human
activity at its worst.
(Ezekiel 12:6).

One case only may be linked with the divine

One may thus conclude that this is a case· where the

passive voice conceals the nefa rious works of evil men as Luke's narrative itseli' indicates.

This conclusion is the same as that of A.H.

M'Neile, although his conclusion is subjectively attainect. 126
If it is man who conceals his evil works in the first passive, it

is God who eventually uncovers the:m as the nex:J; passive shows

(J,g4Ki1)µpf),{-

12
4Robertson, 2.E• S:i!!•, p. 819.
12
5Genesis 7:19; Exodus 8:6(2); 10:5,15; 14:28; 15:5 and especial'.cy"
verse 10; 16:13; 24:13,16; 40:34; Leviticus 16:13; Numbers 9:15,16; 16:
33; Joshua 24:7; Job 36:30,32; Psalms 68(69):7; 77(78):33; 79(80):10;
84(85) :2; 105(106) :11,17; Hosea 2:9(11); Habakkuk 3:3; Ezekiel 16:8;
30:18; 32:7; Daniel 12:4.
126
Alan Hugh M'Neile, The Gospel According!£~. Matthew (London:
Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 1957), p. llJ.i.
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SiHrl..L Matthew 10: 26; Luke 12: 2).

In the New Testament this verb is
used plainly to depict a direct action of God. 127 It is also used in
the same manner in the Septuagint. 128 Obviouszy then, this passive

veils t.ite divine name and the divine activity connected with it. This
may also be said or its companion verb

'l:lpif}µqp{vd<

r,Pefnr"' .129

(Matthew 10:30; Luke 12 :7

4Pf.i.µqr&e) is another case

of the divine. action veiled by the passive. Since this verb is used
only in these narrati~es and in Revelation 7:9 the New Testament evidence alone is not sufficient to support such a conclusion. It is when
the Septuagint is consulted that the divine element becomes apparent.
In the Septuagint this verb is often linked with the divine.l30 At
times it comes to be used for a divine command. 131 FinalJ.¥, God himself is actually portrayed as the Numberer. 132 This passive, then,
lends a touch of endearing beauty to the naITative.

"Yes, little flock,

it is indeed God who has numbered the very hairs of your head. 11 Though

1271,ratthew 11:25,27//Luke 10:21,22; Matthew 16:17; Luke 17:30
(taken as middle); Romans 1:17,16 (same either as middle or passive);
1 Corinthians 2:10; Galatians 1:16; Philippians 3:15.
128
Numbers 22:31; 1 Kingdoms 3:7,21; 9:15; 2 Kingdoms 7:27; Psal.m.s
97(98):2; 118(119):18; Amos 3:7; Isaiah 3:17; Lamentations 4:22; Theodotion Daniel 2:22,28,29,47; there are also those Septuagint references
where the word's action is predicated directly to God though not in the ·
usual sense of reveal, Job 12:22; Ps~lm 28(29):9; Hosea 2:10(12); Micah
1:6; Numbers 3:5; Isaiah 52:10; Jeremiah 13:26; Ezekiel 13:14; 16:37.
129:raatthew 10:26; Luke 12:2; cf. III.J.a where it was treated.
130aenesis 13:16; 15:5; 16:10; 32:13(13); Leviticus 23:15.
13
1r~wnbers 3: 15., 16; 2 Kingdoms 24: 1.
132
Job 14:16; 28:26; 39:2 implies only God can Providentiall:y
number; Psalm 146(147) :4.
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this could be logically deduced, since hardly a soul would count or be
capable of counting all the hairs of another's head, it is the Old Testamnt backg round which supplies the decisive evidence for this interpretation.

'fzgj.I}ip.p/,aw
activity.

(Luke 12:6) is also a veil for the divine name qnd

It occurs once in the New Testament of God who does not for-

get his own (Hebrews 6:10).

Although in the ' Old Testament God is some-

times spoken of as forgetting his people because of their evil ways,
yet there are places where the Septuagint speaks of God as one who does
not forget his own. 1 33

So also in this phrase with the help of the

Septuagint the tender touch is added that God, who forgets not the
sparrow, will not forget his own.
also be noted.

The phrase

lv@mav IJi1. j}.EJJ.i_

should

It indicates or implies agency (cf. Luke 15:10; Acts

10:31; Romans 3:2; Revelatio~ 16:19).
The remaining passives have been treated previously or are selfexplanatory.

~fdq.~ (Matthew 10:26,28,31; Luke · 12:4,5) was

in the chapter on Form and Function;
III.J.a (cf. other

JF

compounds).

is sell-explanatory together vlith

Kl}fU'/t9?tfETdt

(Luke 12:3).

llll<f1Jt'rt//ft<({tull

Tfw.fJ&<

treated

(Luke 12:1) in

(Matthew 10:29; Luke 12:6)

r1Kourr/kfuo11

(Luke 12:3) and

They imply a human agency.

~mpvqg4dETdt

is easily explained in this case by its parallel in Matthew 10:33 where
the active simplex is used of Jesus himself.

Theologically speaking,

the veiled ~gency here is that of Jesus.

l33neuteronoiey" 4:31; Psalm 9:12; Amos 8:7;- Isaiah 44:21; 49:15;
Jeremiah 27(50) :5·.
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j•

Taking Up One's Cross, Matthew 10:34-39//Luke 12:49-53
The Matthew narrative uses no passives.

that the passives are found.

It is in the Lukan account

The first i s ~ (Luke 12:49).

To

kindle fire in the world has always been God I s prerogative in the Old
Testament.

The Septuagint demonstrates this by using

J.v/mw of God as

kindling his fires of judgment and wrath upon the earth. 134 Therefore,
this passive veils the divine name and activity of God.
Jesus s_a ys,

111.'!ould

To paraphrase,

that God had already kindled the fire. 11

The p a s s i v e ~ (Luke 12:50) may be explained by parallel
analogy to

~~.

judgment and ,'lrath.

God will baptize the Christ with his fire of
The Septuagint does not aid in the use of this pas-

sive nor for that matter, does the New Testament.

As shovin in h above,

the cogri.ate noun does much to qualify and limit the passive verb.
specifies the content of the

fJ}m~ and

t

It

shows it to be of divine

making.
The remaining passives were treated before or are self-explanatory.

Y,,/m~ij_

(Luke 12:50) was treated in v.1.hh.

iudpqll(l<o:pfroc

(Luke 12:

52) and ~Jlf/lld"()t/1£'2VUl (Luke 12:53) though identified in V.1.1 as
satanic action is here purely divine.
of the noun

Jbt)Jy'?Ldp{'l

It is self-explanatory by virtue

(Luke 12:.51) which Jesus states as the purpose

for being present on this earth.

Thus, Jesus himself stands behind

each passive.

l34Psalms 17(18):8; 77(78):21; Amos 1:14; Malachi 4:1(3:19);
Jeremiah 11:16; 17:27; 21:12,14; · 27~.50):32; Lamentation 2:3; 4:11;
Ezekiel 21:47(21:3).
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k.

The Rebuke of t he Pharisees, Matthew 23:23-28//Luke ll:37-44
Two passi ves occur in these accounts.

(Matthey; 23:27) is seJ_f-explanatory.
second,

Human agency is implied. The

J./ja7(7t~!J'r

(Luke 11:38) is se)!-explanatory also on the basis
of its permissive quality. 135
1.

The Rebuke of the Scribes, r.!atthew 23:29-36//Luke 11:45-54
The Matthean passage contains no new passives.

~p.1.&./p._

In Luke 11:45

was treated in the chapter on Form and Function;

EKXllll~

(Matthew 23:35; Luke 11:50) in V .l.jj and its sense there may be applied
here.

The remaining passives a r e ~ (Luke 11:50) and

(Luke ll:51).

u~q1q9,dl&,l(

The New Testament offers no help with regard to the pas-

sive use of this verb.

In all passages but this one it is always pre-

dicated of man as his activity.
passages the same is true.

In the vast majority of Septuagint

Nevertheless, there are those passages

which shov1 God as the searcher for his own, whether it is their blood
or their lost condition. 136 Thus, it may again b~ stated that behind
these passives stands the living God.

m. Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Matthew 23:37-39//Luke 13:31-35
The four passives found in these narratives have been treated

l35Turner, .2E• ~ . , III, 57.
l36Genesis 9:5; DeuteronoiqY' 23:21(22); 1 Kingdoms 20:16; Psalms
30(31):23; 43(114):20; Micah 6:8; Joel 3(4):21; Ezekiel 3:18,20; 33:6,8;
34:10,11,12,16.
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before.

~ri!}µ/v()II/-

2.d; ~l~VJcl(

~f}-P/V{Jf.

(}lia·tt hew 23:37; Luke 13:34) was treated in III.

(Matthev, 23:38; Luke 13:35) in IV.3.g and V.l.gg;

J(o/uvOfrn{:-

(Matthew 23:39; Luke 13:35) in V.l.z.

(Luke

13:32) was treated in the chapter on Form and l<, unction.

4.
a•

Common to Matthew and Mark

J esus 1 Cust om of Speaking in Parables, Matthew 31:34-35//Mark
4:33-3h
The Markan narrative cont ains no passives.

Matthean narrative were t r e~ted previouszy.

Those passives in the

'1JM.. ~,j'zl ~

(Matthew 13:35) wa s treat ed in III.3.a and V.l.d; Kf'K.pup.p/114 (1{atthew
13:35) in IV.l.b.
b.

Eating with Unwashed Hands, Matthew 15:1-?.0//Mark 7:1-23
Certain pass ives have been treated previouszy.

>Aa:oK,1?<&~

0.fatthew 15 :3,13,15 ) was treated in the chapter on Form and Function;

fofldEict.L

(Mark 7:6) in IV .3.f .

Cer tain other passives a r e self-explanatory.

'~9fq,."'f:.

15:6; Mark 7:12) may be explained by the preposition

(Matthev,

ff used 1·1ith it

as stating agency, 137 if in fact the verb is not itself deponent.
divine activi~y is suggested.

't.<1f<d.vixt,/fa:f)qd"&

No

(Matthew 15:12) has

Christ's word implied as the agency, 1tThey were offended by it ( the
word spoken)."
The final passive,

lx,a,{w9'fl[f"C4l

l37Robertson, ~· .£t!?_., p. 534.

(Matthew 15:13), is connected

167
in Matthew 13:29 with the Lord 's judgment and in Luke 17:6 with the
Lord's command.

In the Septuagint the 'Vlord is used t,,ice as God 1 s ;-:or d

1 8
of judgment. 3

In the present passage the verse itseli' vividly im-

plies God as acting in Judgment.
judgment.
c.

1', 'hat he has not planted, he roots out in

Thus, a gain, the passive veils God's name and his activity.

Concerning Divorce, h!atthew 19:3-12//M.ark 10:2-12
All passives have been previously explained or are self-explanatory.

~~ (Matthew 19: 4 ; lJark 10:3) was treated in the chapter on Form
and Function.

!Ji~

(Matthew 19:11) was treated in III.3 footnote 57

and also IV .l.j and o; ~~ in V.l.jj.
19:9) implies

11 by

'Ago,f~/<.!pfvqv (llatthe",

a Ir.an 11 and is thus sell-explanatory.

>[ul{l)c.t/t:Pt,((dll

(:Matthew 19:12) is self-explanatory by its use with the preposition
One final comment rr'2.Y· be added· to

K.Oj/..~t.J.eL

U•

(}fatthe"\'t 19:5; Mark 10:

8) which v1as treated in IV .1.w. 1.'i"hether taken as passive denoting God's
act or middle as denoting man's act of joining or being joined in marriage, still God has joined the couple. 139 Marriage is frightfully
binding no matter how one may view it.
d.

The Ambition of James and John, Matthew 20:20-28//Mark 10:35-45
In the Matthean narrative three passives occur.

The first,

«zclll{~ (Matthew 20:22), was treated in the chapter on Form and
l38rn Zephaniah 2:L., the Greek Future Indicative Passive is used
for the Hebrew Piel. This fact should be noted closely. The Piel,
which is obviously not used in a passive sense in this passage, is
translated in the Septuagint by a passive voice; Jeremiah 1:10.
l39cr. Matthew 19:6; Mark 10:9, l_

4 ([vvfpupfl•
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Function.

The second,

preposit ional phrase
(1fark 10:40).

4-nuµ~

(r:Iatthew 20:23), is explained by the

.IUiiJ.. nil .mo/d..% not

found in the lft. arkan narrative

The thir d pa ssive, ~ l ! d t (Matthew 20:28; also

Mark 10:45), has the idea of "by others" implied and is thus self- .
explanatory.
In t he 11arkan narr ative a group of passives occur,

/J..airad"OijVdl.,

rAaur/:;p,.11,
,-·

both in verse 38 and Bd[rrt.trp,/tflf[.if in verse 39.

The

J

Septuagint is of no help in establishing the coloring of the passive
use of t his verb and the New Testament also helps very little.

Never

is God s hown as the one Tiho baptizes in the Septuagint or the New Testar;,. ent.

Here, however, the baptism must be clarified.

It is not the

TJater-baptism that Jesus had experienced a few years prior to this.
Rather, this baptism, like the cup (Mark 10:38), is metaphorical for the
sufferings and eventual death of the Suffering Servant.

If this is the

meaning of baptism here, then it is clear that it is God who baptizes
his Servant with the sufferings and death administered to him by wicked
Jews and evil Romans.

It may be sUill!.'.arized in this way;

By this cup Jesus refer s to the bitter cont ents of suffering
(John 18:11; Matt. 26:39, 42; Mark 14:36), and to drink means
to accept and to endure the bitter suffering. Mark adds the
second part of the question: 11or to be baptized with the
baptism with which I am being baptized? 11 We have passives
· whereas in the first part we had active verbs. The actives
bring out the thought that the suffering is willingly, voluntarily assumed and endured; the passives that it is laid upon
the sufferer by God.140
.
Qod stands behind these passives, not so much in name as in providential
activity.

140Lenski, ~

Interpretation of St.

~·~ Gosnel,

p.

457.
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e.

The Question About the Great Commandment, Matthew 22:34-40// .itark
12:28-34
Two passives occur in these acco unts, both of which have been

treated previously.

~~ (Matthe11 22:34) was treated in III.

3.i (cf . other compounds of

mF as iTl{Ql)vlp-, III.J.a).

'Ao&Kjl!Pr,_

(Mark 12:28,29,34) was treated in the chapter on Form and Function.
f•

The Anointing of Jesus, lia tthev, 26 :6-13//Mark 14: 3-9
Four identical passives are used in these narratives.

Three of

t.11.e four are self-explanato!"J and do not imply any veiling of the divine

Jipa/)qtML

name or divine activity.
11

idea

by someone 11 implied.

(Matthew 26:9; Mark 14:5) has the

The same is true· of

13; Mark 14:9) as was seen in· V.3.i (cf. also
Those implied agents of

Kqp<Jj(/Jj/.

11.qpux~ij

(Matthev1 26:

~;£/<1w,4C

in V.3.h).

are the anonymous spokesm~n :iJllplied

i n ~ (Matthew 26:13; Mark 14:9).

4aBqV4(

(Matthev1 26:9;

Bark 14:5) was treated in III.3, footnote 57, and IV.l.j and o.

Some

might be inclined to believe that only anonymous agents are implied here
also.

This would be true if the word were not so laden with divine con-

tent as the references above show.
mately from God.
g.

The good gift always comes ulti-

How he bestows it is a matter of his own divine mercy.

The Appearance in Galilee and the Commission, Matthew 28:16-20//
rfiark 16:14-18
The seven passives occurring in these narratives have been treated

previously.

'f..ffo,PeJBqfa'(

(Matthew 28:16,19; Mark 16:15) was treated in

the chapter on Form and Function.

'£$/Bq

(Matthew 28:18) was treated in
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III.3, footnote 57, and IV.l.j and o;
a;

1awJHWL

(Mark 16:16)

16) ind above ar.<l IV.3.h and j.
of

in IV.J.

o:wPr{arou (Mark 16:16) in III.
in V.l.nn; jltTO?claf (;.!ark l6:

( Ma rk 16:lL~) in III.1.h;

3.g; and 15,r;frotKpl~YJ<O.Te!<

~ as

lf;4 , a ~ (Mark 16:J.li.)

It might be add~d that the passive of

~J#'µ.pot<-. and J([Jffrrtftu generally imply a human aeency

even though the command to baptize and preach may have divine origin.

5.
a.

Peculiar to Luke

Luke's Preface , Luke 1:1-4
'l'\'lo passives are found in this narrative.
1

flt:JJ>lllWV

(verse 1).

The first is

lllll),,pQfe.-

It is used once in the Septuagint, but the Sep-

tuagint evidence is of no help in the interpretation of the present passage.

In the Nevi 'l'estament i ·t is used six times.

In none of the examples

is the action traced directly to God • . In two of the six New Testazoont
passages it is used in a purely human injunction (Romans 14:5; 2 Timothy

4:5).

In the remaining examples (Romans 4:21; Colossians 4:12; 2 Timothy

4:17) one may easily perceive a numin~us glow.
course is the analogy which this verb has to

Perhaps the best re-

ir/J;pfw

(III.J.a).

In this

passage, then, God has borne to the full, to completion or accomplishment, the sacred works of our salvation.141 The passive again veils the
work of God.

!<Grqx,fl},,_c

(verse

4),

though_ not found in the Sep~uagint, is used

seven times in the New Testament.

In the New Testament it is always

141 As

much as the action of -lnA!,,, is ascribed to God, so also is
Thus this compound is highly colored by divine working • .

-·

.Cf.• Romans 9:22; Hebrews l~Peter 1:17,21.
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used of instruction given to one man by another.

The :personal element

is sometimes strong (1 Corinthians 11.1:19; Galatians 6:6).

B<J use of this

~assive in his Preface, St. Luke is laying his claim upon T'neophilus as
his pup1.·1.
b.

'The pure1y d ivine e1ement is missing.

The Annunciation of the Birth of John, Luke

1:5-25

Of the ten passive forms used in this narrative, only one has not
been exr,la1.·
ned prev1.·ously.
·;:,
•

1
-...
·
or~ verse 17 • R• C• H••
J.v 1.s Koffria'.c-< EQQ!d}J,Vfil/

Lenski s ays of this verb, llThe agent in this passive participle is John,
viho is also the subject of · the t wo infinitives because he is the subject
of the main verb. 11 11.~ 2 Though this statement is true, it fails to observe
t he important divine activity veiled in the verb.

God sends John his

messenger to prepare the Y1ay of the Christ (Matthew 11:10). Actually,
the Preparer, John, is the instrument of the Divine Preparer. Behind
John's work stands the living God.

The blanket statement of Hebrews 3:4

(vihich uses this verb) shows God as the invincible omnipotent God.

Vir-

tually every New Testament use of this verb has God standing behind it,
although another person may be the immediate actor by the command of
God.(l Peter 3:20; Hebrews 11:7).

The Septuagint. gives three good ex-

amples of this verb with God as subject.
prepared (built) the ends of the earth.

In Isaiah 40:28 it is God who
In Isaia..~ 43:7 it is God who

prepa~ed (created) individuals; and in Isaiah 45:7 it is he who prepared
(created) light.
verb X 1 ;>.

In all three passages the verb translates the Hebrew

Thus, in the present passage the verb may ba said to veil

TT

142Lenski, T'ne Interpretation .£! ~. ~,~ 9..2,spel, P• 51.
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a divine act in the person of John.
The othe r pa s s i ves have been treated previously.

mird;/).q- (verse

11) was treated in V.l.u;
(verse 13) in V.2.e;

i(~<i;it-

(verses 15,23) in V.l.e;

(verse 20) in III.3.a; and

12) in : II.3.j;

(verse 111) in IV.l.v;

W!e([(J/rpt.

tJ.,9.1/- (verse
UtfY}KaJ,dq

~rdt

(verse 19). in III.2.d;

a}t;~

JTlQKj?tPe,r:- (verse 19) in the chapter on Form

and Function.
c.

The Annunciation to lfary, Luke 1:26-38
Two passives in this narrative have not been treated previously.

T'ne first is

1a.f('f2tro1µf11IJ. (verse

28).

In the Septuagint the verb is

used on];y once in Sirach; this usage is of no consequence for the New
Testament. It is found elsewhere only in Ephesians 1:6, '\'.here God is the
subject.

j ince. all

~flJf-

i~ from God it is possible in vieTI of these

two New Testament; passages to find th~ divine name veiled in the present
passage.

11

Greetings Mary!

God has bestowed his favor upon you.

T'ne

Lord is with you.u
The second passive i s ~ ~ of verse 29 • . This coI!Ipound
form is not found in the Septuagint and is used only here in the New
It may thus be explained by its analogy to Ttlp<kt[UJ. (cf. III.

Testament.

3.j).
The remaining passives have been treated previously.
(verse 26) was treated in III.2.d;

4t,{},fcr:,-uc
11.q/Ql,pil{!J

~Mf (verse 27) ~n V.2.a;

(verses 32~35) in IV.l.h;

(verse 37) in III.l.h; and

ter on Form and Function.

air~

~Jllllml.

«uoKfU/)!lf-

(verse 35) in V.2.b;
(verse 35) in the chap-
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d.

Mary 1 s Visit to Elizabeth, Luke 1:39-56
Four of the five passi ves have been t::.·eated previously. 'f;a~

(verse 41) 1·1as treated in V.1.e;
>

d!i.,,,,,.µtJ/J/ <.111-)
~

I

~?-

(verse u2) in V.l.z;

.

(verse 39) in the chapter on Form and Function.

~ (verse 54) was treated in V.l.!lll'll.

Since the subject

of the infinitive is not expressed it is the sarae as the subject of the
sentence.

'.rhis would mean that God himself is the understood subject

of the infinitive.

One wonders if the verb itself is not deponent.

The fifth passive not treated previously may be explained by the
preposition used with it. Tfm~

Kl}~

45) is used to express agency in

used with

A4/tJµkr <verse

a secondary way ns1nce it is not God

himself who had spoken, but an angel by his commana.11 11~3 Ultimately,
it was God who spoke through his angel.

Thus, the phrase may be trans-

lated, "that there shall be an accomplishment in regard to those things
spoken to her

e.

.!?J::

the Lord."

The Birth of John, Luke 1:57-80
The following passives in this narrative have been treated pre-

'&cj,fa-AJ-

viously.

(verses 61, 76);

(verses 57,67) was treated in V.l.e;

KiJ.}lrrat

(but not IV.l.h);

(verse 61) and

~

K<J,fEL(~l

~/qP,{tr.m#

(verse 62) in III.l.h

(vers~ 64) in III.1.a and IV .l.o;

(v.erse 73) in d above ( also V.1.mm) ; a n::i

µvry'9qllr;ll.

Jzn,,iso,9£ll[oC (verse 60) under

Form and Function.

143

Blass-Debrunner-Funk, 2.E•

ill•,

p. 124 (paragraph 237(1]).
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Two verbs are new in this narrative, ~~ (v~rse 65) and
'

(l /

f'u<le.E.V'!Ji!.f- (ver se 74) .

The first is not found in the Septuagint and

is used elsewhere only in Luke 6: 11.
human discourse.

In t hese t vro passages it refers to

The passive in this passage implies as agents those

people who spr ead the viords.

The second passive,

/111-d{vr«f:.

(verse 74),

i s used wi th God as subject or agent in all New Testament passages.lli.4
The Septuagint uses the term quite readily of God the Deliverer. 145 God
is thus the veiled agent of this passive.
f.

The Birth of Jesus, Luke 2:1-7
The t hree passives used in this ~arrative were treated previously.

&}rfrrtL (verse

v.2.a and

4)

was treated in III.l.h; J,1.lJll(9t[{EtJ/Jli!J (verse 5) in

w;l)ffdJL. (verse .6) in v.1.e. ~!flpwr~<

(verses 1,3)

is treated as middle voice b°'J Blass-Debrunner-Funk.146
g.

The Angels and the Shepherds, Luke 2:8-20
Of the si x passives used in this narrative two have been treated

preViously.

>f_p;ojl,f.Oqtf«II (verse 9)

and Function.

'£r/xllr; (verse

was treated in the chapter on Form

11) was treated in V. 2. b.

The remainins

ll~4cf. especially Matthew 6:13; 27:23; Romanslll:26; 2 Corinthians
1:10; Colossians 1:13; 1 Thessalonians 1:10.
145cr. Genesis 48:16; Exodus 5:23; 6:6; 12:27; 14:30; Joshua 22:22;
Judges 6:9; 8:34; 2 Kingdoms 12:7; 22:18,44,49; 4 Kingdoms 18:32; 2
Esdras 8:32; Nehemiah 9:28; Job 5:20l 22:30; Psalms 6:4; 7:1; 16(17):
13; 17(18) Title, 17,19,43,48; 21(22J:4, 8:20; 24(25):20; 30(31):1,15;
32(33):19; Psalms passi m. Hosea 13:14; Micah 4:10; Isaiah 36:18,20; 38:
6; 44:6; 47:4; 48:17,20; Isaiah passim; Ezeld.el 13:21,23; 37:23.
l46Blass-Debrunner-Funk, 2.E•

ill·,

p. 166 (paragraph 317) •
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four are self -explanatory.
active voice i n verse 7.

1

£<!Uap..~µ~

&~fvro;_

(verse 12) is explained by the

(verse 17) and

Wt/~ (verse 20)

f1t/..'1~/vr~ (verse

refer to the thi ngs s poken by t he angels.

plained by the preposit i on ~ used v,i th it.

18) is ex-

In none of these is any

divine ac·tivi ty suggeste d.
h.

Tne Circumcision, Luke 2:21
The four pa ssi ves in this verse divide evenly.

explained. ~ vias treated in V.l.e and
The remaining t vio are self-explanatory.
p osi· t 1.on
·
c /
J.llfQ...

K,f.qR/v

Two were previous'.cy'

J.4.,/Jr;_ in III.l.h.
is explained by the pre-

>",.pp,,.,,,,.. D:::.,..J, is explained by the implied 11 by her. 11 Of
~-,.~µl!tJ...

course, behind both of these marvelous conceptions (of Jesus and of John)
is the hand of God (Luke 1:13; 1:31), but it is not apparent here.
i.

The Presentation, Luke 2:22-39
The foll01•1ing pa ssives were treated previously.

(verse 22) was treated in V.l.e;

KAIJ.r/<[ETdl

f!/24,n;µ

(verse 23) in IV.l.h; and

'f-g;/rp/Jqdii..v

(verse 23) in IV.3.f;

dl[Q/(g(~vp,IJl#tClY (verse 35) in

The following passives are self-explanatory. ~9JM1'(QJ{11Qt'

V.3.i.

(verse 26) is explained btJ the preposition
implies

11

tuci.• &t)oupfro'f- (verse

33)

by Simeon."

The three remaining passives may be explained as follows.
(verse 24) may be treated on the analogy of

~~ (IV.l.d).

W(M,Pp{rat

E.laq.n/vqv
I
I

(IV.J.£) and

·z:a

The 1'.0rd is used in enough substantial passages of

the New Testament to show that the very voice of God is meant.147

Thus,

l47John 12:50; 14:29; Acts 2:16; 13:40; Romans 4:18; Hebrews 1:13;
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God stands immediately behind this participle.
from the phrase tha·i; follows,
,J _, (l
.u.i

-

This is rather obvious

iJt. Jtip!{)l:f!J~

I

~ f l ~ (verse 27) is on the same order.

It is used only

here in the New Testa ment and is not found in the Septuagint. However,
the custom involved is of divine origin.

These two passives do not have

the bold bearing that many of the previous passives displayed. 1'Tevertheless, . God stands behind them, not so much veiled as taken for
granted.
Tne final passive

Jmftpf!et!OI/.

(verse 34) is always used in a

bad s ense in both Septuagint and New Testament.

The divine element is

absent.

j•

The Childhood at Nazareth, Luke 2:40
Tne only passive used is

k.

11:J_r;;,uul~·

It was treated in III.3.a.

The Visit to Jerusalem, Luke 2:41-50
Two of the th:ree passives have ~lready been treated~ •Ef/qqVTQ

(verse 47) was treated · in III. 2.c and f~lJ'friY (verse 48) in III.l.d.
V.Jhether a case can be made for the use of
ficult to say.

&2ur~l'{IJI (verse 48) is dif-

It is used four times in ~e New Testament.

twice in the Parable of Dives and Lazarus (Luke 16:24,25).

It is used
In this

parable it can hardly be anything other than pain inflicted or flame administered because of divine judgment; "but now, God comforts him., but
you HE pains. 11

Such an interpretation has support from the Septuagint.

Zechariah 9:5 and 12:10 suggest pain as a result of God 1 s judgment.
Lamentations 1:13 also suggests the same. Haggai 2:15(14) and the passages

4:3; 13:5.
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from Isaiah, especially Isaiah 53:4, though having no Hebrew equivalent,
suggest God's punitive and painful Judgment.

'l'he third use of this verb

in the Ne,·1 Testament is Acts 20:38. Here it seems hardly possible at
all to see judgment from God.

So like-r1ise in this narrative (Luke 2:48)

it is frought with dif ficulty to see Mary's and Joseph's pained heart
suffering in anguish because of God's judgment upon them. It is rather
a simple expression of normal grief, as in Tobit 9:4. The circwnstances
simply pained the hearts of God's handmaid and her husband.
1.

The Preaching Tour, Luke 8:1-3
The t wo passives used in this narrative were treated previously.

T,fhpct7(E~pfui.

(verse 2) was treated in III.3.c and

l<d,fQI//JtW;

(verse

2) in III.l.h.

m.

The Visit to Niartha and Mar-~, Luke- 10:38-42
Tvio of the passives in this narrative have been treated before.

~llJl{vq

(verse 39) was tre~ted in III.l.h and rP{QKf2(/)f<~ (verse 41)

in the chapter on Form and Function.

The passive l[<fMKti/kdlJEf({d.

(verse 39) needs no comment.
The remaining passive is

a_<Jri'(?dJr/fff.rca (verse

. veils the divine name and divine activity.
the verb shows this.

42).

It definitely

The New Testament usage of

In Luke 1:25 it is God who takes away Elisabeth's

reproach (cf. Septuagint, Genesis 30:23).
parable takes away the steward's uork.

In Luke 16:3 the Lord of the

In Romans 11:27 God's covenant

is established when God removes sin (cf. Septuagint, Exodus 34:7,9;
Numbers 14:18).

In Hebrews 10:4 it is admitted that the blood of bulls
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and goats cannot take av1ay sin.

In Revelation 22:19 God promises to re-

move one from access to the tree of life under certain conditions.

In

mli11erous places in the Septuagint, God is pictured as one ,,,ho takes away
from man in a multitude of ways.148 This is another case of the passive
concealing or veiling both God's name and his action.
n.

The Galileans Slain by Pilate, Luke 13:1-5
Tha only passive used in this narrative is

J,r4((2,f)glf:_

(verse 2).

It was treated in the chapter on Form and Function.
o.

The Question 1.'.hether Few Are Saved, Luke 13:22-30
The five passives in this narrative have been treated previously.

fu{lptVOf
l.h;

(verse 23) was treated in III.3.g; ~ (verse 25) in III.

~Jfgµ/rr()tt,(..

(c~.

(Jjjµ,

III.3.a) and

«¥d.K~

(b.oth of

'AKtJ/{f?tguf (verse 25) was treated in the chapter

verse 28) in III.2.b.
on Form arrl Function.

P•

The Discourse at the Table of the Chief Pharisee, Luke 14:7-14
The passives of the verb~ used in this discourse (verses 7,8,

10) do not refer to divine activity (cf. IV.l.h).

They refer to the host

of the banquet who had invited the guests (verse 9,

1.. IVJ.f/r,.4f;

d KZl5j_YJ.K4_;

verse 10,

nj; K.E.~l'].dr, ) • . Some of the other passives were
,Wr,t,'5~/)'fi.F- (verse 8) was treated in III.2.b;

verse 12,

tr~ated previously.

Tq/]{1111.10&/a:ETd.l

'

a,

d

.tJ.ipw/hfa:n:ott

I

(verse 11) in IV.l.bb. Jrot,,ul)Elf

148Genesis 31:9,16; Exodus 33:23; Numbers 11:17; 21:7; Joshua 5:8
(9); Job 1:21; 19:9; 38:15; Psalm 75(76):12; Hosea 2:9(11); Isaiah 1:
25; 5:5; 6:7; 9:14; 25:8; Ezekiel 21:26(31); 36:26.
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(verse 10) was treated in the chapter on Form and Function.
One passi ve remains~

It i s ~ (verse 14).

passage is quite similar to Proverbs 19:17.

T'ne

The New Testament passages

v,hich use this word indicate that again the passive is veiling the divine
name and divine activit,y. lL.9
Septuagi nt.J..50

This conclusion is substantiated by the

The passive voice veils God I s name;

11 For

God shall reV1ard

you in the resurrection of the just. u
G.•

Concerning the Law and the Kingdom, Luke 16:14-18

f.tim.~ (verse 16)

Two passives occur in this discourse.
was treated in V.3.h.

~/E/JJ- (verse 18) way be explained by the

preposition~ used with it as expressing agency.
r.

1.51

The Coming of the Kingdom:, Luke 17:20-37

All the passives used in this discourse have been treated pre-

.Ill.5f?Ml//},f<f.. (verse 20), v1hich is self-explanatory
since waf... is used with it. >A®cl"t<i.Jl«¢!Jqv& (verse 25) was treated in
V.l.s; ~~t (verse 30) in V.3.i; ddfr4bJf?R/au< and if/t0¢

viously except one,

.EidL of verse

35 in IV.3.g; and .lirar..JJ.Ji£A~P,fc4 vr4,l in III.3.a.

149 cf. Romans 12:19; cf. Deuteronomy
Thessalonians 1:6.

32:35; Hebrews 10:30; 2

l501eviticus 18:25; Deu·lieronomy 32:43; Judges 1:7; 2 Kingdoms 3:
39; 22:21; 3 Kingdoms 3:1(2:41~)· 4 Kingdoms 9:26; Psalms 17(18):20,24;
30(31):23; 102(103):10; 118(119):17; 141(142):7; Proverbs 25:22; Hosea
4:9; 12: 2(3); 14(15); Joel 2:25; 3(4) :1,., 7; Zechariah 9:12; Isaiah 35:4;
59:18; 63:7; 6.5:6; Jeremiah 16:18; 28(.51):6,24,56.
l5lBlass-Debrunner-Funk, 2.:e~

.£11•,

p. 113 (paragraph 210(2]).
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s.

Zacchaeus the Publican, Luke 19:1-10
Two passives occur in this narrative.

treated in III.l.h.
of

lGrr.;p.1-

t.

'lr0 8E.4:,.

~Pa6p.igo/ (verse 2) was

(verse 8) is the aorist passive participle

used intransitively.

Jesus' Appearance in Jerusalem, Luke 24:36-49
All the passives in this discourse have been treated previously.

~ F - (verse 37) was treated in V.l.gg; ~ (irerse 37)
- ~ ~ l (verse 44) in III.3.a; .t.afJJiP.Pl'w, (verse 44) and
~
(verse 46) in IV.3.f; ~~ (verse 47) in V.l.gg; and

in III.3.j;

,

p.JIU'f771(.

lvS~Q~~~

,m

(verse 49) in IV.l.h.
6.

a.

Comm.on to Mark and Luke

The Walk to Enur.aus, Mark 16:12-13i/Luke 24:13-35
The only passive found in the Markan narrative is

12).

Ef«Vfflfi4

(16:

It was treated in IV.3.a.

>blpirouvn,

(Luke 24:16) has not been treated before. Perhaps not

too good a case can be made for this as a divine passive •. However, what
eVidence there is may be cited.

In several places in the New Testament

Christ takes physical hold upon people. 152 Perhaps this may seem trivial.
Yet, in the Septuagint four passages occur where God lays hold on persons .153 With this data in mind it is .possible to conceive of this as

15 2Matthew 9:25//Mark 5:41//Luke 8:54; Mark 1:21; 9:27.
l53rsaiah 46:13; 42:6; 45:1; Jeremiah 20:7.
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a divine passive v eiling the divine name and divine activity.
ity,

11

In real-

God held their eyes so that they did not recognize hira. 11
i.'•l.
i-· th x.p!µIf.JJIEI/Ollf~!}
I
(Luke 24:3?)., used only here in the New Testa-

ment, one may see again t he providential hand of God at work.

In l

Chro nicles 16:35 God is asked to gather his ov,n people.

In Jerenrl.ah

18: 21 God is asked to gather the wicked for the sword.

In Ezekiel 36:

24 God promises to gather his ovin from among the nations.

Though this

passive does not really conceal the divine name, it nevertheless has a
numinous glow about it.

This passive plus all ~passives in the New

Testament give a ca st to the ngathering of men" in the New Testament as
divinely euided and even caused.

>£~
·with it.

(Luke 24:35) is best explained by the preposition

lit. used

He ,•,as known in or by the breaking of breaa. 154

The remaining passives ~-ere treated previously.
24:17) was trea·ted in V.1.1;

~~

fklTatt<},f)q,ut

>wlDqit (Luke

(Luke 24:30) in III.2.b;

(Luke 24:31; cf . ~ ~ verse 32; also Luke 24:45) in

III.l.d; ~~ (Luke 24:34) in III.l.h; ~ (Luke 24:34) in V.l.u.

~
b.

(Luke 24:18) was treated in the chapter on Form and Function.

The A.scension, Mark 16:19-20//Luke 24:50-53
The only passive used in these two narratives is

16:19).

htj,/,,/)q

(Mark

Although this verb is used a number of times in the New Testa-

ment, the New Testament references do not throw any light on its use in
the passive voice.

One may assu:rre that God took up the Christ.

In the

l54Blass-Debrunner-Funk, .2£• cit., p. 4 (paragraph 4(3)); P• 104
(paragraph 195); pp. ll7f. (paragraph 219).
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Septuagint some examples of this verb occur Vihich help to :make that
assumption .a valid one.

There is the ascent of Elijah (which parallels

t.riis narrative 4 Kingdoms 2:11
divine element.

~

<
pir;J

that brings out clearly the

Ezekiel is quite often taken up and moved from one

place to another by the Spirit. 1~5 God took up his people on eagle v;ings
(Exodus 19:4).

And so there are w2ny other passages disclosing the fact
that God takes up the states of various people. 1' 6 Though the latter
examples show a somewhat limi. ted parallel to Mark 16:19, yet the overall
impression is that. God works through this word. Again, this ;;ord is a
passive veiling the name and activity of God.

lS5Ezekiel 2:2; 3:12,14; 8:3; 11:1,24; 43:5.
1'C>neuterononw 32:11; 2 Kingdoms 22:17; Psalms 77(78):70; 145(146):
9; 146(147):6; Hosea 11:3; Amos 7:15; Isaiah 46:4; 63:9.

u

l

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
One may conclude that the passive voice in the Synoptic Gospels
falls into three categories.

First, there is the simple deponent passive

i'.hich calls for little co?P.rnent .

Secondly, there are those passives which

are se1f-explanatoI"J by nature of the context or by a preposition used
With them.

Thirdly., there are those passives that stand by themselves.

The context does not expressly indicate the agency involved.
position explains them.

No pre-

They may strike one as· numinous ( dof},ftrf,Jql)•

V,

... e"t, this need not always be the case

(.!fqpivBq)•

They simply state a

f act, a f act tha t is taken to bear a truth vihich apparently has no motive f or proving itse lf.
the reader as truth

It is simply a fact that forces itself upon

(7a1U,vw/Jr{([el'at).

to come from nowhere.

That truth seems,

It is simply there.

like a "theological comma."

a: first glance

This type of passive acts

It causes the thoughtful reader to pause

to meditate, study , and most of all, search for the eternal background
tnat forces itself upon the reader.

It is not long before one finds that

this type of passive has its home in the Septuagint, usually in the active voice used of some direct event that God caused to happen.

These

passives, then, are embedded alL'lost without exception in the Septuagint.
They are at times exceedingly numinous.
tree

<lir,~),

but how he may exalt

God directly withered the fig

(u,pwPtfardl ) or humble <1azc1,11-

~ ) remains a nwstery that history alone has told or that tin:e alone
,.,ill reveal.
\'Jith the active voice one moves ,vith the stated subject. With the
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r.li.ddle voice one emphasize s himse l f or another as the subject of its
action.

Ylith t his 11 numinous11 passive voice one stands, stands in the

very near Vicinity of God; he fe els the hand of God pass at near range;
he hears t he echoes of t ':1.e Prophets' words in his ears, the song of the
Psalmist in his hea r t, t he facts of the Historian pulsating in his mind. ·
He hears t he voice of God.

God stands behind this type of passive.

veils his name, his movements.
tents f or me n.

It

It softens his voice, it covers his in-

Only when one allows the veil to be moved aside, the

cover r emoved , and i s motionlessly still to hear the still small voice
can one a ppreciate the use of the passive voice. in the New Testament.
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